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Abstract

Fibre optic telecommunication cables laid across the seaoor are buried in shallow

water depth (<2000m) for protection against hazards arising from commercial shing

and shipping activity. The cables are buried in a trench created by a sea plough, often

jet assisted and towed from a ship, or by a ROV with jet legs straddling the cable and

uidising the soil around it. Recent trends in the industry require more versatile burial

tools, so a sound understanding of their fundamental mechanics is required to enable

their optimun design and performance. The aim of this research program was to study

the mechanics of force reduction on jet assisted cable burial tools.

The experimental program consisted of two stages, both conducted in controlled

submerged conditions. The rst studied the effects of jet parameters, tool rake angle

and pore pressure on tool force reduction. The second stage studied the action of a

single horizontal buried jet on the surrounding soil, in which the rst series of

experiments studied a static jet nozzle in sand and clay, and the second a dynamic jet

nozzle. The flow rate or nozzle Velocity was varied in each respectively.

The rst stage showed force reduction was caused by the reduced soil stress on the

tool face in areas intersecting uidised sand. The larger the uidised area (FA), or the

lower its intersection, the greater the force reduction. Evenly spaced nozzles gave

greater FA coverage of the tool face. Interaction between jet and rake angle and force

was complex, but upward angled jets and forward raked tools gave least force

reduction. Results of the second stage showed cavity formation in sands characterised

by shear erosion whereas in clay by pressure fracturing. The cavity size in sands was

directly proportional to jet momentum ux and inversely proportional to tool Velocity.

Mathematical models were developed from each stage, the rst to simulate tool force

reduction created by the jets, given knowledge of the FA, and the second to simulate

the FA created by a single jet. The second over predicted cavity length by a average

of 7% over the range of tool velocities tested. The combined models over predicted

tool force, and suggested reasons for the discrepancies are given. Further research is

required to rene the model and provide a useful tool for the design and operation of

jet assisted cable burial tools in saturated sands.
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Nomenclature

A =

AJ

AL

AR

Ar

a,b =

ai

bm

bz

b,

C, A

C.S.A

Cf

C =

c, =

D

D2

dh

dj

d

E

F

FA

FJ

FL

FNET

F0

FP

G =

surface area of impingement zone (m2)

total cross-sectional area of nozzles (m2)

area of disturbed logarithmic spiral section (m2)

rake angle effect factor (greater than one for at rake)

area of tine face (m2)

constant of parabola

factor of solution to quadratic equation
andxb,r=ofrb,n=of11
maximum disturbed width (m)

radial distance where u = um/2

factor of solution to quadratic equation
andxb,r=ofrb,'q=of 1
constant and exponent of cavity length

cross sectional area ofjet cone (m2)

coefcient of friction

cohesion (kN.m`2)

factor of solution to quadratic equation
andxb,r=ofrb,11=ofn
soil particle diameter (m)

cavity depth fraction

maximum scour hole diameter (m)

diameter ofjet (m)

depth of cavity (m)

sediment detachment rate per unit area

tine Force (kN)

uidised area (m2)

jet force ()

force reduction (kN)

net force (kN)

coulombs passive earth pressure (kN)

tine passive force (kN)

cavity depth to length ratio (typically 0.

. Sufxes: l= of l, q = of xa

. Sufxes: l = of 1, q = of xa

power equation

. Sufxes: l= of l, q = of xa

45)
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g = acceleration due to gravity (ms`2)

H = jet impingement height (m)

HATM = head of atmosphere (m)

HSEA = head of sea water (m)

h = head of water in cavity (m)

h = maximum dynamic scour hole depth (m)

JMF,J = jet momentum ux (kg.m)

K = ratio ofhorizontal to vertical stress on soil at rest (l-sin<p)

k = soil hydraulic conductivity (ms")

kN = normalised factor constant

L = depth of cavity centre = length of ow path (m)

l = cavity length (m)

M = torque (Nm`1)

m = gradient of soil stress prole (kN.m`3)

N = dimensionless number. Sufxes: q = gravitational, c = cohesive

NA = normalised area

NC = dimensionless strip footing bearing capacity factor. Sufces: c =
cohesive (~7), q = frictional

NF = nonnalised force

NP = normalised pressure

NQ = normalised ow rate

Nrp = terzaghi°s passive earth pressure factor

n = number ofjets on tine

ng = generated porosity = n, -R*(n, ~n)

nm = maximum (ASTM standard) porosity at a = O

n = initial porosity before ploughing

ns = sample size

P = pressure (bar). Sufx: J = jet impingement pressure

po = exponent of depth/width ratio in static geometry factor

pv = exponent of depth/vvidth ratio in drainage geometry factor

Q = jet ow rate (m3s")

Qp = horizontal force component from lateral section (kN)

Qm = soil void volume generation rate (m3s`l)
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R

R

ra

rb

13

Su

S

Sr

t

Ub

Ui

Um

Un

U0

Up

V

Ws

W

X

Xa

Xb

X5,

Y

Z

Za

zb

Ze

Zm

ao

av

B

Y

diameter of grouser plate. Sufxes: i= intemal, o = extemal (m)

stress ratio (square root) = (ag/ a)0'5 W

vertical distance nozzle centreline to top of FA (m)

Vertical distance nozzle centreline to base of FA (m)

radial distance from jet centreline (m)

effective undrained shear strength (kN.m`2)

sample standard deviation

ratio of sand to water density

time (s)

cavity boundary Velocity (ms`1)

jet Velocity (ms`). Sufxes: ji = impingement, js = shear

Velocity of centreline ofjet at position x° from origin (ms`l)

nozzle and plough Velocity (ms`l)

Velocity ofjet at source (ms`1)

pore water Velocity (ms`1)

volmne (m3)

submerged weight of sediment (kg.m`3)

tine width (m)

distance from jet at source (m)

horizontal distance from front of cavity to top of FA (m)

horizontal distance from front of cavity to base of FA (m)

constants of sediment detachment equation

height from blade base (m)

depth (m)

depth to top ofFA (m)

depth to base of FA (m)

critical depth (m)

maximum depth of tine (m)

effective fraction of blade depth where overburden acts

constant incorporating permeability-Velocity-drainage effects

jet diffusion coefcient (typically 6.3)

S011 bulk weight density (1<N.m'3)
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YS =

yw =

sv =

n =

=

ps =

pw =

6 =

og =

Ger =

1 =

tc =

re =

( =

W =

buoyant weight density of soil (m`3)

weight density of sea water (Nm`3)

volumetric strain

dimensionless loss factor

population mean

bulk density of soil (kg.m`3)

density of water (kg.m`3)

soil stress acting on tine face (kN.m`2)

generated conning stress (kN.m`2)

soil critical confning stress (kN.m`2)

shear stress (Nm`2)

critical shear stress (Nm`2)

excess shear stress (Nm`2)

soil intemal iction angle
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1 Introduction _ Ã

1. 1 The Need for Sub-sea Burial of Cable

Global cormnunication is a essential element of today's society and requires highly

technological and reliable systems. These systems often utilise bre optic cables for

the transmission of information between geographical locations. It is therefore

necessary to lay bre optic cables across large sections of the seaoor when the

transfer of information between landmasses is required, and cable systems on the

seaoor are now common place. However, it is a undesirable necessity, for since the

rst telecommunication cables were laid across the Atlantic in the l950s they have

been vulnerable to damage from both man made and natural causes. These hazards are

from shifting ocean bottom conditions and ships anchors, but 95% of cable failures on

the continental shelf have been due to commercial shing activity (Messina et. al.,

2001). Damage is caused when heavy °otter° boards used in bottom sling are

dragged over the cables. The results yielded unreliable systems with very high repair

costs. g

In attempts to improve the reliability of seaoor cable systems! the cables were
armoured and rerouted around areas of known high shing activity. However, this

proved expensive and unreliable, so a more reliable protection system was required.

The solution was to bury the cable at the shore ends, in water depths of less than 2000

m. From the late 196O°s this wastaccomplished using sled type cable burial ploughs.

However, the typical designed burial depth of 1 m was often hard to achieve in dense

sand and stiff clay. The draught force required for seaoor ploughing is often very

large, up to fty tomes, because of the dilation properties of saturated sands.

Consequently, large ships, with high operating costs, are required to pull the ploughs.

The Burial Protection Index (BPI), proposed by Global Marine Systems Ltd, suggests

a burial depth based on seaoor soil type and strength. However, its suggested burial

depths of 2.5 *m in soft clay and 1 m is dense sand, are hard to achieve with passive

ploughs. The solution is the jet assisted plough, which uses jets positioned on the

plough blade or a vertically impinging jet in front of the blade. They have the ability

to achieve greater burial depth at a reduced draught force, giving a economic

Chapter I ~ ~ _ 1 Craig S. Knight
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advantage since they provide increased protection at a reduced cost. This is because

the reduced force enables the use of a smaller ship, or a greater ploughing speed for a

given draught force.

Recent trends of reduced shing stocks have driven shing into deeper water, so

heavier shing tackle is used at greater water depth. Consequently, a greater cable

burial depth is required at a greater water depth. Also the cable market is tending

towards short, non-repeater regional networks, often using jetting tools on Remotely

Operated Vehicles (ROV) to bury pre-laid cables. Therefore, the more recent

requirements have been towards more versatile cable burial systems.

Figure 1.1 Jet assisted sea plough (a), and ROV buryig cable (b)

Chapter I 2 Craig S. Knight
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To develop more versatile systems requires a sound understanding of jetting tool

mecharics. Although cable burial techniques have been used for more than thirty

years, and despite various development projects, little is understood of the

fundamental jetting tool mecharics. A particular focus of interest is the mechanics of

jets in reducing tool force, since the limited power supplied to ROV's requires the

most effective use ofjetting power to obtain optimum performance.

1.2 Project Aim T

The aim of this project is to investigate jet assisted tools for the sub-sea burial of

cables. The purpose is to increase the understanding of their mechanics and to develop

a mathematical model simulating their behaviour, to assist in the design and operation

ofjet assisted tools.

1.3 Project Objectives

The two main project objectives were;

1. To study the effects ofjetting parameters on tool force reduction.

2. To study the effects of jet parameters on the extent of the resulting uidised

cavity.

1.4 Project Methodology

A methodology was developed consisting of two stages;

l. The effect of jet ow rate (Q), pressure (P), nozzle distribution and jet angle

(01) on tool forces were examined in controlled submerged conditions. The

distribution of soil pressure on the tool face was also investigated. A model was

developed to simulate tool forces given knowledge of the uidised areas

created by the jets. This work is detailed in Chapters 2 and 3.

2. The effect of jet ow rate and nozzle velocity on the resulting uidised cavity

was exanined in controlled submerged conditions, initially using a single static

jet nozzle, detailed in Chapter 4, followed by a single dynamic nozzle, detailed

in Chapter 5. A mathematical model is proposed to simulate the size of the

uidised cavity created and the extent of the uidised area on the tool face.

Chapter I 3 Craig S. Knight
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3. A evaluation is made of the ability of the combined models to simulate the net

soil force acting on jet assisted cable burial tools, detailed in Chapter 6.

The research plan and layout of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.2. Each Chapter deals

with one element of the program and include, where relevant, a review of literature,

experimental work conducted and the development of the mathematical models.

Chapters are supported by appendices that contain ther details of results and other

appropriate material.

Chapter 1 4 Craig S. Knight
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2 Investigation into the Interaction between Water

Jets and Soil Force on Jetted Tines

2. 1 Introduction

Most research into the characteristics of jet-assisted cable burial tools has focused on

the effect of jet ard tool parameters on the resulting force reduction. Some research

has touched on the causes of these effects, but knowledge of them has remained

limited. The aim of this Chapter is not only to study the effects of jet and tool

parameters on force reduction, but also to develop a understanding of the mechanics

causing the effects. This understanding will enable the prediction of the force

reduction for jet and tool combinations.

This Chapter contains the details of two investigations using jet-assisted tines iÄ±

saturated sand. The rst investigates the effect of the distribution of jet nozzle area

across the tine face, and the second investigates the effect ofjet and tine rake angle on

force reduction. The understanding gained from these investigations is then used to

develop a mathematical model simulating the force reduction, given certain jet and

tine parameters.

2.2 Review of Jet-Assisted Cable Burial Plough Literature

Much of the literature on jet-assisted cable burial tools concems testing the

capabilities of newly developed tools; very little literature concems the fundamental

mechanics that give a understanding to their behaviour. There are two main

categories of literature. Firstly, those that deal with vertically impinging jets extemal

to the soil, often positioned immediately i front of the plough blade. This is generally

concemed with clay soils and often develops some form of empirical equation or

dimensional analysis relating jet parameters to the soil forces developed. This

literature is reviewed in Chapter 4. The second category concems jets intemal to the

soil and predominately relates to sand. This literature gives an indication of the effect

ofjet and tool properties on soil force reduction and is reviewed below.

Lewis and Messina (1998) report on the General Dynamics Advanced Technology

Systems (GD-ATS) and Tyco Submarine Systems Ltd (TSSL) development of a high

Chapter 2 7 Craig S. Knight
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speed low force cable burial tool for operation in compacted sands. The tool is based

on their development of the Swept Flow Jetter (SFJ) concept, which was bom from

earlier work by Messina when he found that trenching performance was improved

markedly when the jet ow was directed downwards. The SFJ concept uses a

backward raked jetting tool with downward facing jets creating ow almost parallel to

the tool, as shown in Figure 2.1. Their explanation for the improved performance over

the more conventional vertical blades with horizontal jets is that the SFJ concept

provides a mechanism for both soil erosion and removal, but no quantitative

explanation is given.

Undisturbed soil line
/ / ow Jetter Tool

_Water Jåts
_ Resultant Slurry

Along Tool Sides and Bottom

Figure 2.1 Operating prinyiyle of the Swept Flow Jetter (after Lewis & Messina, 1998)

The concept was tested using quarter scale tools, where a dimensionless number

tenned N2 provided a relative measure of tool effectiveness by relating the uid ow

rate to the tool excavation rate (Q/(tool speed x width x depth)). They found a N2

value of four was required to reduce the tool force to zero, although force reductions

in excess of 50% were realised for N2 greater than two. The zero force speed of the

tool was also found to vary directly with the ow rate of the jets.

Full scale tests were conducted with a tool measuring 0.1 m wide by 1.09 m deep with

a backward rake angle of 30° to the horizontal. Two nozzle congurations were

tested, being thirty four 12.7 m diameter nozzles at 63.5 m spacing and seventeen

nozzles at 127 m spacing. They found the latter gave slightly better performance,

and concluded this was due to either the result of a more efficient nozzle arrangement

or the higher nozzle pressure. They also concluded the combined quarter and full

Chapter 2 8 Craig S. Knight
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scale tests showed that key performance parameters scaled linearly with uid ow

rate.

The SFJ concept has been applied to commercial ploughs, being the GD-ATS Deep

Venture Cable Plough (DVCP) and the TSSL Sea Plough VIII. The improved

capabilities of these ploughs is reported in a number of papers by 'Hill et.al. (1999),

Leifer et.al. (1999), Kober et.al. (2000), Messina, (2000) & Messina etal. (2001).

During sea trials showed the TSSL Sea Plough VIII had a three-fold reduction in tool

force and a 50% increase in forward speed with jetting. The GD-ATS DVCP was

found to have a two to three fold improvement in trenching speed compared to

forward facing nozzles, for a given tool force.

Adamson and Kolle (1995) conducted experiments with a backward raked jetting am

and developed a ROV deployed post lay cable burial system in a joint Venture

between Pen'y Tritech, Inc. and Quest Integrated, Inc. Initial experiments; in kaolin

clay used two evenly spaced 5.5 m diameter nozzles on a short jetting am inclined

at 40° to the horizontal, which oscillated through 100° along its longitudinal axis.

With a jet pressure of 1.04 bar (151 psi) the am progressed at 50 mh in 50 kPa clay.

Full scale tests conducted in sand showed the oscillation of the jet arms gave no

advantage, but speeds in excess of 350 mh were achieved at 1 m burial depths.

The investigations of Lewis (2002) had the objectives of determining the effect of jet

angle and forward speed on force acting on the tine. His research, conducted at the

National Soil Resources Institute at Craneld University at Silsoe, used three 1/10"â

scale tines measuring 30 m wide and a working depth of 300 m with three jets.

Three jet angles, being horizontal, 30° upward and 30° downwards relative to the

horizontal, were tested at 1.5 bar and at four tine speeds. His results showed that jet

angle had a signicant inuence on force reduction, the mean draught force for the

upward jets being six times greater than the downward jets. He also found, a Coyne

& Lewis (1999) and True ard Girard (1998) have, that increasing the forward speed

caused the force to increase.

A investigation into the factors inuencing the performance ofjet assisted submarine

cable ploughs was conducted by Knight (2002), also at the National Soil Resources

Institute at Craneld University at Silsoe. One of his objectives was to detennine the

Chapter 2 .º 9 Craig S. Knight
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effect of jetting factors and forward speed on the forces acting on water jet assisted

submarine ploughs. This was done using tines of similar design to Lewis (2002),

measuring 30 m wide with a working depth of 280 mm. Tests were conducted using

the jet factors shown in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 Jet factors used by Knight (2002)

Factor
I Values

Jet Angles (x4) 70° & 35° downward, horizontal, 70° upward

Jet pressure (x4) 2, 4, 6 & 7 bar

Nozzle diameter (x3) 5, 6 & 7 m

The experiments showed that;

1. Jet assistance reduced tine draught force considerably.

2. iDraught force reduced with increasing jet pressure until a critical pressure was

reached, above which further increases in pressure caused no further force

reduction.

3. The critical pressure increased a the jet angle became more upward facing.

4. Downward facing jets had lower draught forces, but the 35° downward jets had

slightly lower forces than the 70° downward jets. The draught force was least

for the horizontal jets when above the critical pressure.

5. Increasing the ow rate reduced the draught force when below the critical

pressure.

However, little explanation was given to the mechanical causes of the results. Knight

developed a mathematical model simulating the relationships between jetting factors

and tine force ºby normalising the jetting factors and tine force, shown by Eqs. 2.1 to

2.4.

NF = F/Fp = tine force relative to passive force
2.1

NP = P / (Fp/AT) = jet pressure relative to average soil pressure
2.2

NQ = Q /(vAT) = total jet ow rate relative to swept volume
2.3

Chapter 2 10 Craig S. Knight
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NA = AJ/AT = total nozzle area relative to tine face area

NF = kNQ

NP=fíl-1] (0s1<Nz1)kN

2 "Q
NF : 2.g.NA 2

NQ + 2.g.NA

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

The normalised ow rate (NQ) was then related to the normalised force (NF) by Eq.

2.5. Since the ow, pressure and nozzle area are all related (shown in Eqs. 2.6 & 2.7),

a Normalised Factor Chart was dravvn relating the normalised jetting factors to the

normalised force, a shown in Figure 2.2. However, the chart only gives the form of

the relationship between factors, not the exact values.
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Figure 2.2 Normalised Factor Chart, according to Knight (2002). N curves are blue, NA
cures are green, isoPower curves are red.
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The model relates jet factors, and then makes a logical assumption a to how the

nonnalised ow relates to force. However, the model raises concems in that it takes

no account ofjet angle, the rake angle or the distribution of the jet ow across the tine

face. It has been shown experimentally that jet angle affects the force reduction. The

model implies that the distribution or number of nozzles has no effect on the force,

only the total cross sectional area of them, which is questionable.

Knight recommends further investigations into the effect of jet angle on force, and

why the draught force ceases to decrease a the angle of the jet has a greater vertical

downward component. He also suggests a experiment i wlich in which the soil and

uid dynamics are videoed through a window adjacent to the tine, enabling the effect

ofjet angle to be explained.

The existing literature gives little explanation for the jetting tool characteristics

observed, but gives rise to the following questions.

l. Why do downward angled jets create greater force reduction?

2. How does the rake angle of the tool affect the force?

3. How does the distribution ofjet nozzles on the tool face inuence the force

reduction?

4. Why does much of the literature dene jet properties in terms of pressure and

ow rate as opposed to the momentum ux of the jet, which is the force

exerted by the jet on the soil?

Futher investigations are required to establish the fundamental mechanics of jetting

tools in order to understand their effect on force reduction.

2.3 Objectives

The objectives of this Chapter are;

1. To determine the behaviour ofj ets in reducing soil forces on a cable burial tool by

investigating the effect of;

a) Jet nozzle area distribution across the tine face on force reduction.

b) Jet and tine rake angle on force reduction.

2. To use the above to develop a mathematical model simulating the force reduction

gained from tine and jet combinations.

Chapter 2 12 Craig S. Knight
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2.4 Methodology and Experiment Design ~

2.4.1 Effect of Jet Nozzle Area Distribution on Soil Force

Reduction

A experiment was designed in which the forces acting on jet assisted tines were

measured. Six tines were tested, each having a different number of nozzles, although

the total cross sectional area of the nozzles was constant for all the tines. The nozzles

were evenly spaced along the centreline of the tines. To investigate the effect of

nozzle conguration on the forces two tines had the same number of nozzles, one with

nozzles evenly spaced, the other with nozzles in three groups of four. Details of the

number of nozzles on each tine and their corresponding diameters are given in Table

2-2.

The effect of nozzle distribution on force was initially examined using four jet

pressures, creating four different total jet momentum uxes. The jet pressures of 1,

1.5, 2 and 2.5 bar were selected after pilot tests had been conducted to establish a

suitable range. The forces on a passive (non-jetted) tine were also examined. After the

initial experiments had been conducted, additional experiments were conducted to

extend the range of pressures (and thus jet momentmn ux (JMF)) over which some

of the tines were examined. Table 2-3 shows details of the additional pressures

examined.

Table 2-2 Details of the nozzles in the nozzle distribution experiment

Tine No. ofNozzles Nozzle Diameter (mm) Nozzle Spacing (mm)

1 1 10.32 135

2 3 6.0 90

3 6 4.25 45

4 9 3.45 30

5 12 3.0 22.5

6 12 (Grouped) 3.0 90 (group centres)

Total cross sectional area = 84.8 mmz '

Chapter 2 1 13 Craig S. Knight
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Table 2-3 Details of the additional jet pressures tested

Tine
I Additional Jet Pressures (bar)

1

l 3.0, 3.5 ~

2 3.0, 3.5

3 0.5

The tines were designed to have a forward Velocity of 1 km/h, which was near the

upper limit of capability of the equipment. A high Velocity was used since the

investigations of Knight (2002) showed that force differences between tines were

accentuated at greater tine velocities.

All tests were conducted in medium sized sand from Cainhoe Quarry, Bedfordshire,

having a D50 of 0.2 m and a hydraulic conductivity (k) of 0.972 In/h. This sand is

termed standard sand (SS) in this study. The same sand was used by Knight (2002)

and Lewis (2002). Details of the particle size distribution is in Appendix 2.

The experiments were conducted in a randomised block design, each test being

replicated three times. The tests within each block were conducted in a randomised

order. The exact order of experiments i the program is shown i Appendix 2.

2.4.2 Effect of Jet and Rake Angle on Soil Force Reduction

A experiment was designed in which the soil forces acting on tines of different rake

and jet angles 'were measured. Three rake angles were tested, being forward, vertical

and backward raked. Three jet angles were then examined for each of the rake angles.

Details of the rake and jet angles are shown in Table 2-4 and Figure 2.3. Three

nozzles of 6 m diameter were evenly spaced down the centreline of each tine.

Chapter 2 . 14 Craig S. Knight
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Table 2-4 Combination of tine rake and jet angles tested

1

_
3 _ ___ 456 _............... _..__ 0; ......._. _.........

4 90° 45Â°

š__...........TineRake Angle (u) Jet angle (relative to horizontal) (01)

45° 90Â°
............

45°

§65' -45Â°

7 135° 0Â°
_

8 - 135° _..- _... _45_° . __._.._............._.___
............. __..................0 -90Â°

u=45° o=90° u=l35Â°

1
2 4

3 5 7

6 8

9

Figure 2.3 Combination of tine rake and jet angles tested

Each tine rake and jet angle combination was exanined at four jet pressures (and thus

JMFs). The results of the previous experiments on the jet distribution were studied to

select appropriate jet pressures. The pressures were 1, 1.5, 2.25 and 3 bar. A passive

(non-jetted) test was also conducted for each rake angle.

The tines were designed to have a forward Velocity of 1 k/ and were conducted in

sand from Cainhoe Quarry, the sane a in the nozzle distribution experiments.

Experiments were conducted in a randomised block design, the experiments in each

block being conducted in a randomised order. Each test was replicated three times,

once in each block. The exact order of tests are recorded in Appendix 2.

Chapter 2 15 Craig S. Knight
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2.5 Equipment and Measurement Technique

2.5.1 Jet-Assisted Tine Instrumentation Systems

The experiments were conducted in a fully instrumented soil bin facility i the soil

dynamics laboratory at Craneld University at Silsoe. The soil bin, measuring 6 m

long, 1 m wide and 1 m deep, was equipped with a instrumented carriage tted with

a Extended Octagonal Ring Transducer (EORT) (Godwin, 1975) to which the tínes

were mounted, a shown i Figure 2.4. The EORT measured the horizontal and

vertical forces and the moment acting on the tine independently, a shown in Figure

2.5. The drive sprocket for the chain pulling the carriage was instrumented with a

proximity sensor, from wlich the velocity of the carriage was detennined. A

proximity switch at either end of the test section sensed when the carriage passed

through it.

Figure 2.4 Soil bin used for experiments with jet-assísted tínes

Chapter 2 16 Craig S. Knight
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` Tine Independent measurement of
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Figure 2.5 Tine mounted on EORT and carriage

Figure 2.6 shows the jet assisted tines in action. A Grundfos centrifuge pump (CR16)

supplied water under pressure to the tine from a reservoir tank. Transducers measured

both the ow rate and pressure of the water downstream of the pump, a shown in

Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.6 Forward raked jetted tines in action (direction of travel right to left)

Data from all the transducers was recorded onto a laptop computer using DasyLab

v.7.0 software via a Flyde data acquisition module, a shown in Figure 2.8. The

calibration details of the horizontal force, vertical force and moment from the EORT,

the carriage velocity ard the ow and pressure transducers are given in Appendix 3.

Chapter 2 17 Craig S. Knight
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Flyde Data
Acquisition Module

I
I CentrifugeWater
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Pressure Fow
Sensor Meter

Connection Box
Speed Sensor

Position Marker Switches
Chain | EORT
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Soil Bin

\ V JH I'
mâärm Test Section

Figure 2.7 Diagram of the soil bin, water jet and instrumentation systems for the jet
assisted tines experiments

_í_ System Software
EORT __

Tine DasyLab v.7.0
Speed

Position Sa | te Data block _
Marker mypiâ-|;a averaged at wg: to
Switch 312.5 Hz

Pressure

i¬__Flow rate

Figure 2.8 Details of istrumentatio software system

2.5.2 Soil Preparation Method

The soil bin enabled the sand to be tested in fully saturated conditions and submerged

with a headwater depth of up to 0.2 m. To ensure the experiments were conducted i

the same soil conditions a preparation method was developed to create uniform and

repeatable soil conditions. The preparation method used by Knight (2002) of

manually mixing the sand after each test was inadequate and produce large force

Chapter 2 18 Craig S. Knight
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variations both within and between runs. A study was undertaken to develop a

preparation technique that would rapidly create unifonn and repeatable conditions

within the bin and between tests. Full details of the study are in Appendix 1.

In the study different mechanical, jetting and uidizing methods of preparing the sand

were investigated. The soil condition and uriformity created by each teclmique was

accessed from the draught force generated when pulling a standard non-jetted tine

through the bin.

Results showed uidizing the sand was the most appropriate preparation technique. A

small water upow of 0.75 1/sec at 0.4 bar through the sand patially uidized it and

reduced its shear strength allowing manual mixing with a steel rod pushed into the

sand at 0.15 m intervals. Compaction of the sand was then achieved using a vibrating

plate pulled over the surface. The upow water was dispensed through a manifold-

lateral system of perforated pipes laid at the base of the soil bin. The mean coefcient

of Variation of force data for individual tests was 6%, and for all tests was <3%,

demonstrating the method created uniform and repeatable soil conditions.

2.5.3 Design of Nozzle Distribution Tines

The tines used in the nozzle distribution expeiment had the following design features;

1. The tine geometry was the same a that used by Knight (2002), having a working

depth of 280 n by 30 m wide, giving a aspect ratio of 9.33. The same aspect

ratio was used in the rake angle experiments. Details of the tine geometry are

given in Figure 2.9, and CAD drawings are in Appendix 5. -

2. The total cross sectional area of the nozzles on the tines was constant so that the

total jet momentum ux of each tine was constant. A total nozzle cross sectional

area of 84.8 mmz was used, being that of three 6 m diameter nozzles, the same

a used in the rake angle experiment. For each of the other tines the total nozzle

area was divided evenly between the number of nozzles, giving the nozzle

diameters shown in Table 2-2.

3. Nozzles were evenly spaced down the centre of the tine face with the distance

between adjacent nozzles being twice that between the end nozzles and the tine

base/soil surface, as shown in Figure 2.9. This was to enable the uidised cavities

Chapter 2 19 Craig S. Knight
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to cover the whole of the tine face without any overlap, assuming the cavities were

symrnetrical about the nozzle. Nozzle spacing is shown in Table 2-2.

4. The nozzle length/dianeter ratio was kept the sane for all nozzles, being 6.66, to

minimise differences between the nozzles coefcients of discharges (which vary

with 1/d ratio). However, the length of the largest nozzle (10.32 m diameter) was

limited to 40 mm, giving a ratio of 3.88.

705 mm 30 mm _

Working depth
280 mm

1 3 6 91212G
70 mm

Figure 2.9 Details of tine geometry for nozzle distribution experiments

2.5.4 Design of Rake Angle Tines

The tines used i the rake angle experiments had the following design features;

1. The tines for all rake angles had the same depth/width ratio a the tines i the

nozzle distribution experiments, having a working depth of 280 m and a width

of 30 mm.

2. The tine rake and jet angles are given i Table 2-4.

3. Each tine had three 6 m diameter nozzles, with a vertical distance of 75 m

between adjacent nozzles with the top nozzle being 75 m below the soil surface.

Therefore the three nozzle depths were the same for all the rake angles.

4. The tines were manufactured from mild steel.

chapter 2 zo craig s. Knight
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Figure 2.10 Details of tine geometry for rake angle experiments

2.5.5 Measurement Technique

The sane experimental technique for both the nozzle distribution and rake angle

experiment were used and was a follows;

1. The tine was put into the soil and attached to the carriage while the upwash

system was operating.

2. The soil i the bin was prepared according to the method detailed in Appendix

1. T

3. The water jets were tumed on while the desired pressure was set, which also

cleared the nozzles of sand.

4. The geostatic soil forces on the tine were recorded for ten seconds before the

carriage pulled the tine through the soil at 1 km/h.

5. Te water jets were stopped at the end of the rn and the tine was taken from

the bin with the upwasher system operating.

Chapter 2 21 Craig S. Knight
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2.5.6 Measurement Analysis

The experimental data was exported into Microsoft Excel to be analysed. The mean of

each factor (horizontal force, vertical force, moment, jet pressure, ow rate and tine

velocity) was found over the tests section of the bin, which was designed to eliminate

end effects from the results. The test section of the results was determined from the

marker switches, which changed signal value when the carriage passed through the

section. However, in the rake angle experiments the position of the tine in the soil bin

a the carriage passed through the test section was different for each rake angle, due to

the geometry of the tines. Therefore in order that the means were calculated over the

same section of soil, the test section was altered individually for each rake angle, a

shown in Figure 2.11.

Marker switch signal- original test section

I _ _ Position o:ine wme

l b b ' carriage inQ original test5 3 section

| ° a = 0.66 m ig b=0ß3m= c = 0 6 m

Figure 2.11 Modified test section for the rake angle experiments

The mean data was then used to determine the total JMF of each test. The horizontal

force was examined against the JMF for both the nozzle distribution and rake angle

experiments. The horizontal force was also examined against the rake and jet angle in

the rake angle experiment.
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Figure 2.12 Typical data from jet assisted tine experiments showing section over which
mean values were taken

2.6 Results and Discussion

Full results of each experiment are given in Appendix 4. Aspects of the results that are

relevant to the objectives of the Chapter are presented and discussed.

2.6.1 Results of the Jet Nozzle Distribution Experiment

The mean of the three replicates was found for each of the factors. The jet momentum

ux was calculated using jet ow data and nozzle diameter, a shown in Eq. 2.8.

2
JMF

=zr.d1 .n

2.8

The mean horizontal force is plotted in Figure 2.13 against the mean JMF for each of

the tines and jet pressures tested. The nozzles on the tines with nine or twelve nozzles

became blocked with sand on some tests, causing the ow rate to be reduced and the

horizontal force to increase. Mean values including the °blocked° data are shown by

the dashed lines in Figure 2.13, and when they were excluded is shown by the solid

lines. The data is cormected by lines to help identify the data associated with each
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tine, and show the general trends rather than expressing a accurate relationship

between force and JMF.

7.0A
No.Nozzles

-O-1
6.0-_..._3

-Q--6
--9 (Exuusiv)

5.0_-º a- - -9 (lndusive)-12 (Exclusive)
--»-«12(mum)

_-0--12G0 Passive

Force kN
PO

HorlzontÄ±
G'

Ä±
2.0 ~

1.0 -
._

.">'"""""o_o., . , A ^ *',_____ .
0 5 10 1 5 20 25 3 35

Totl Jet Momentum Flux (kg.mls)

Figure 2.13 Horizontal force against total jet momentum ux for the jet nozzle distribution

experiments. The mean non-jetted horizontal force was 6.58 k

Figure 2.13 shows three important characteristics. Firstly, the horizontal force

decreased a the JMF increased. This was true for all the tines. It occurred to such a

extent that the forces on the 6, 9 and 12 nozzle tines were reduced to nearly 1% of the

passive force at the higher JMF tested. Secondly, the smaller diameter nozzles, which

were on the nine and twelve nozzle tines, sometimes became blocked with sand, with

a increasing tendency to do so at lower JMF. This is shown by data on the dashed

lines having spuriously high force values. Examination of the tine after these tests

showed that the nozzles at the base of the tine became blocked while those higher up

remained free. Thirdly, the tines with a greater nmnber of nozzles evenly spaced down

the tine face had much lower forces. This is seen in that the tines with six, nine and

twelve nozzles had negligible force at a J\I of 30 kg.ms" whereas the tine with only

one large nozzle had a force of 2.7 k (still 40% of the passive force) at the sane

JMF. This demonstrates that the more evenly the JMF is distributed across the tine

face, the greater is its effectiveness at reducing soil forces. However, the tine with

twelve nozzles in three groups of four had forces very similar to those of the tine with
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only three nozzles. This shows that the group of four jets behaved effectively as one

jet. The tine with twelve jets evenly spaced down the tine face had much lower forces

than the tine with twelve grouped nozzles. Therefore it is not the number of jets, but

the distribution of them that is important, if the total nozzle area is constant.

The above characteristics can be understood if the uidising and erosion effects of the

jet on the sand are considered. Knight (2002) found that a jet issuing from a tine

creates a cavity around the jet by eroding the sand. Therefore increasing the JMF of a

jet increases its ability to erode the sand, so creating a larger cavity. A area of tine

face around the jet nozzle, namely the uidised area (FA), will engage with the

uidised cavity rather than the original sand mass. Therefore, the soil forces on the

tine are generated by the elements of the tine face still engaging the original soil mass.

So, a greater JMF causes a larger FA, reducing the remaining soil engaging elements,

resulting in lower soil forces.

The distribution of jets on the tine face is important since it determines the positions

of the FAs. Evenly distributed jets result i a greater coverage of the tine face by FAs,

whereas clustered jets effectively overlap their FAs reducing the total tine coverage.

The tines that focussed all the JMF through one or three nozzles created jets with high

erosive ability, so creating large cavities. However, because the cavities were wider

than the tine, much of the energy from the jet uidised sand that was not in the path of

the tine, and was thus wasted. The smaller jets, on the tines with many nozzles, had a

much smaller erosive power than the larger jets, so consequently the resulting cavities

were much smaller. Nevertheless, the uidising power of the jets was focussed on the

sand immediately in front of the tine face, resulting in much more of it being covered

by FAs. These principles are shown graphically in Figure 2.14. I

A certain threshold JMF is required to create a cavity about a jet on a moving tine.

Below the threshold JMF the jet has insufcient ability to erode and transport sand

from in front of the nozzle a fast a the sand approaches the tine face. The study in

Chapter 3 shows the soil pressure on the tine face is signicantly greater than the jet

pressure, thus when sand meets the nozzle it is forced into it, so blocking it. Since the

soil pressure is greater at increasing soil depth, nozzles lower down the tine face

becane blocked while nozzles nearer the surface remained free.
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Figure 2.14 Differences in the uidised areas of one large nozzle and many smaller nozzles

The percentage of the tine face area covered by the FAs may be determined for each

test on the following basis.

1. Soil stress on the tine face increases approximately linearly with depth, a

shown in Chapter 3.

2. Because the nozzles are positioned symmetically about the mid depth of the

tine, the mean soil stress can to apply to the whole of the tine face without

causing error when determining the force eliminated by a particular FA.

3. It is assuned that the FA is symmetrical about the jet centreline.

The fraction of tine face engaging the soil is then detennined a the ratio of the net

force (FN) to the passive force (FP). Therefore the percentage of tine face covered by

FAs is;

F
% tine face covered by FA =

(1- 100P

2.9

The mean %FA was calculated for each of the tines and JMF tested and is displayed

in Figure 2.15. It clearly demonstrates that the tests with the low forces (i.e. those with

many jets evenly distributed on tine face) had most of the tine face covered by FAs,

with little area left to engage the soil.
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Figure 2.15 Percentage of tine face covered by uidísed areas for each of the tests

2.6.2 Results of the Jet Angle Experiment

I. Paint Wear Analysis

After completing the experiments the paint wear on the tines was studied to determine

on the sections that experienced abrasion. The paint on some areas of the tine faces

was completely wom off; in others the abrasion was less intense and took only the

shine from the paint leaving a matt nish. The boundary between the gloss and matt

nishes was occasionally clear, but often ill dened. The abrasion was often in the

vicinity of the nozzles, indicating it was not caused by contact with the un- jetted sand

mass but largely due to the sand blasting effect of sand transported in the jet ow

impacting the tine. Many of the tines showed paint abrasion on their sides, thought to

be caused by the non jetted sand mass, since it often covered large areas. The paint

wear pattems on the tine faces were used to give a indication of the ow path of the

jets, and thus the size of the resulting cavities, enabling estimates of the ra or rb

dimensions (vertical distance from nozzle to top or base of FA respectively) to be

made. The wear pattems on the forward and backward raked tines are presented and

analysed in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 respectively. There was very little paint wear

on the vertical tines, so these were unable to be included in the analysis.
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_ 53 mm jet above

a Matt

- 48 mm

` Matt
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_-Matt
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\ by rake angle, fonningarc. sand at sides

'escapes' round tine.
Te wear pattem beneath nozzle
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likely because the jet was a a
slight angle to the direction of tine
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r. = 55.sin(45) = 39 mm

Paint wear indicates;
rl, = 30.sin(45) = 21 mm

Paint wear indicates;
ri, = 50.sin(45) = 35 mm
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jet scour intensity low, s slight
paint wear

__
"`L.Ã

A - Jet diffused over large area, s
jet scour intensity low, s only
slight paint wearB - High intensity sand scour
focused on small area

A - Velocity o sand blast less than
zone C because longer ow path,
s less palm wear
B - Zone protected from sand
scour by the jet, s little erosion
C - lntense sand scour so
signicant paint wear

Figure 2.16 Analysis of paint wear on the forward raked tines
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Rake angle = 135Â°
Jet angle = 0°

à Paint damage not jetsand scour wear

_ 65 mm
Complex wear
patterns, similar to
nozzle 3 but to
less extent

20 mm

- 72 mm
Complex wear

patterns, posslbly
/ due t interactionsbetween r., from

nozzle 2 and r,_ 20 mm from nozzle 3

_ 65 mm

Paint wear indioates rl, was much
greater than r..
Paint wear was greater towardsthe base of the tine.

Rake angle = 135Â°
Jet angle = -45Â°
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distance from nozzle

___.20 mm

/Matt
._ 16 mm

Paint becoming
increasingly matt with
distance from nozzle

_ 67 mm t end of paint

Paint wear indicates rb was much
greater than r.. Complete paintremoval was little, although
signicant areas of matt paint.

Paint wear indicates;
rb = 65.sin(45) = 46 mm

(r, = 20.sin(45) = 14 mm)

Paint wear indicates;
r. = 15.sin(45) = 11 mm

Paint wear indicates;
rr, = 70.sin(45) = 50 mm
(r. = 16.sin(45) = 11 mm

Sand shifting down tine
faoe oompresses
cavity reducing r.

{"[-å*" *äwlmßíg

'âº
'.;¬ t
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A - Intense sand scour s
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A - High intensity sand scourfocused on small area
B - Jet diffused over large area, so
jet scour intensity low. s only
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'

~'=1:**<.š»:= ~f~H ~ §15;fl 11;.,5. i.
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A - Very matt zone, probablycaused by turbulenoe at nozzleB - lncreasing jet sand scour on
tine as zone C is approachedC - Most of deected jet ow
impacts tine here causing greater
paint wear

Figure 2.17 Analysis of paint wear on the backward raked ties
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Figure 2.18 Horizontal force of the rake angle tines against jet momentum ux

The data in Figure 2.18 shows three important characteristics. Firstly, the passive

forces for the forward, vertical and backward raked tines were very similar, being

6.42, 6.25 and 6.09 k respectively. The force decreased slightly a the tine became

more backward raked. This is because the forward raked tine had a slightly greater

working depth than the backward tine, because a slight slackress in the mounting

system allowed the tines to rotate reawards by 2°. Because the forces were similar for

all the rake angles it is concluded, in the context of the Godwin and Spoor (1977)

narrow tine soil failure model, that the soil failed laterally around the tine, with no

signicant crescent type failure. This concept is developed further in Chapter 3.
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Secondly, the horizontal force decreased with increasing JMF. This was true for all

the jet and rake angles tested, and is in agreement with the ndings of the JMF

distribution experiment.

Thirdly, the effect of JMF on force was much greater for the vertical and backward

raked tines than the forward raked tines. This is seen in that the forces in the vertical

and backward raked tines were reduced as the JMF increased to about 20 kg.ms",

after which they remained constant at about 10% of the passive force. However, the

force for the forward raked tines reduced to approximately only 33% of the passive

force a the JMF increased to about 15 kg.ms`1, after which it decreased only slightly.

Figure 2.19 displays the data of Figure 2.18 in another fonn to show more clearly the

effect of jet and rake angle on the horizontal force. The jet angle relative to the

horizontal is on the horizontal axis. The three rake angles are displayed in the three

groups of data, the forward rake angle being the right hand side, the vertical being the

centre group and the backward being the left group. Data for the same rake angle and

jet pressure (and thus JMF) are cormected by lines.

45
aAc<vvARo VERT'C^'- FoRwARo

4

\
3.5 -

4
3

2 _ -O-Forward. 1 Bar-`
-o-F1.sBar
-O-F 2.25 BI

1 5 / -0-F 3 Br' -0-veniea 1 sar

oroe kN
.U

Horizonta F

-0-V 1.5 Bar
-0-V2.25 Bar
-0-V3 Bar

_ g , -X-A111 Bar-an-A1.sBar
0.5f-xt-A2.25 Bar

-ll-A3Bar

100 -80 -60 40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
Jet Angle (Relative to Horizontal)

1,

Figure 2.19 The effect of jet angle, rake angle and jet pressure on horizontal force
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The data in Figure 2.19 .shows the horizontal force decreased with increasing jet

pressure (and thus -JMF), as discussed above. It also shows complicated interactions

between jet angle, rake angle and the force. The force was a ftmction of both the jet

and rake angle, since most jet angles had very different forces, for each of the rake

angles. For example, the 1 bar jet at a angle of -45° gave a force magnitude of 2.15
k with the backward raked tine, compared to 3.82 k with the vertical tine. Because

of the complicated nature of the results, the general effects of the jet and rake angles

are discussed individually, with exceptions being noted and explained.

III. Effect of Jet Angle

The general characteristic of jet angle (01) on the horizontal force was that the more

downward facing the jets were, the lower the force was. This is seen by the force of

the 90° jets tine (upward facing) at maximum jet pressure being equal to 3.07 kN,

whereas for jets angled below the horizontal this was reduced to about 0.5 kN. The

reason for this is that the jet angle alters the position of the FAs. The more downward

angled the jets are, the lower down the tine face the eroded cavity is, and

consequently, the FAs are lower too. If the jet angle only affects the position of the
FAS and not their size, then downward jets have lower FAs and thus eliminate greater

forces from the tine face, because soil stress increases with depth. Therefore, in

general, downward angled jets create lower tine forces.

However, the data in Figure 2.19 shows that lowering the jet angle did not always

reduce the force. This is seen at the lower jet pressures i the backward raked tine,

where the forces of the -90° jets were considerably greater than with -45° jets. Similar

characteristics are seen with the vertical tine. This is because the jet angle not only
affects the position of the FAS, but their size also. Jets at a oblique angle to the

direction of movement through the soil created a different shaped cavity to those that

were normal to it, because a different aspect of the jet was exposed to the soil, and the

path of the jet was deected by the cross ow component of the sand. Consequently,

the FA created by the jet on the tine face was of a different shape and most likely to

be smaller than that created by a horizontal jet. Figure 2.19 also shows that the forces

for the most downward angled jets on the backward and vertical tines reduced to

similar values a for the less oblique angled jets. This was most likely due to the FAs
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of the most downward angled jets increasing as the JMF increased until they

eliminated thesame force from the tine face as those of the less oblique jets (the ~45Â
°

and 0° jets on the backward and vertical tines respectively).

Figure 2.19 shows that raising the jet angle resulted in greater forces. This is because

the FA was shifted up the tine face and was most likely to be reduced in size,

consequently creating higher forces.

IV. Effect of Rake Angle

The results show the forward and vertically raked tines generally had lower forces.

This was accentuated at the greater jet pressures, by the difference between the

forward and backward raked tines being greatest. The general explanation is that the

rake angle affects the position of the FA on the tine face, and thus the force reduction.

Assuming the cavity was syrmnetrical about the jet centreline and that its diameter

increased with increasing distance from the front of the cavity, then the rake angle of

the tine affects the position where the tine face intercepts the cavity, as shown i

Figure 2.20. As the rake angle increases (becomes more backward raked), the upper

boundary of the FA shifts towards the jet centreline, reducing ra, and the lower

boundary shifts further down, increasing rb, so moving the FA down the tine face. The

FA consequently eliminates a greater force, for reasons discussed previously. The

reverse is true if the rake angle is decreased (becomes more forward raked).

However, the data in Figure 2.19 shows that the force did not always decrease with

increasing rake angle. For example, the vertical tine always had significantly lower

forces than the backward raked tine when using horizontal jets. Without measurement

of the shape, size and position of the eroded cavities during the experiments it is

difcult to give a conclusive explanation for this. However, the results of the

experiment with a single dynamic nozzle in Chapter 5 showed that the cavity was not

always symrnetrical about the jet centreline, and in some cases the base of the cavity

closed up to the nozzle, as shown in Figure 2.20. This indicates that a vertical tine

may intersect the cavity at a section of greater depth, whereas a backward raked tine

at' a section of smaller depth. Consequently, the FA on the vertical tine would be

larger than that on the backward raked tine, and thus, the vertical tine would have

greater force reduction when using horizontal jets. However, when jets at oblique
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angles are used, the size and position of the cavities are altered, a discussed earlier,

such that with downward facing jets with sufcient JMF, the backward raked tine

intersects the cavity at a section of greater diameter, creating greater force reductions

than on the vertical tine.

In smnmary, the experimental data shows that the force was lowest when the

combination of JMF, jet angle and rake angle created large FAs that were positioned

low on the tine face.

General Case T

fa

Cavity Boundary rb

Fonuard Vertical Backward

FA = (ra + rb) x tine width

____
Case of JMF
insufcient to keep
cavity base open fa

fu

Cavity Boundary

Jet
Vertical Backward

Figure 2.20 Effect of rake angle on the position of the FA
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2.7 Development of a Mathematical Model Relating the

Fluidised Area to the Tine Force Reduction

2.7.1 Stress Elimination by Fluidised Areas on Jet-Assisted Tines

A mathematical model was developed to relate the force reduction to the uidised

area created by the jets. It was developed by analysis of the stress prole on the tine

face, a shown i Figure 2.21.

Stress Diagram

O = m.Z

Ümax

Figure 2.21 Diagram of uidised cavity and the resulting stress profile on the tine face

The equation of the stress prole is;

c = m.z

2.10

The stress on element ôz is;

Force
o =-

Area

Now, the element area is;

Area = Depth x Tine Width = &.w

Thus;
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F
o'=-i

5z.w

2.11

So the force on element ô.z is;

F = o'.åz.w

2.12

But ifa is substituted with Eq. 2.10 it gives the force as;

F = m.z.w.åz

2.13

The force over the uidised section is therefore the integral of Eq. 2.13 between za

aIldZ1,;

2 ZÂ»
F = Eh m.w.z.âz = ]

F2.14

The total force on a passive tine face is the integral of Eq. 2.13 between the soil

surface and the base of the tine, giving;
2m.w.z

FP =2

2.15

And when rearranged for m gives;

m = 2.F1,
w.z,â

2.16

Substituting Eq. 2.16 into Eq. 2.14 and simplifying gives;

FZM

2.17

Equation 2.17 gives the force loss over the uidised area. However, if there are n jets

on the tine face, then the total force loss from the jets is given by;

_
( 2 2)_? Zbi _Zai

§11

sN~ :I5
ZM;

2.18
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Where from cavity geometry in Figure 2.21;

_ Zai = Zni _ ra

Zb' = Zn' + rb

2.19 (a,b)
The net force on the tine is;

FNET = FP _ FL

2.20

2.7.2 Force Reduction with Forward or Backward Raked Tines

To determine the force loss with a jet issuing from a forward or backward raked tine,

the values of ra and rb must be calculated at the point where the uidised prole

intersects the tine face. If it is assumed that the uidised cavity prole is

approximately parabolic, as the experimental results of Chapter 5 indicate, then the

geometry of the uidised prole and the tine face is a shown in Figure 2.22.

- z = x-IZ A Tne

Fluidised Cavity
Za ..................................................... Z = G\/(Lxa)

ra
\Xu

Z X º X _ _H If prole s parabolcfh I
Zb .......................... Z=_G`/(lxa)/

45Â°

Figure 2.22 Profiles of uidised cavity with forward raked tine
To determine the position of xa, assuming that the cavity prole is parabolic, the

intersection between the cavity prole and tine face is calculated;

G,/l.x = xa -l

G21.x = xj -21.x +12

0 = x2 -G2.l.x -2.l.x +l2

0 = xf -x1.(G2 +2)+2

2.21
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Equation 2.21 is of quadratic form, thus for forward raked tines with horizontal jets; -

x2.aq

2.22

_ -bq -./bj -4.aq.cq
`___íZ___`` 9

2.23

And for backward raked tines, this changes to;

-bg -,lbqz -4.aq.cq

x2.aq

2.24

-bq +¬lbq2 -4.aq.cq
xb _

2.aq

2.25

Where,

aq =1 bq = -.(G2 +2) cq =(2
2.26 (a,b,c)

The depth of the cavity at the tine face is;

ra = G.\/K

2.27

rb = GW/E

2.23

2.7.3 Determination of FA Size and Position from Force Data and

Paint Wear Measurements

The model developed in Section 2.7.1 simulates the force reduction and net force

acting on a tine, based on tine geomety, passive force and FA data. However, no

direct measurements of FA were taken, only indirect estimates through paint wear

measurements. Therefore, i order to evaluate the model it is rearranged to give

simulated FAS based on force reduction data and measurements from the paint wear
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analysis. The model is then evaluated by comparison of the simulated FAs with those

discussed in Section 2.6.2. The model in Section 2.7.1 is rearranged as follows.

There are three nozzles on each of the tines in the jet angle experiment, at depths z1,

zn; and z3. From Eqs. 2.18 and 2.19 the force reduction is given as;

F.=- (<z.,+f.º2-<2..-f.º2)

SNN 'gg

1M;

2.29

When multiplied out it gives;

FP =3 =3 2 2
FL = Z 2.r zm. + 2.r z,. + 3.r -3.râ, i=l i=l

2.30

Rearranging for rb gives a equation of quadratic form, being;
_ _ 2

2 1-3 1-3 2 FL .Z0 = 31 + 2.4.2 z,. + 2.4.2 z, -3.4, ---FL1 Pi=l `=

2.31

So,

-b, ± ¬/17,2 -4.a,.c,
rb =--9

2.a,

2.32

Where;

=3 f=3 2 F Z 2L.
a, =3, b, = 2.Zz,. c, = 2.r.Zz, -3.r --L

1 FPi=l i=

2.33(a,b,c)
If the jet is horizontal and the tine vertical, then assuning the cavity is syrnmetrical

about the jet centreline, and ra = rb, Eq. 2.31 simplies to;

i=3 F 2
O = 4.r zm. -íL'Z'"

f= FP
` 2

r _ FL.z,â1 _ i=3
4.F zm.

i=l

2.34
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Equation 2.32 gives rb asa-function of ra, but ra is unknown. However, there are limits

to the possible value of ra, for it cannot exceed the distance between the nozzles,
otherwise the FAs from adjacent nozzles would overlap. (Overlap may have occurred

in reality once the minimum force was reached, but the force analysis is limited to

whenthere is no overlap.) There are further limitations; the depth of the FA cannot

exceed the distance between nozzles, for the same reasons, thus the sinn of ra and rb

can be no greater than the nozzle spacing. Since the nozzles were spaced at 0.075 m,

the limits of the FA are;

0.0 S ra 5 0.075

-0.075 S rb S 0.0

ra - rb S 0.075

(rb is negative) V

Therefore, for a given force reduction there is, mathematically, a range of possible

positions of the FAs that create the required force reduction. The range of positions is

plotted in Figure 2.23, for each of the tests with the forward raked tines, and in Figure

2.24, for each with the backward raked tines, and in Figure 2.25 for the vertical tines

using Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33(a,b,c) and the limits set above.

The vertical axes in the three Figures are the values of ra (above the horizontal axis)

and rb (below the horizontal axis). The horizontal axis is the value of ra used to

generate the corresponding rb value.

The estimated ra or rb value of each tine, measured from the paint wear analysis, is

marked onto the corresponding plot. The rest of the FA is then determined by the

curves generated by the model, a shown in the two Figures. Thus, the model denes

the position and size of the FA based on a ra or rb value estimated from the paint wear

analysis. The estimated ra and rb values from the paint wear analysis were assumed to

be associated with the higher jet pressures, since the greater pressures would have

created greater abrasion on the tine face, creating the visible wear patterns. Therefore

the rb values on the plots are always associated with the curve of the greatest jet

pressure. '
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I. Discussion of the FA analysis with regard to JTVIF ~

The simulated FAs from the force analysis, displayed in the two Figures, show that

the FAS increased with increasing jet pressure (and thus JMF), but to a diminishing

extent as the pressure became larger, until there was no increase in FA with increasing

jet pressure. This is seen clearly with all the backward raked tines in Figure 2.24, as

the simulated rb curves are the same for both 2.25 and 3 bar. This is because the

minimum force had been reached at a jet pressure of 2.25 bar, so further increases in

pressure reduced the force no further. This is i agreement with the discussion of the

force results in Section 2.6.2.

II. Discussion of the FA analysis with regard to jet angle

Figure 2.23 shows there to be a large range of possible FA positions on the forward

raked tines. When using the paint wear to dene either the ra or rb value, the resulting

FA positions are the same as that expected from the discussion of the force results in

Section 2.6.2, that is, the more upward facing the jet, the higher were the FAs. For the

vetically upward jets, the value of ra was about three times greater than the value of

rb, yet a the jet angle reduced the FA became more central about the nozzle with -ra

and rb being about equal for the horizontal jet. .V

Figure 2.24 shows the range of possible FA positions for the backward raked tines to

be only where the value of rb is greater than ra, except for the horizontal jets, where

the range is greater. However, the estimated ra or rb values from _ the paint wear

analysis dene the FAS to be largely below the jet centreline, as expected. Yet the

positions of the FAS are not as consistent .with the discussion in Section 2.6.2 as they

the forward raked tines were. Analysis of the horizontal jets on tine 7 indicates that

much of the FA was below the nozzle, rb being about 6.5 times greater than ra when

the estimated rb value was 46 rmn, and when using a estimated ra value of 14 mm, rb

is still 2.9 times greater, being more than expected. Also the estimated rb value of 50

mm, for tine 9 with the vetically downward jets, gives a larger than expected ra value

of 20 mm. This is questionable since it is greater than the ra value estimated from the

paint wear analysis on tine 8, which had shallower angled jets, so would be expected

to have a greater ra value. It is likely therefore that the rb value detemined in the paint
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wear analysis was a underestimate. The paint wear analysis of tine 9 in Figure 2.17

shows that rb was measured to the top of the paint wear zone, rather than the base of

it, being assmned the jet lacked sufcient abrasiveness at that distance from its source

and that it was the soil mass causing the wear. However, if it was the jet abrasion that

caused the wear, then rb measured to the base of the zone is 75 mm. Because of the

limits to the FA, this reduces ra to zero, so that that all the FA is below the nozzle. The

reason for the positions of the simulated FAs for the backward raked tines being

slightly different to that expected is therefore likely to be due to error in the estimation

of the ra or rb value in the paint wear analysis.It is concluded therefore that the

position and size of the simulated FAs are in general agreement to that expected from

the discussion of the force results of the jet angle expeiment in Section 2.6.2.
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Figure 2.23 Range of possible FA boundaries on the tests using forward raked tines
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2.8 Conclusions

1. From the experiment investigating the effect of the nozzle area distribution on tine

forces it was found that;

a) The water jets eroded sand from in front of the tine, creating uidised cavities.

The areas of the tine face in contact with the cavities was tenned the uidised

areas (FAs). Increasing the total FA on a tine face caused the horizontal force

to decrease.

b) hicreasing the JMF caused the horizontal force to decrease, until a minimum

force was reached, beyond which the JMF caused no further decrease in the

force. This was because increasing the JMF caused the FA to increase, thus

eliminating greater force from the tine face.

c) The more evenly spaced the jet nozzles were across the tine face, the lower the

force was, because it distributed the total JMF more evenly across the tine

face. This increased the total tine FA, thus reducing the force. _

d) A» threshold JMF was required for a jet to create a uidised cavity in front of

the tine. A JMF less than the threshold value resulted in the jet nozzle

becoming blocked with sand.

2. From the experiment investigating the effect ofjet and rake angle on tine forces it

was found that;

a) Increasing the total soil stress eliminated from the tine face by the FAs caused

a reduction in tine force. This was achieved by either increasing the total FA,

a stated in conclusion 1 b), or by shifting the FAS down the tine face so that

they eliminated contact with soil that exerted a greater soil stress on the tine

than soil further up the face, so increasing the total soil stress reuction. The

interaction between jet and rake angle to achieve this was complex.

b) Generally, the greater the downward component of a jet, the greater the soil
force reduction. Downward angled jets create FAs that are positioned lower

down the tine face than upward angled jets, and thus reduce larger stress

values. However, increasing the downward component of the jets to the
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vertical can also decrease the size of the FA, so that the net effect is to reduce

the stress reduction from the tine face, resulting in higher forces. Therefore

jets with a large downward component require a higher JMF to achieve the

same force reduction.

c) Generally, greater rake angles (290°) resulted in lower horizontal forces.

Increasing the rake angle shifts the FAs lower down the tine face, causing

greater force reduction. However, this was not the case with horizontal jets,

where the vertical tine had the lowest forces. The force was always greater

with the forward raked tines than other rake angles tested.

d) Rake angle had no signicant effect on soil forces for the passive tines.

Therefore, according to the Godwin and Spoor (1977) narrow tine soil failure

model, the soil fails laterally around the tine, with no signicant crescent type

failure.

3. A mathematical model was developed to simulate the force reduction generated by

the water jets. Key elements of the model are;

a) The model was developed on the basis that the FAs eliminate soil stress from

the tine face, causing a force reduction.

b) The force reduction over the FAs is given by;

FW [218]

where;

zai = Zni -ra

z,. = zm. + rb [2.l9 (a,b)]

The net force on the tine is;

FA/Er = FP _ F.0ss [2-20]

c) For a non vertical tine it is assumed ra and rb are not equal, thus for forward

raked tines at 45° below the horizontal;

_ -bq V+,/bqz -4.aq.cq
x -A [2.22]all
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_-bl, ¬/bft-4.a.c 223x `ím`"_ l ' 1' Ã

And for backward raked tines at 135° below the horizontal;

_ -bq -,fbqz -4.aq.cq
xa -im [2.24].aq

-b +¬]b 2 -4.a .c
xb=| [225].aq

where;

aq =1 bq = -.(G2 +2) cq =2 [226 (a,b,c)]

Then;

rarb = G.,/l.xb [2.28]

d) For the tines tested, the range ofpossible FA positions was determined by;

_ -b, ±\[b,2 -4.a,.c,
rb _  [2.32]' I

where;

~=3 -=3 21 2 F Z
a, =3, b, = 2.Zz,. c, =2.r.Zz,.

-3.rll FP

[2.33(a,b,c)]

If the tine is vertical and the jets horizontal, so that ra = rb, then;

§1~ i¬
IJ

r = [234]

2*
_;`*'J

:MQ a
EN

e) The FAS simulated by the model and paint wear analysis are in general

agreement with those expected in the discussion of the force results in Section

2.6.2. The model therefore provides a reasonable method to determine the

force reduction generated by the jets, and thus the net force acting on a jet

assisted tine.
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1 The passive force is required in order to detemine the force reduction and net

'force. It would be desirable to determine this theoretically rather than

empirically.
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3 Passive Plough Force Characteristics

3. 1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to study the passive (non-jetted) plough force

characteristics. This is necessary since the model developed in Chapter 2 for

predicting the net force on a jet assisted implement requires the pressure prole and

the total passive force on the face of the tool to be known. Therefore, the aim of this

Chapter is to determine the pressure prole on the tool and the total passive force.

The Chapter consists of three elements, rstly, a review of literature on plough force,

secondly, a investigation into the stress prole, and thirdly, a investigation into the

passive plough force.

3.2 Review of Plough Force Prediction Models

Two categories of passive plough force models are considered. They are those

concemed with saturated sands and then dry sands.

3.2.1 Force Models for Ploughs in Submerged Saturated Sands

Of the literature found, only a few papers related directly to the mdamental soil

failure mechanics of seaoor ploughing, and these only considered saturated sands.

The soil failure mechanics of implements in terrestrial soils are understood far better,

of which a summary has been written by Smith (1989).

Despite the failure mechanics of implements in terrestrial soil being well understood,

force models based on these mechanics are of limited use when applied to saturated

sands, since the force generated in them can be orders of magnitude greater than in

dy sands, (Coyne & Lewis, 1999), the difference being described as °astonishing° by

Reece and Grinstead (1986). The cause for the difference is due to the dilation

properties of sands when sheared, which is described in a mnnber of texts. (Lambe &

Whitman, 1969, Terzaghi et al., 1996). This phenomena is applied to submarine

ploughs in a qualitative approach by Reece and Grinstead (1986), whos explanation

for the difference is sumnarised as follows.
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In the natural state granular particles of sand tend to rest interlocked with one another.

The degree of interlocking depends on the density, with dense sands being very well

interlocked. When dense sand is sheared, the only way the particles can accommodate

the movement is to rise up over each other, which dilates the volume of the sand

mass. The dilation draws water into the shearing zone, but the water ow through the

small pores is impeded by its viscosity. If the dilation rate is high, the required water

ow is large, and the impedance of this can cause a signicant reduction in pore

pressure. Since the effective stress acting on the soil is the difference between the total

stress and pore pressure, a decrease in the pore pressure results in a increase in

effective stress, and thus a increase in the shearing resistance of the sand. The greater

the rate of shearing, the greater the dilation rate, thus the greater the pore pressure

decrease, so resulting in a increased shear strength of the soil.

The amount by which force increases with speed depends on the extent of dilation of

the sand volume, which in tr depends on the initial density and permeability of the

sand. The shear strength of the sand is thus directly proportional to the dilation rate

and shear speed, and inversely proportional to the permeability of the sand.

The magnitude of the pore pressure decrease is limited by one of two processes.

Firstly, the pore pressure reduces to near absolute zero, at which cavitation occurs,

limiting further increase i effective stress. Secondly, at greater sea depths the

effective stress can increase to such a extent that it is greater than the sands

compressive strength, causing grain crushing to occur, so limiting further increases in

shear strength. These force speed characteristics are shown Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1 Plough force vs. Speed (Coyne & Lewis, 1999)
There are at least two models developed to predict passive plough force in seaoor

sand. A summary of each is presented below. '

I. Thin Blade Plough Force Prediction Model in Seaoor Sands

A model was developed by True and Girard (True, 1998) at the Naval Facilities

Engineering Service Centre, Port Hueneme, CA. The method is based on data from

various model plough tests that have been normalised to help develop empirically

derived relationships, based on established soil mechanics relationships. It focuses on

the critical conning stress a the key parameter controlling maximum ploughing

force. The following summarises their analysis.

The model has four elements to reect the characteristics of force created by a thin

blade in sand.

0 For near stationary ploughing speeds (quasi-static) the conning stress is

predicted by the overburden stress (buoyant density * depth) multiplied by a static

geometry factor. This force is expressed as:

Fxo = (zmw) Nq ' (Vs Zm) <1« ' (2/W)'° AR

3.1
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Where;

zm = blade depth

w = blade width

Nq = strip footing frictional bearing capacity factor

vs = buoyant unit weight of soil

ot.-, = effective fraction of blade depth where overburden acts

po = exponent of depth/width ratio in static geometry factor

AR = rake angle effect factor (greater than one for at rake)

0 At intermediate speeds (below critical speed) the over burden stress (above) is

augmented by the hydraulic gradient created by the dilating shear zone giving the

pre-critical, speed dependant plough force as:

Fxv = (z,w)Nq ~(yw z, ) av ~(z/w)"v sv ~(U,/k)AR
3.2

Where;

'yw = unit weight of seawater

av = constant incorporating penneability-velocity-drainage effects

pv = exponent of depth/width ratio in drainage geometry factor

ev = volumetric strain = (ng-no)/(1-ng)

U., = plough speed

k = soil permeability

ng = generated porosity = n, -R*(n, -no)

nm = maximum (ASTM standard) porosity at a = 0

n = initial porosity before ploughing

R = stress ratio (square root) = (ag/ a)0'5

og = generated corring stress = F/[Nq_h. b. (h/b)"V]

0 The two pre-critical elements are combined by summing the two equations and

dividing by the product of swept area, a strip footing frictional bearing capacity

factor, seawater density and blade depth, resulting in:
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Fx

=AR'av'ev'3.3

Based on many trials, values ofa= 0.8, po = 0.33 and pv = 0.33 were found to

give the best t to a linear relationship.

0 Above the critical speed where the critical conring pressure causes grain

crushing, the bearing capacity stress is proportional to the strip footing cohesive

bearing capacity factor NC multiplied by the undrained shear strength Su. The

critical conning stress-limited ploughing force is expressed as:

FC = (z,°w)'N'Sâ
3.4

VVhere;

NC = strip foot cohesive bearing capacity factor (~7)

Su = effective undrained shear strength = o',/[(1/sii'(ço))-1]

oc, = soil critical conning stress

( = soil undrained friction angle

The maximum plough force is thus calculated from a large number of factors,

exponents and constants accounting for the soil properties, implement geometry and

plough Velocity.

True states the relationships are useful for approximate predictions of ploughing force

for a thin plough. The pre-critical ploughing force relationship has limits of agreement

of +50% to -33% and the relationship predicting the force at critical conning

pressure, the fourth element has a variability that depends on the measured or

assumed critical soil conditions.

I-lowever, the model is of little use to this study since it requires the knowledge of

some factors whose values or fonnulae are not defined in their paper.
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II. Analysis of Ploughing Forces for a Finite-Width Blade in Dense Ocean

Bottom Sand

A analysis, derived by Coyne and Lewis (1999), presents equations for the

ploughing force as a function of plough speed, ocean depth, blade depth and width

and various soil properties. The equations derived are based on Coulomb°s theory of

passive earth pressure, the force required to push a smooth vertical wall into a

cohesionless soil. 'The predicted force is calculated by augmenting Coulomb°s

equation for passive earth pressure by one of 3 factors, accounting for either speed,

cavitation or grain crushing effects, and by a factor accounting for end effects, due to

the blade being narrow. Coulombs equation of passive earth pressure is:

_ .hm-?
F0

=3.5

Where;
2

4 2

3.6

The three factors are;

0 NPORE - Pore Water Effects

A factor accounting for the force element induced by the dilation effects in the soil is

derived from the speed and dimensions of the blade and the volumetric strain of the

soil. The derivation steps are as follows;

1. The swept volume per unit time is dened

2. The increase i pore volume is determined by multiplying the swept volume

by the volumetric strain of the soil (assumed to be 0.05).

3. Pore water Velocity is then detennined by dividing the ow volume by the

inltration area on the soil surface (assumed to be two blade lengths by one

blade width).

4. From Darcy's law, the necessay pore water pressure gradient is dened and

integrated to give the pore water pressure profile
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5. The constant of integration is evaluated from the condition that the total

pressure at the sea bottom is the sum of the atmospheric and hydrostatic

pressures. A equation for the absolute pressure prole is then dened.

6. The pore pressure increase has the effect of increasing the apparent weight

density of the sand, dened a the sum of the original density and the

average pressure gradient down the tine face. This effective weight density,

when normalised to the original Coulomb equation for F0, gives a NPORE

factor, given as,

pw Un `8v
NW =1 *

lzlll

3.7

0 NCAV - Force at Cavitation Limit

A factor accounting for the cavitation limit is derived by analysis of the passive earth

pressure on the face of the blade once the cavitation region has extended to the ll

blade depth. The cavitation factor, nonnalised to F0 is:

W H H

Ps Zm
3.8

0 NGCR - Grain Crushing Factor

A factor accounting for the force limit reached at the point of grain crushing is based

on the analysis of conning stress in relation to volmnetric strain and the apparent

increase in the sand density. The factor, for large velocity (the grain crushing plateau

in Figure 3.1) is given by:

N = 1+GCR
Zm_p

3.9

Where

4.5- +1
W = (Nø ) = ratio of oy to GAVG

(2~N + 1º~(Nº + 2) 3.10
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For lower velocity (the pre-critical ramp in Figure 3.1) the NGCR' factor is the same as

NPORE- º ~

0 Finite- Width End Correction Factor « -

The nite width correction element is applied to account for the signicant end effects

of a narrow tine. Based on the analysis of forces on the three shear planes of a

cohesionless soil wedge immediately ahead of the vertical tine face, the correction

factor is given as:

Sín(a) +-cos(a) _ i 1 + tan r + a _ NW-sín((p)_ h + cos 2 _Ã
px _ Na, tan(a) 2 2 3 b 2 2
F .0

cos 3_n

However, for a vertical blade the above reduces to:

Wie]F w
3- cos - - -

2 4
3.12

The ploughing force is then Fx- NPOR; or FX- NCA V or Fx- NGCR whichever is smaller.

True found the comparison of the results of the analysis with measured data difficult,

since at the time of writing the paper, ocean ploughing data did not exist that gave all

four key soil parameters needed for the analysis. However, in 1993 the Naval

Facilities Engineering Service Centre (NFESC), Port Hueneme, CA, undertook a

comprehensive program with a reduced scale laboratory test. Trues analysis was

compared to that data and was found to capture the main mechanisms involved.

However, over the pre-critical range of speeds (where NPORE is the limiting factor) the

model underestimated the force by up to 50% for narrow tines. Thus, the equations

give forces of the right order of magnitude rather than the exact solution which,

according to Coyne and Lewis, cannot be expected, since as they say, ocean

ploughing is extremely complicated.
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A discrepancy is found between the simple narrow wedge soil failure mechanism

assumed by True and Girard and the experimental data of Chapter 2. The

experimental data, unlike the narrow wedge model, shows no difference in the

measured force between rake angles, suggesting a lateral failure type, as described by

Godwin and Spoor (1977). Also, during the experiment it was observations that soil

predominantly failed laterally around the tine rather than a in a narrow wedge ahead

of it.

3.2.2 Soil Failure with Narrow Tines in Non-saturated Soils

Godwin*s model (Godvvin,l977) is reviewed in the light of applying the pore pressure

mechanism developed by Coyne to build a NPORE factor for lateral failure.

Godwin and Spoor found there to be two soil failure mechanisms, there being crescent

failure above the critical depth and lateral failure below as shown in Figure 3.2. The

crescent failure is characterised by soil moving forward, sideways and upwards. As

the soil moisture content increases the critical depth reduces.

Soil surface

Crescent failure

Critical depth

Lateral failure

Soil wedge

Figure 3.2 Soil failure pattern by a very narrow tine (Godwin & Spoor, 1977)

The lateral failure mechanism occurs in two dimensions regardless of the tine rake

angle, where the soil has only forward, sideways and rearvvard movement. The failure

is likened to that of a deep nan°ow footing oriented at 90 degrees to its normal
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application. The logarithmic spiral analysis method, developed by Meyerhof, is used

A plan view diagram of the lateral failure mechanism is shown in Figure 3.3.

II
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Figure 3.3 Lateral soil failure mechanísm (Godwin & Spoor, 1977)

The horizontal force component of the lateral section is given by:

QF = w.c.N;(z - z )+ o.sKy.w.N;, (Z2 - 2])

Where

K =

C =

Z =

ze =

W =

N; =

N; =

Y =

(1-sinq)

cohesion

tine depth

critical depth

tine width

dimensionless cohesion number

dimensionless gravitational number

soil bulk density

\|=45+(p/2

3.13
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The dimensiorless factors are given by; .

,= (l+sinø)e20"`ø
_]

NC Got
øi (1 - sin 4 sin(217 + Ø» 1

3.14

N,=* 1- s1nøsin(2 ; + ø)

3.15

There are no soil weight density terms in either of the dimensionless factors, the only

soil property is the intemal friction angle ((p). The soil weight density has a geostatic

effect only on the rear face of the logarithmic spiral section AE (po = Koyz), since in

the spiral section soil weight acts solely parallel to the vertical axis of the tine. Thus

the effective weight density analysis of True can only be applied to the geostatic force

po, and not to the shear force on the front section CD.

3.3 Objectives

The objectives of this Chapter are twofold.

1. To determine experimentally the spatial Variation of soil pressure on a tine

face, to full the requirements of the force reduction model developed in

Chapter 2.

2. To investigate the Coyne and Lewis (1999) force prediction model i

seaoor sands by comparison to experimental data, and expand by

application of their pore pressure analysis to Godwin°s lateral failure model.

3.4 Methodology and Experimental Design

Three areas of experimental work were required to full the obj ectives. They were;

1. A experiment to determine the soil pressure prole using a tine with ve

pressure sensors embedded in its face. The tine was pulled through the wet soil bin

while the draught force and soil pressures were measured and recorded. The

experiment was replicated seven times. The data from each sensor was plotted

against depth to determine pressure variation with depth.
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2. To examine the Coyne model some experimental data was needed. Passive force

data from the jetted tines experiments related only to one speed (1 km/h) and was

thus unable to provide force/speed characteristics. Therefore a short experiment

was conducted to measure the draught force of a passive tine at a range of speeds

in both saturated and damp conditions. Each condition was replicated twice.

3. Soil cohesion (c) and internal friction angle ((p) were measured to enable

comparison of force models with experimental data. The properties were

measured using the annular grouser plate (bevameter) method.

3.5 Equipment and Measurement Technique

3.5.1 Soil Stress Profile Measurement

I. Equipment

A. Tine Design .

A tine designed for earlier work was adapted. It was constncted from mild steel and

was instrumented with ve circular ceramic pressure sensors embedded into the face.

The sensors were equally spaced as shown in Figure 3.4. The tine had the same

working depth a the jetted tines in the previous Chapter. The cables connecting the

pressure sensors to the computer were routed through the centre of the tine and up to

a outlet at the rear. The tine was used in the wet soil bin, details of which are in

Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.4 Diagram of passive tine with embedded pressure transducers

B. Tine Instrumentation

The draught force of the tine was measured in the same way a the jetted tines. The

pressure sensor signals were connected to the computer via a separate data acquisition

module (DataShuttle AD converter). The hardware and software system connections

are shown i Figure 3.5.
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System Hardware

EORT

Tíe Data Acquisition Unit
SPGGÖ (Flyde Analogue 2)

Fäâgp Notebook
Switch Computer

Pressure
Sensors Data Acquisition Unit

(DataShuttle)
V Supply

System Software
EORT DasyLab v.7.0

Tine - Sample rate
Speed I 10 kHz

Position _ _
Marker Synchronsed Wnte to
Switch sample rate le

Pressure
Se"S°f$ Sample rate

80 Hz
VSupply '

Figure 3.5 Details of passive tine iustrumentation system

C. Calibration of Ceramic Pressure sensors

The pressure sensors were calibrated by applying air pressure onto the face of the

sensor and recording the output voltage. Specialised equipment was used to apply the

air pressure onto the sensor face, a shown in Figure 3.6. The applied air pressure was

increased in steps om atmospheric pressure to 6.9 Bar (gauge) and reduced in equal

steps. This was repeated three times for each sensor. The output voltage was divided

by the supply voltage to give the signal voltage per unit of supply voltage. This

method eliminated Variation in the supply voltage affecting the calculation of

pressure. The calibration equation for each sensor was detennined by plotting sensor
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output voltage against air pressure and fitting a linear regression line to the data of

each sensor. Further details of the calibration are in Appendix 3.

Figure 3.6 Calibration equipment for ceramic pressure sensors

II. Measurement Technique

The measurement technique was a follows.

1. The sand in the wet soil bin was prepared according to the standard technique

detailed in Appendix 1.

2. The tine was put into the sand and geostatic soil pressure on the tine face was

recorded for ten seconds with the tine stationary.

3. The tine was pulled through the sand by the wet soil bin carriage at 1 km/h.

4. On completion of the run the tine was extracted from the soil, after which the

atmospheric pressure was recorded for a further ten seconds, to enable a

reference pressure to be established for each sensor.
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III. Method of Measurement Analysis

Force and speed data was analysed in the same manner a in the jetted tines

experiments in Section 2.5.1. To analyse the soil stress data the difference between

the measured gross dynamic soil stress and zero soil stress was taken a the net

dynamic soil stress. The zero soil stress value (end reference section) was determined

by removing the tine from the soil and measuring only atmospheric pressure. These

sections of data are shown in Figure 3.7. The resulting soil stress values for each

pressure sensor were plotted against the corresponding soil depth, for each of the tests,

a shown in Figure 3.8.

However, pressure sensor 3 (P3) had technical problems and required a different

method of analysis. The problem is seen in Figure 3.7. During the initial stationary

period the stress reading is be higher than the other sensors, then at the point of

initiation of movement the reading drops. Then, when the tine stopped, the pressure

reading dropped signicantly lower that the initial stationary reading at the start of the

test. From thereon the pressure reading rose continually. The end reference value was

therefore taken a the mean value of the 260 data immediately after the tine stopped

moving, a shown in Figure 3.7.

Test 0
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2000 -

( ) 5
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` º--- Man«-ºf M
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_ Endreferenoe "4 AlCl Slââd V' ° ' section-une
_ removedfromsoil __ 3
_ /Ps

S ress kN
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50 2

1

0
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Figure 3.7 Typícal soil stress and tine force data from the stress prole experiment
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3.5.2 Passive Tine ForcelSpeed Measurement

A vertical tine from the jetted tine experiments was used. The instmmentation, the

calibration of equipment, the measurement technique and method of analysis were the

same as that used in the jetted tine experiments.

3.5.3 Measurement of Soil Properties

A standard annular grouser plate was used to measure the soil propeties c (cohesion)

and c (soil intemal friction angle). A standard technique was used, as advised by the

Soils Research Laboratories at Craneld University at Silsoe. The tests were

conducted on the Cainhoe Quarry sand in saturated conditions in the wet soil bin, and

in damp conditions in the same sand type i another small tank. Nonnal loads were

applied up to 35 kN/m2 in ve even increments, at randomly allocated plots along the

centreline of the wet soil bin. Each normal stress was replicated at two positions.

The torque required to shear the sand was measured and recorded. The shear stress (r)

was calculated from the equation;

T = 3.;M 3
27riR0 -R, l

3.16

Where

M = Torque (N/m)

R; = Internal diameter of grouser plate (m)

R = External diameter of grouser plate (m)

Shear stress was plotted against normal stress and a linear regression line tted to

establish soil properties c and cp. Full details of the measurements are in Appendix 2.
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3.6 Results and Interpretation

3.6.1 Soil Stress Profile Experiment

Full results of the soil stress prole experiment are given in Appendix 4. The data

from the h test has been ignored since the sensors gave erroneous readings just

prior to the end of the nm. The results therefore comprise of six replications of the

t6S't.
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Figure 3.8 Soil stress against height above blade base

In Figure 3.8 the positions of the sensors are plotted relative to the blade base rather

than the soil surface since the blade base is a xed datum whereas the level of the soil

surface could vary by ±l5 mm. The standard deviation of the data of each sensor is

also plotted, which show greater variation in stress readings for sensors closer to the

blade base.

The results clearly show that soil pressure on the tine face reduces with height from

the base, a was expected, and that for all practical purposes it is a linear relationship,

having a R2 (coefcient of determination) value of 0.9762. It is recognised that there

is some variation of the data about the best t line, but it is uncertain whether this is

due to variation in the actual depth, technical difculties with the pressure sensors or
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a underlying non-linear pressure depth relationship;Nevertheless, since the R2 value

is high it is not Lmreasonable to conclude that pressure increases linearly with depth.

To determine whether the pressure sensors gave accurate or spurious values the force

associated with the linear stress prole was determined and compared to the measured

draught force.

The equation of the linear pressure line is;

0 =1738.3 - 6257.9 y

3. 1 7

Where

c = soil stress

y = height from blade base

The height (y) where the stress equates to zero is given by;

y: -17383 2 0278m- 6257.9

The draught force (F) is calculated by integrating the area under the stress curve and

multiplying by tine width, giving;
0.278

F = Io'.w.dy
0

`- 6257 9 2 W
F =w. _-i+173s.3y

L 2 0

F= 0.025 m * 241.43 kN/m

F= 6.036 k

The mean measured draught force was 5.72 kN. To determine whether there was a

signicant difference between the calculated and measured force a Studentst test was

conducted using the standard error as a estimate of the standard deviation, since the

population mean and standard deviation areunknown. Students t. test is given as; -
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(E _ tab + tab «/

3.18

At 95% condence interval with 6 degrees of freedom, tm, = 2.447

With J = 5.72 kN, s = 0.554 and n = 7 gives;

5.21 kN< <6.23 kN

Since the force calculated from the stress curve (6.04 kN) lies within this margin there

is statistically no difference between the measured and the calculated draught forces.

This indicates that the pressure sensors gave reliable readings, and gives weight to the

judgement that stress increases linearly with depth.

It is also interesting to note that since the force on the tine face is effectively the same

a the total draught force, the draught force is comprised of nearly entirely the force

on the tine face, with little contribution from frictional forces on the sides, or suction

from the rear of the tine.

In relating the stress prole results to the jetted tine data, it is interesting to note that

the average soil stress on the tine face, 869 kN/m2 (8.69 Bar) is 3.5 times greater than

the maximum jet pressure used i the jetted tine work, while the maximum soil

pressure at the base of the tine is 7 times greater. This forties the judgment in the

jetted tine work that the nozzles at the base of the tine block rst, due to the greater

soil pressure. The fact that the jet pressure is much less than the soil stress suggests

that sand is easily eroded by the jet, and thus does not make contact with the jet

nozzle. However, the jetted tine data showed there was a critical jet pressure below

which the nozzles blocked suddenly. This is because above the critical pressure the jet

has a erosive capacity sufficient to create a cavity i front of the nozzle. However,

once the pressure reduces below the critical value, the jet no longer has a sufcient

erosive capacity to maintain a cavity, and non jetted sand contacts the nozzle. Since

for most of the tine the soil stress is far greater than the jet pressure it leads to a rapid

blocking of the nozzle. The fact that larger diameter nozzles had a lower critical

pressure (in fact the larger nozzles in the power distribution experiment did not block)

indicates that they have a greater erosive capacity than smaller diameter jets at a given

pressure.
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3.6.2 Passive Tine ForceISpeed Experiment

The results of the force/speed experiment are displayed in Figure 3.9. In addition to

the data from this experiment the data from the jet distribution and rake angle

experiments and from previous work by Knight (2002) with jetted tines is also shown.

Straight lines give a good t to both the data of saturated sands in this experiment and

the previous work by Knight, thus agreeing with the work of Coyne and Lewis

(1999), Reece and Grinstead (1986) and True and Girard (1998), which show that

draught force increases linearly with tine speed. The intercept of the straight lines on

the force axis is the quasi-static force on the tines. It seems reasonable therefore to

assmne that the quasi-static draught force may be augmented by a speed factor to

determine the force at speed.

It is also interesting that the forces at 0.27 m/s from the jet nozzle distribution and

rake angle experiments are approximately twice the magnitude of the forces from the

present experiment. Since tine Velocity and depth were the same in both experiments,

soil density was likely to be the cause of the difference. 0

a
x Saturated sand
+ Dy sn o7 '

4 X Jet Distribution Data0 Rake Angie Dara venica 3o Rake Angle Data For
6 - o Rake Angie Data Aft

Knight (2002) Data_ Linear (Knign (zone) Data) . _ íÅ¡
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< Ã 
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Figure 3.9 The effect of tine speed on the draught force together with data from previous

experiments
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The two speeds conducted in dy sand show that tine speed had very little effect on

draught force. This agrees with the work of Wheeler and Godwin (1996) that speed

has a insignicant effect for speeds up to 10 k/ for the size of tine used in this

experiment.

The data in Figure 3.9 also highlights the difference in the force characteristics

between dy and saturated sands. At speeds greater than 0.05 m/s the saturated forces

were greater than the dry forces. However, for the quasi-static condition the data

indicates the saturated force to be about half the dy force. This is due to the soils

buoyant bulk density being less than the dy bulk density and thus the geostatic forces

are less in the saturated case than when dry. According to Godwins force equation

(Eq. 3.13) this will result in a reduced shear force.

3.6.3 Soil Properties

The results of the annular grouser plate tests are displayed in Figure 3.10. They show

the in situ shear strength of the saturated sand was significantly less than in the dy

and danp conditions. The associated angle of intemal iction (<p) was signicantly

lower in the saturated sand, though its lower density of 1516 kg/m2, a opposed to

1600 kg/m2 of the dy sand, may have contributed to this. The damp sand had a

greater value of apparent° cohesion than the d sand due to the effects of soil

moisture content.
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Figure 3.10 The relationship between normal and shear stress giving the Mohr-Coulomb soil

properties in dry, damp and saturated conditions

To measure the shear torque the annular grouser plate was rotated at near quasi-static

speed, to minimise speed effects on shear torque. Had the angular Velocity been faster

the shear strength would have likewise been higher, resulting in the measured

dynamic properties of c and c being greater, having been modied by the dilation

properties of the sand.

3.7 Passive Tine Force Model Development

The purpose of this Section was to ll the second objective detailed in Section 3.3.

There are therefore two parts, frstly a comparison of the Coyne and Lewis force

prediction model with the tine force/speed data to determine how well it ts.

Secondly, to gain a greater understanding of the pore pressure prole by application

of their pore pressure analysis to the lateral soil failure model of Godwin and Spoor.

The properties used in the analysis are contained in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1 Properties used in passive force modelling

Soil Properties Value

Water bulk weight (yw) ` 1.0 kN/m2

Sand bulk weight (ys) 1.6 kN/m2

Sand buoyant Weight (ysb) 0.6 kN/m2

Soil permeability (k) 0.00027 m/s

Soil cohesion (c) 2.97 kN/m2

Intemal friction angle (<p) 2l.5Â
°

. Volumetric strain (ev) 0.05 (assuned)

Tine width (w) 0.03 m

Tine depth (zm) 0.28 m

3.7.1 Comparison of Coyne and True Force prediction Model to

L Experimental Data

The work in Chapter 2 highlighted the need for a means of predicting the passive

draught force of a implement engaged in saturated sands. The force prediction model

developed by Coyne and True (1999), described in Section 3.2.1, was unique in that

all the variables and factors were either known or could be detennined. It was

therefore selected as the only viable force prediction model. To detennine how well

the model simulates reality it was compared to the force/speed experimental data. A

predicted force speed relationship was calculated using the values in Table 3-1 and the

following equations;

_ 2
ps.W.Zm

F., =
(Z2-].N_ 3.5

2
. Nø =

aníí'-Jil 3.64 2

p U.s âºN .=1 _. " " 37
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N . Â
°

N,,,
=1+(Z]. 3.12W

3.cos(%-äj

FX = F) -NP0125 -NWIDTH

3.19

The results of the force/speed experiment and force values calculated using Coynes

model over the same speed range are plotted in Figure 3.11. It clearly shows that

Coynes model under predicted the measured force by a factor of about six, which is

very significant. The only factor in the model whose value was estimated,_'and hence

may be the cause of the discrepancy, is the volumetic strain (ev). Its value of 0.05 was

also used in Coyne°s paper when comparing the model to experimental data, and since

the sand grain sizes in this study and in Coyne°s are similar, it was thought reasonable

to assume the same value. Increasing the value of ev increases the force values

predicted by Coynes model. Nevertheless, a ev value of 0.4 is required before the

force discrepancy becomes small, which is a far greater dilation value than usually

occurs in naturally packed sands. '

The cause for the error of Coyne°s model is thought to be largely due to the narrow

soil wedge failure mechanism adopted for the analysis. As stated previously, that

failure mechanism was not observed during the execution of the tine experiments,

neither does the data from the rake angle experiment support it. Rather, both the

observation of soil failure and the experimental data strongly indicate a lateral soil

failure mechanism. The adopted soil failure mechanism in the Coyne analysis causes

secondary problems when determining the NPORE factor, in that it leads to a incorrect

geometry when determining the ow area of pore water at the soil surface. The

assumed ow area is a long narrow strip (2.z, * w) ahead of the tine, which if the soil

is failing laterally is a incorrect assumption. The ow area consequently affects the

pore pressure reduction, and thus the NPORE factor. If the asstmied ow area leads to a

low pore water Velocity, the resulting pore water pressure drop will consequently be

low, resulting in a low NPQRE factor and thus low forces. This may be the case in

Coyne°s analysis.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of measured and predícted draught force by Coyne & True (1999)
model

3.7.2 Application of Coyne & True's Pore Pressure Analysis to

Godwin & Spoor's Lateral Failure Model

Experimental data from the rake angle experiment shows soil fails laterally around the

tine for most of the working depth. The lateral failure model of Godwin and Spoor

(1977) predicts the quasi-static plough force exceptionally well, at 0.60 kN, compared

with the extrapolated value of 0.59 k from the measured data (Figure 3.11). Ideally

therefore, a NPORE factor would be developed to augnent Godwin°s quasi-static

force value to accommodate the speed element in saturated sands. This section goes

part way in developing a NPORE factor by modelling the pore pressure prole

developed by a lateral failure mechanism. Further research is required before the

pressure prole analysis can be integrated into Godwin°s lateral force equation.

(Equation 3.13)

A pore pressure prole was established for the lateral soil failure mechanism by using

the lateral failure model, detailed in Figure 3.3, and applying the approach of the pore

pressure analysis of Coyne and Lewis (1999), discussed in Section 3.2.1.
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3.23

The rate of soil disturbance is;

2.b, .U .z ITlaX

3.24
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Where;

bm = disturbed width

Un = speed of tine

zmax = maximum depth of tine

Assuming a unifornly distributed volunetric strain ev, void volume is created at the

rate;

Qm = 2.b, .Un .z, .ev

3.25

Assuming water ows into the pore down from the surface only in the zone of the

lateral failure disturbance, then pore water Velocity is;

Q.
UP :IL

3.26

Where AL = surface area of disturbed logarithmic spiral section

To detennine the surface area (AL), taking a small element of the spiral section 89;

ÖC.
L

:Tr

and since;

ÖC = rô49

then;

r2.ó`t9

ôAL=T

So;
0' 2

, 3
AL=_[r-.dä

where0

[

Substituting Eq 3.22 as r gives;

0' eanø 2
AL = [ae) .de

0 2

A_0"[r02_e20.tanøL_
O 2 '
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A _ E ezamø 6'L 2 '2.anqº 0

2 2
A _r0 .e _ roL _

4.tanø 4.tanÃ¸

AL =lr°2
Le[3_2í+ø]imø -1]4.tanÃ¸

3.27

However, there are two log spirals, therefore the total area is;

2 3/:
A _ ro [3-+ø].tanø _lL.7`oal _ e2. tn Ã

3.28

Substituting Equation 3.25 and3.28 into 3.26 gives the maximum pore water Velocity

at the surface;

4.b, .U .z, .e.tan Ã̧
Um = 67:

And the pore water Velocity prole is;

4.b .U . .
U _ m f 8V tn Ø y _ S yP _ I . _ .

where y is height above blade base

3.29

From Darcy°s Law, the necessary vertical pore water pressure is;

Darcys Law;

Ah
Q = /4_

Ay

Then pore water velocity is;

- . = .MA Al

3.30
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Now since;

A = p.g.Ah

Therefore Ah =iE = 2
P-8 7

And substituting back into Eq.3.30 gives

kAP
UP =_= S.y

2'-Ay

Rearranging for pressure gradient;

A 7 S y. .

Ay _ k

Then integrating for pore pressure gives;

.S
P = Z-_ .dI k y y

P = + C
k 2

3.31

To determine the constant C;

At y = zm, then P = PATM + PSEA
2

.S zm
PAIM +PsEA =y7.T+C

Thus,

;/.S z,2
.

C=PnM+Ps;A"7-T

Then substituting back into Eq. 3.31 gives the pore water pressure prole as; "

y.SP = PAIM +PsEA _y2)

3.32

And substituting for S gives;

3.33
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Where b ard ro are dened in Equations 3.23 and 3.20 respectively. Equation 3.33

shows, in agreement with Coyne°s model that pore pressure decreases linearly as

speed (U) increases, and decreases quadratically with increasing depth z.

Equation 3.33 was used with the values in Table 3-1 and pore pressure profiles were

generated for two speeds (0.5 and 1.0 km/h) and volumetric strain rates (0.05, 0.02),

as shown in Figure 3.12. The depth of water (HSEA) was the same a that used in the

experiments, being O.lm. The pore pressure prole according to Coyne and the

hydrostatic pressure are also plotted for comparison.

The proles show that the pressure reductions developed according to the lateral

failure analysis are signicant, and are in the order of nine times greater than those

developed by Coyne's analysis. The difference is due to the pore volmne i the lateral

failure approach being signicantly greater than in Coyne°s, and the surface area of

infltration being relatively smaller, thus leading to a higher pore water velocity and a

greater pressure differential required to drive it. The fact that Coyne°s pressure

reduction is signicantly less reinforces the conclusion in Section 3.7.1, when

discussing the agreement of Coynes approach to experimental data, that their

approach underestimates the pore water velocity, due to the inaccurate soil failure

mechanjsm assumed.

However, the pore pressure reductions developed by the lateral failure analysis are

greater than intuitively thought after conducting the experimental work, for if

cavitation had occurred at these speeds, as the model indicates, the force/speed curve

would not have been linear over the range of speeds tested. According to the lateral

failure analysis, at the larger volumetric strain (sv = 0.05) cavitation occurs over the

lower half of the blade at 0.5 k/ and increases to the lower three quaters at 1.0

km/h, Figure 3.12 (a & b). At the lower ev value (0.02) cavitation only occurs at the

base of the faster blade. The assuned sv value of 0.05, which is the value Coyne

assumed, may therefore be erroneous, since the value of 0.02 'gives more realistic

values. Nevertheless, based on the originally assumed value, the pressure reduction is

too large.
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Figure 3.12 Pore pressure profiles according to the lateral failure analysis and Coyne's
model

The reasons for the pore pressure reductions being too large in the lateral analysis are

likely to be twofold. Firstly, the assmned surface area through which inltration

occurs, which is the area of the logarithmic spiral segment, is smaller than in reality.

Water from the surrounding soil mass would also move in to ll the voids, creating a

more complex three dimensional ow regime than for the assumed simple one

dimensional approach. The three dimensional regime would require lower pore water

velocities and pressure differentials. Secondly, as the soil dilates the permeability of

the soil would increase due to the larger void diameters. As can be seen from

Equation 3.33, the pressure reduction reduces a permeability (k) increases. Thus, the

required pressure differential decreases a the sand dilates. This effect is not

considered in the pore pressure analysis.

Coyne applies the pore pressure reduction by equating the average pressure gradient

to a effective increase in apparent weight density. The apparent weight density is

then normalised with respect to the plough force to dene the NPORE factor, described
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in Section 3.2.1. However, to apply the same approach to the lateral failure analysis

would be erroneous for two reasons. Firstly, the resistance to shear developed in the

logarithmic spiral section is independent of the soil weight density (yS),for the reasons

given in Section 3.2.2. Secondly, the soil behind the spiral section resists the

movement of the spiral section by applying a earth pressure whose value depends on

75. However, since deformation of that zone is small, little dilation occurs and hence,

the pore pressure analysis and increase in effective weight density do not apply to it.

Therefore, the pore pressure reduction must inuence another element of the lateral

failure model to create the shear rate effect.

It is well established that a decrease in pore pressure causes a increase in the

effective stress on the soil mass. However, there are no effective stress (V5.2) terms in

the dilating section of the lateral failure model. Therefore a altemative means of

increasing the shear resistance is to increase the apparent values of c and/or (p, their

values being dependant on shear rate. Further mdamental research is required into

the effect of shear rate on the apparent values of c ard ( in saturated sands.
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3.8 Conclusions

l. Soil stress prole

a) The soil stress on the tine face was found to increase approximately linearly

with depth.

b) The linear approximation enables the soil stress to be calculated at any depth

on the tine if the passive plough force is known.

2. Passive force prediction models

a) The Coyne and Lewis (1999) analysis was found to urderestimate the passive

plough force by a factor of approximately six, when using the values of

variables given in Table 3-1.

b) A signicant cause for the discrepancy is the inappropriate use of the narrow

soil wedge failure mechanism.

c) The Godwin and Spoor (1977) lateral failure model accurately predicts

implement force at quasi-static speed in saturated sands.

d) A pore pressure prole analysis has been developed for the Godwin and Spoor

(1977) lateral failure mechanism, based on same approach as the analysis by

Coyne and Lewis (1999). The assumed one dimensional ow regime results in

the analysis over predicting pore pressure reduction.

e) The pore pressure analysis provides the rst stage of incorporating a speed

element into the Godwin and Spoor lateral failure model for saturated sand.
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4 Investigation into the Cavity Created by a Buried

Static Horizontal Jet

4. 1 Introduction

The study of the jetted tines in Chapter 2 showed the existence of a uidised zone about

each jet. The size of the uidised zone is important in establishing the force reduction

created by the jets. The need is therefore to predict the size of the uidised zone given

jet and soil parameters. This was conducted in two stages, the rst being a study using a

static nozzle to gain understanding of the mechanics ofjet erosion of a jet intemal to the

soil, and secondly, the study of a dynamic (moving) nozzle to build on that

understanding to enable the development of a mathematical model simulating the

uidised zone. The rst stage is dealt with in this Chapter and the second in the next.

This Chapter presents a review of relevant literature for both stages. The objectives are

then defined, followed by the main investigation using a static half nozzle. Another

secondary experiment on the measurement of the uplift force of a metal plate is

reported, the purpose being to aid the development of a mathematical model. Finally a

mathematical model describing the cavity development created by a static buried jet is

developed and discussed.

4.2 Objectives

The objectives of this Chapter are to;

1. Gain a understanding of cavity growth and jet scour characteristics of a

horizontal jet issuing from a static nozzle internal to the soil.

2. Determine the effect ofpaticle size and soil type on the above.

3. Develop a mathematical model to simulate the growth of a cavity with time.
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4.3 Literature Review

4.3.1 Characteristics of a Submerged Jet _

A study by Rajaratnam (1976) into circular turbulent jets emerging from a nozzle into a

large stagnant mass of the same uid found the size of the jet increased steadily as its

distance from the nozzle increased.. He found the velocity along the jet centreline

remained constant with increasing distance from the nozzle up to the end of the

potential core region, section 1-l in Figure 4.1. After that point, the turbulence

generated at the bourdary of the jet penetrated to the axis, causing the Velocity to decay

with distance. Thus, within the potential core region, the jet velocity of the source (U,)

was maintained. Beyond this region, Rajaratnam found the Velocity decay as;

4.1

Where;

Um = Velocity of centreline ofjet at position °x° from origin

U0 = Velocity ofjet at source

ß = Jet diffusion coefcient (typically 6.3)

dj = Diameter ofjet at source

x = Distance from jet origon

When the jet issued into opposing uid, Rajaratnam fomd the jet diffusion coefcient

(ß) to reduce slightly, to the region of 5.7.

Rajarantan also found the axial jet Velocity to decay with increasing radial distance

from the jet centreline, creating a Gaussian Velocity distribution. The relationship he

developed for the radial decay ofVelocity was;

2

4.2

Where;
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Definition sketch of circular turbulent jets. (Rajaratnam, 1976)

Rajaratnam also studied the impingement of a circular turbulent jet on a solid surface

(Beltaos & Rajaratnam, 1974). They recognised three reasonably distinct regions of the

jet, as shown in Figure 4.2. In the free jet region the ow characteristics were the same

as a free jet, described above. In the impingement region the jet is strongly deected

and assumes a ow parallel to the wall in the wall region°. The shear stress was also

measured on the wall surface and was found to be greatest at a radial distance of 0.l5H,

where H is the height of the nozzle above the wall surface.

Figure 4.2
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The stagnation point is on the centreline of a vertical jet. However, according to Beltaos

(1976) the stagnation point shifts as the jet angle becomes oblique, as shown in Figure

4.3. The jet velocities, shear stresses and resulting scour characteristics are describes i

detail by Breusers and Raudkivi (1991)

t"J `

_/4';/s,\ H _ H

3) b) 9 Degrees 90

Figure 4.3 a) Definition sketch, b) Eccentricity of stagnation point with impingement angle

4.3.2 Mechanics of Scour

Most literature in the eld of marine cable burial equipment concerning jetting concems

with the trial and development of new jetting tools rather than the fundamental

mechanics ofjet action. Most jet erosion literature concemed the scour around hydraulic

structures, with a few exceptions. A review of the relevant and helpful aspects of this

literature is presented.

A brief sketch of the mechanics of scour that are of interest to this work is presented.

Scour is dened as the enlargement of a ow section by the removal of material

composing the boundary through the action of the uid in motion. (Laursen, 1952) The

initiation of movement of a particle is dened as the instant when the applied forces due

to uid drag and lift causing the particle to move exceed the stabilising forces due to

particle weight and interlocking. (Raudkivi, 1990) A nmnber of theoretical approaches

have been developed to attempt to model the initiation of scour, such a White (1940)

and Leliavsky (1966), but according to Carson (1971) they suffer from inadequately

modelling the physical processes and being limited to horizontal ow only. Empirical

approaches by Bagnold (1953) and Shields (1936), together with the theoretical ones are

limited in that they assume a average condition, whereas individual particles can

deviate considerably from the average state due to the turbulent nature of the ow.
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The shear stress from uid ow acting on a unit area of soil surface is given in a

number of texts and papers (Carson 1971, Breusers & Raudkivi 1991, Stein et. al. 1993)

as; V Â«

' = Cf.p.U2

4.3

However, some omit the coefcient of friction. A threshold shear stress has to be

overcome before scour occurs; therefore the rate of erosion is described by Stein et. al.

(1993) as;

E = xs.(r -ref

4.4

Where;

r = Shear stress

rc = Critical shear Velocity

Cf = Coefcient of 'iction

pw = Density of uid

E = Sediment detachment rate per unit area

x and 2; = Experimentally determined constants

The critical shear Velocity was found, by Hjulstrom (1935) and Bagnold, to vary

signicantly between sands and clay, as shown in Figure 4.4. It shows that ne sands

have the lowest critical shear velocity, whereas clay requires a very high velocity. This

indicates that sands and clay have different jet erosion characteristics.
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Figure 4.4 Variation of critical velocity with particle size for water (Hjulstrom 1935 &

Bagnold 1953)

4.3.3 Models describing Scour Hole Development in Sand

The range of scour models and analysis that exist mainly concern the scour around

hydraulic structures such a spillways, weirs and culverts. They are largely driven by

safety considerations to prevent the structure being undercut by the scouring process.

Consequently the vast majority of investigations relate to jets extemal to the soil, and

very little were found conceming jet nozzles moving through the soil.

The investigations studied provide only guidance and not solutions. Breusers and

Raudkivi (1991) highlight that the principles of analysis of scouring are not well

established, and the results of various investigations often show differing trends. Their

reason for this is that the turbulence, with its great complexity and randonmess, and

sediment transport, with its strong dependence on turbulent ow, are so complex that

they preclude a complete understanding of the processes.

The complex nature of scouring has caused many researchers to adopt a dimensional

analysis approach. A small number of researchers have taken a empirical/semi-

theoretical approach, and a few have taken a largely theoretical analysis. Rouse (1939)

was the pioneer investigator into the scour) caused by a jet. The eld ow and erosion
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pattern of continuous and pulsating jets were studied experimentally by Kobus et.al.

(1978). Karim and Ali (2000) compared the ow eld, velocities and shear stress

predicted by FLUENT CFD to those of experimental results and found close agreement.

The erosion caused by a single circular turbulent jet has been studied by Dabbagh et. al.

(2002), Rajaratnam and Beltaos (1977), and for a submerged circular jet by Rajaratnam

(1982). Rajaratnam found for large impingement heights (H >8.3d), the asymptotic

dimensions of the scour hole were mainly functions of the erosion parameter

EC = F/(H/dJ), whereas for small impingement heights (H <5.5d) the dimensions

scaled with F0, where F0 is the densimetric Froude number [U0 /J g.D.lAp/p , where g
= acceleration due to gravity, D = particle diameter, Ap = difference between density of

bed and uid density p], H = impingement height and = diameter of jet. They also

found, in agreement with Rouse, that the maximum scour depth of erosion varied

linearly with the logarithrn of time, until some characteristic time value was reached,

after wlich the length eventually approached a asymptotic state. Rajaratnam and

Mazurek (2008) made further studies into the erosion of sands by circular impinging

water jets with small tailwater, and developed similar dimensional arguments. They also

found in another study that a similar dimensional argmnent applied to the erosion of a

polystyrene bed by air jets (Rajaratnam and Mazurek, 2002). I another study

Aderibigbe and Rajaratnam (1996) investigated the erosion of loose sand beds by a

circular jet of low EC values (<5). A semi-empirical method of combining equations of

the modied Shields criterion, critical shear stress and the decay of jet centreline

Velocity was used to develop equations describing the asymptotic dimensions. However,

the EC values used in their work was signicantly less than required for this study. Mih

and Kabir (1983) studied the impingement of water jets on a non-Lmifonn stream bed at

oblique angles. They too found that the geometry of the scour hole varied with EC, and

developed empirical equations relating scour depth to the variable. Different equations

were developed for small and large impingement heights, the given reason being that

the centreline velocity remains constant in the core region of the jet, relating to the low

impingement height, yet decreases with distance in the established ow region, relating

to the larger impingement heights. They conducted tests using both a full nozzle in the

centre of a tank and a half nozzle (semicircular jet nozzle) against the transparent side of
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the tank. They found the contour lines of the scoured area by the halfjet to be identical

to those of the round jet under the same conditions. Cheeand Yuen (1985) considered

the erosion of unconsolidated gravel beds by oblique jets. Their interest was in the

maximum depth of ia scour hole, so they derived generalised relations to link the

incipient motion condition at the deepest point of the scour hole with the scoured depth.

Their approach was to combine dimensional analysis, bed velocity and threshold shear

Velocity to develop their equations. O'Donoghue et.al. (2001) experimented with

vertical circular water jets in the context of pipeline burial. Consequently the jet

velocities in their investigations were generally much greater than in the above studies.

Their main interest was in the dynamic scour hole depth, with the jets in operation,

rather than the static depth after the jets had stopped. They report that the maximum

dynamic scour depth was found to be determined primarily by the jet momentum ux

with a weak link to sediment size, while the scour hole diameter was determined by

both jet momentum ux and sediment size. The empirically determined equations for

scour hole dynamic depth were;

J 0.34 d 2 034
_d=2.1s _ =2.1s 1.5 F._f
D, W, D,

0.34
l.5 _ -

hd = )053 Ds 002

Giving;

4.5

And in a similar manner, the maximum scour hole diameter was given as;
0.42

1.5 _ ,
d

=1.62(í_T)šj .(U,.d,)°*D, G

4.6

Where;

h =

dh =

DS =

Maximum dynamic scour hole depth

Maximmn scour hole diameter

Representative size of sand particle

Jet momentum ux

WS = Submerged weight of sediment
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Uj = Jet velocity

s, . Ratio of sand/water density

The scour caused by a submerged circular horizontal jet parallel to the bed material was

studied by Chiew and Lim (1996). Their ndings were similar to much of the work of

Rajaratnam, that the densimetric Froude number (F0) was still the main characteristic

scouring parameter when correlated to the equilibrium scour depth. As the offset of the

jet increased, the scour depth decreased. 4

The scour caused by a plane jet was analysed by Stein et.al. (1993), i the context of

scour immediately downstrean of a headcut. They considered the effect of jet diffusion

on sediment detachment, and equations for equilibrium scour depth and the rate of scour

hole development were developed analytically. However, their equations, like many

others, contained coefcients that were determined empirically. They concluded that

their measured and predicted rates of scour development showed that scour depth does

not increase linearly with the logarithm of time, contrary to the ndings of Rouse,

Raj aratnam and others. Rather, their analysis showed that scour depth increased linearly

with time within the potential core region of the jet, after which a linear increase with

the log of time was a approximation, then scour rate decreased rapidly as the

equilibrium scour depth was approached asymptotically. A theoretical investigation by

Bormann and Julien (1991) into local scour from plane jets downstream of grade control

stuctures was also analysed considering two dimensional jet diffusion and particle

stability. Equilibrium scour depth was written as a fmction of jet Velocity, ow depth

and particle size. They found their theoretically 'derived equations were similar to

regression equations from data of fteen other papers.

Mason and Arumugam (1985) analysed thirty one earlier proposed fonnulas from

literature for ultimate scour depth under jets issuing from dam overows and ip

buckets. They then increased the number of fonnulas by developing one of their own,

which included a allowance for tailwater depth and found it gave a improved

accuracy.

Niven and Khalili (1998 & 2002) were the only researchers found whose work

concerned a single vertical jet intemal to saturated sands. They conducted two series of
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experiments, those with the jet in the centre of the sand tank, and those with the jet

adjacent to the tn wall. The nozzle was progressively lowered into the sand and the

steady state cavity dimensions were measured. They found that the nature of the cavity

formation appeared identical in both tank centre and wall experiments. They observed

four stages of cavity development as the nozzle depth increased. At shallow depths the

uidised prole remained a approximately constant shape a the jet was lowered into

the soil, for any given soil, jet dianeter and ow rate. The profiles could be tted with

the forms of either fourth order even functions or elliptical functions, although the

former t better. With increasing jet depth, the prole became asymmetric a the neck

of the cavity at the soil surface closed in, forming a randomly migrating spout. At

greater depths the successively greater pinching of the spout lead to the formation of a

submerged uidised cavity, having no neck, with all jet water penneating through the

soil. As the jet depth increased still further the cavity size diminished until a point

where no cavity formed.

1 Fluidised zone boundary
lncreasing jet

  '-._depth between '_ -------- Asymmetrie unstable spout
stages not shown '

1 '-.__'~.= ~~~~~~-~ Closed uidised cavity

Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of uidised proles created by a vertical internal jet (after
Niven & Khalili, 1998)

4.3.4 Models Describing Scour Hole Development in Clay

The majority of literature describing scour hole development in clay concems vertically

impinging submerged jets. The erosion of clay by a water jet differs from that of sand

(Mazurek et al, 2001) because of its cohesive properties, and due to its complexity is

not well understood. Adamson and Kolle (1995), who studied jetting in both sand and

clay soils, found the effective jetting techniques differed for each, due to the difference

in erosion characteristics. Undennining and collapse techniques are effective in sands
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but ineffective in cohesive soils, which require substantial energy'to achieve full

coverage over the trench cross-sectional area.

The scour of cohesive soil by submerged circular impinging jets was studied by

Mazurek et. al. Their analysis, based on the mechanics of impinging jets, showed the

equilibrium dimensions of a scour hole were a function of the momentum ux of the jet,
the impingement height and the viscosity and density of the water. They observed three

types of erosion, being ake erosion°, where small circular akes broke away, mass

erosion where large chunks of soil would break off, measuring up to 130mm by 40mm

by 20rmn, accounting for a large part of the erosion, and rapid surface erosion where

particles were assumed to be removed individually by the water. On some occasions it

was considerable time before mass erosion overtook rapid erosion a the dominant

mechanism. However, Mirtskhulava et al. (1967) observed large sized chunks being

removed near the beginning of scour.

Trials by Rockwell et al. (1980) with a vertically impinging watejet on very soft 1-2

psi clay found that it did not produce a smooth cut, but rather broke off chunks from pea

gravel to basketball size. They found trench depth to vary directly with water pressure

but inversely with traverse velocity. They observed the main gain in trench depth was

up to a water pressure of about 75 psi. Fort et al, (1987) found that for effective waterjet

cutting, the waterjet stagnation pressure should be 2 -3 times the target material

compressive strength. In earlier work Rockwell (1976) observed the ow rate to have a

greater inuence on excavation depth than jet pressure, and that at constant power,

increasing the ow rate produced a deeper trench than increasing the pressure. They

found little correlation between jet nozzle diameter and the width of the trench created,

and likewise for the standoff distance. They summarised the results with the empirical

formula;

-1' = 4.64P°'33 -1.O5V'25

4.7

However, other researchers (Moore and Masch, 1962 & Hollick, 1976) found the

standoff distance does effect the shape of scour hole. Moore observed two types of

scour hole generally formed, being either with impingement heights (H/d) of less than 7,
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producing narrow and deep holes, or greater than 7, producing shallow and wide holes.

Hollick observed some intermediate types and concluded hole shape depended on more

than just the relative impingement height. Moore and Masch found there to be a linear

relationship between scour depth and the logaritlnn of time, with a asymptotic

approach to equilibrium scour. They used dimensional analysis to determine the key

parameters describing the scour of clay by vertical submerged impinging jets ard

suggested the average depth of a scour hole was a function of jet velocity, nozzle

diameter, impingement height, water density, viscosity, soil shear stress and exposure

time.

Machin (2000) investigated the effects of stationary vertically impinging jets on stiff to

very stiff clay soils (50 to 125 kPa). The key variables were nozzle diameter, water

pressure, jet exposure time and soil shear strength. Initially a very rapid jet penetration

occurred to a certain depth, followed by a slower propagation beyond it. He proposed

the mechanism for the initial penetration was a almost instantaneous undrained shear

failure in bearing of the soil by the impact or stagnation pressure from the jet, being

supported by a bearing capacity analysis based on the jet stagnation pressure. Machin

also observed lateral hydro fracturing of the soil in some cases when using high

pressure jets. He notes a direct relationship between nozzle pressure and cavity depth,

and for a given pressure there was a very strong trend of increasing depth with

increasing nozzle diameter. However, there was a threshold pressure below which very

little cavity was formed. i

Hurlburtet al. (1978) investigated jetting onto submerged clay soils in which a series of

34 tests were conducted on saturated soft clay of 2-3 psi using a range of nozzle

diameters, jet pressures and traverse velocities. They sumnarised the results with the

empirical fonnula:

-0.3
E =

0.13P[LJº D 1.67

The application to this study of the equations describing scour hole development in both

4.8

sand and clay soils is of limited potential. The equations for cavity dimensions in sands

and clay were predominantly empirically derived with coefcients being specic to the
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investigations they were developed from. Also most analyses were for the steady state
condition of the scour hole rather than the transient. All but one paper dealt with nozzles

extemal to the soil, and the work of Niven and Khalili which concerned an intemal jet

was for a vertical nozzle and steady state conditions. No literature was found concerning

a static or dynamic (moving) horizontal nozzle intemal to the soil.

4.4 Methodology and Experiment Design

To full the objectives three aspects of work were conducted. Firstly, examinations of

cavity growth and jet scour characteristics using a half nozzle buried in a range of soil

types. Secondly, a experiment to measure the uplift force exerted by a expanding

cavity on the soil immediately above it, the purpose to detennine the order of magnitude

of the water pressure in the cavity. Thirdly, the ndings of the two experiments were

used to aid the development of a mathematical model simulating cavity development.

The design of each experiment is detailed below.

4.4.1 Buried Static Half Nozzle in Sand and Clay

Tests were conducted in four soil types, being three sands and one clay. See Table 4-1

for details. The standard sand, from Cainhoe Quarry, was the same as that used in the

experiments of preceding Chapters. The Oxford clay was from a Stewartby clay pitin

Bedfordshire. Full details are in Appendix 2.

Table 4-1 Properties of soils used in half nozzle experiments

Standard Sand (SS) 0.2 _ 0.27 ,
Fine Sand (FS) 0.15 0.24
Coarse Sand (CS) 0.7 4.4 '
Oxford Clay , ~ 0

The test program was designed where initially a full range of thirteen jet ow rates was

examined in the standard sand (SS). The ow rates were designed to use the maximum

range the equipment allowed. From these tests ve critical ow rates were examined in

the other soil types. See Table 4-2 for details on the designed ow rates. The reason was

to establish the dominant characteristics using the SS, then to compare the other soils

with these characteristics to determine similaritiesand differences.
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Table 4-2 Details of the ow -rates tested in the half nozzle experiments

standard sand 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200,
250, 300, 350, 400, 450

Fine sand 50, 100, 150, 250, 400
coarse sand 50, 100, 150, 250,400
Oxford Clay 50, 100, 150, 250, 400

The purpose of the tests was to establish the mathematical relationship between factors,

therefore a larger nmnber of ow rates were chosen rather than replications. The test

program conducted tests on soil types in the order shown in Table 4-2. For each soil the

ow rates were tested in a random order.

4.4.2 Variation in Uplift Forces between Standard and Coarse Sands

A experiment was conducted in which the uplift forces for at metal plates were

measured. The plates were designed to resemble the prole of a cavity created by a

buried jet. Two plate sizes were used, the larger being four times the area of the smaller,

resembling the early and latter stages of cavity growth. Full details on the plate

dimensions are in Appendix 2.

Tests were conducted on two soil types, being standard and coarse sand. These were

chosen because of their large differences in hydraulic conductivity values, and thus their

large difference in pore pressure reduction when sheared.

Tests were conducted in dy and saturated conditions for both soil types. This was to

investigate the affect of pore pressure reduction on uplift force in both soils.

A matrix of the variables is shown in Table 4-3. The experiment program was design

where initially tests were conducted on the dy sands, and afterwards on the saturated

sands. For statistical purposes tests of each plate size were replicated three times in each

condition. The order of tests was randomised in each condition.

Table 4-3 Matrix of variables for the uplift force experiment

Standard Sand Coarse Sand. 1
Dry Sand Small Large Small E Large
Saturated Sand Small 5 Large Small Large
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4.5 Equipment and Measurement Technique

4.5.1 Buried Static Half Nozzle in Sands

A diagram of the equipment used for viewing the cavity is shown in Figure 4.6 to

Figure 4.8. A diagram of the plumbing and uid instrumentation systems are given i

Figure 4.9.

Tank of Submerged
a) Pla view Sand

LED
N°zZ'° clamp- Submerged Half

Nozzle

Wdeo camera
Glass1'4 m Window

"` Black
Screen

J.__

\ 0.45 m ~

Constant Head Overow
b) Side View _ ä .......__

100 mm š ................__* """"--_-#94. «šfí »gl """"""""._. ~~~~~~~~~..
45° mm -JW ~- « - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -

840 mm \

Figure 4.6 Diagrams of the tank and video camera setup for half nozzle experiments

The half nozzle was buried in the sand tn and held against the window by a clamp. It

was sealed against the glass using a single layer of insulation tape. The video camera

recorded the action of the jet in the sand through the glass window, a shown in Figure

4.6. A array of white crosses was marked onto the window to create a reference grid,
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a shown in Figure 4.7. The grid was used in Erdas Imagine software to generate a

coordinate reference system to enable measurement of the cavity created by the jets.

A purple dye (potassium permanganatc) was injected into the ow stream to enable

clear visualisation of the cavity development when analysing the video. Details of dye

concentrations are given in Appendix 2. The dye ow rate was typically 0.4 ml/s,

adding a insignicant volume to the mainstream ow between the ow sensor and the

nozzle, so causing negligible error ofow measurement.

Figure 4.7 Reference grid on glass window for static half nonle tests

The almninium half nozzle had a intemal diameter of 6 mm, being the same as the

nozzle diameter used in the rake angle experiments of Chapter 2, a shown in Figure 4.8

with other nozzle dimensions. The bend was given the minimum possible angle to

minimise turbulence and losses. After the bend the straight half section extended for 75

nn to reduce turbulence created by the bend and reduction in ow area.

The thickness of the glass window (25 mm) caused considerable refraction of light

through it. The refractive index of the glass was determined by measuring the angles of
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incidence and refraction of a laser beam shone at the window. Full details of this test are

given in Appendix 3.

End view Pan view H°Se
Haf Nozze 4° ""â

3 mm 6 mm | 75 mm l

Glass Glass 25 mm

*H

iii

Figure 4.8 Dimensions of half noule and glass window

A Grundfos centrifuge pump supplied pressurised water to the jet nozzle from a large

reservoir tank. The ow rate and the pressure of the water was measured dovvnstream of

the pump, a shown in Figure 4.9. Data from these sensors was recorded using a Flyde

data acquisition module with a laptop computer using DasyLab software. The

calibration details of the ow and pressure sensor are in Appendix 3.

The video and the ow data on the laptop were synchronised by creating a reference

point on both during recording, using a manually operated switch that simultaneously

tumed on a LED, which was seen on the video, and sent a signal to the laptop.

Flyde Data
Acquisition Module

li

i___-

Connection Box

Sand Tank Centrifuge
Synchronisation Watef

switch Pump
FromD

. . Reservoir
Pressure Fow
Sensor Meier

Diversion Line

i.

Air Compressor

Figure 4.9 Diagram of fluid and instrumentation systems for the half nozzle experiments
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The measurement technique was as follows.

1. Sand was prepared after a previous test by levelling the surface, then

consolidating by shaking a 12 m diameter steel rod while pushing it down

through the soil to the base of the tank, then repeating tlis action at 100 m

intervals along the window side of the tank.

2. A density sample was taken using a density ring.

3. The jet was turned on and the test recorded on video and computer for

approximately 1 minute.

The development of the cavity was detennined from the video using the following

steps.

1. The video was captured onto computer.

2. Individual frames were then extracted and saved in bitmap form. The cavity

developed signicantly in the rst few seconds, therefore more frames were

extracted from the early period than the latter stages of cavity growth. The cavity

generally broke through to the soil surface within 20 seconds. Frames were

therefore extracted at 0.24, 0.48, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 & 20 seconds.

Occasionally if the cavity had not broken the surface within 20 seconds frames

were extracted at greater time periods.

3. A process to correct the image from optical distortion caused by the camera lens

and the refraction through the glass was conducted using Erdas Imagine software.

Coordinates were then assigned to the window reference grid in each image.

4. The cavity prole was digitised by drawing a polyline around its perimeter. The

coordinates of the polyline where then exported into a Microsoft Excel

spreadsheet. ~

5. The maximum length and depth of the cavity prole were calculated for each

image. The results were then plotted against time for each ow rate.

The mean ow and pressure were calculated over each test run. Data' of the initial two

seconds after the initiation of the jet were not included in the calculations since both the

ow ard pressure values spiked as a result of the ow being redirected from the

diversion line to the nozzle, as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Range of ow and pressure data over which mean values were calculated

4.5.2 Buried Static Half Nozzle in Oxford Clay

The equipment and measurement technique used in the static half nozzle tests in clay

was the same a that used in the sand tests. The only differences were the tank and the

soil preparation method, both detailed below.

The static nozzle tests in clay were conducted in a separate tn to the tests in sand. It

was expected the clay would be difficult to re-prepare aer a test. Therefore each test

was conducted in a different plot within the tank. The tn measured 3 m long by 0.4 m

wide and deep. The tank had six windows, three on each side, one window for each of

the ve ow rates tested and the other for a trial run. The nozzles were glued onto the

Perspex windows. Figure 4.11 shows a picture of the tn and windows along one side.

The clay was prepared by putting damp clay granules from Oxford clay pits into the

tank. Water was added and the clay kneaded by walking back and forward through it.

The tn was then le for six weeks to enable the clay to become saturated before tests

were conducted.
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The characteristics of the cavity development were signicantly different to the sands

and were analysed by observation of the video only.

Figure 4.11 Photo of submerged clay tank

Figure 4.12 shows a photo of the setup of the video camera and one of the windows

after a test.

Figure 4.12 Setup of video camera and tank with saturated clay
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4.5.3 Uplift Forces Experiment

The equipment used to measure the uplift force of a buried plate is shown in Figure

4.13. The tests were conducted in a circular bin measuring 0.46 m diameter by 0.64 m

deep. The tests were conducted after the half nozzle experiments had been analysed, so

the typical shape of a cavity in these soils was known. The plates were designed to

represent the shape and area of a cavity. Details of the plate design are in Figure 4.14.

The plates were pulled out of the soil

using a hydraulic ram positioned

above the bin. A EORT was used to Hydrauc _
measure the uplift force (refer to ram

Section 2.5.1) and a string pot

potentiometer was attached to the $"i"_9 P°* -potentometer
ram to measure its displacement. T

Both the signal from the EORT and EORT _ 1

the string pot potentiometer was `

comected to a Flyde data acquisition

_ water over
laptop computer using DasyLab sauraed

module and then recorded onto a Head

sand \ `
software. Details of the calibrations

P' t3 9
of the EORT and the string pot Sha T

potentiometer are in Appendix 3.
soi bin /

Figure 4.13 Equipment setup for uplift
force experiment
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Figure 4.14 Design of uplift plates

The measurement technique was a follows.

1. The sand was prepared after a previous test by removing the top 200 m of sand

from the bin. The plate and connected hollow shaft were then buried to a depth of

40 m in the remaining soil. The removed soil was then replaced into the bin,

giving the plate a depth of 240 nm.

2.

3.

The bin was shaken from side to side ten times to consolidate the sand.

The plate sha was connected to the EORT and then lied by the hydraulic rm

while the force and displacement readings were recorded onto the computer.

The recorded EORT data was analysed by determining the peak force for each test.

Figure 4.15 shows typical force characteristics, with the peak force used a

representative of the uplift force for a test.

The displacement data was used to determine the upward speed of the plate. The speed

(displacement / time) was used to ensure all tests were conducted under similar

conditions.
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Figure 4.15 Analysis of uplift force and displacement

The maximum uplift force of each test was displayed graphically to determine

differences between factors.

4.6 Results and Interpretation

Full results of the experiments are contained in the Appendix 4. Important aspects of the

results are presented and discussed below.

4.6.1 Buried Static Half Nozzle Experiments

It has been shown that a half jet against a wall on its line of symmety can be used to

accurately represent a ll jet. (Mih and Kabir, 1983 & Niven and Khalili, 1998 & 2002)

On this basis it was assumed to be acceptable to use a halfjet a representative of a ll

jet.

A. Stages of Cavity Growth

Studies of the video of the buried half nozzle tests show that the cavity growth

characteristics differed between soil types. The characteristics of each are described

below.
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The standard sand (SS) and the fine sand (FS) behaved very similarly. The growth of

the cavity in those soils may be divided into four stages, being;

1. Lnitially the jet created a symmetrical cavity about its longitudinal axis, creating a

teardrop shape. The jet impinged onto the far wall of the cavity creating eddies

around the edge of the impingement zone. These eddies eroded the sand from the

sides of the cavity causing it to expand.

2. The inow of water caused a expansion of the cavity which forced the

surrounding soil to deform. The soil above the cavity gave the least resistance to

deformation and therefore cavity expansion was greater at the top than the

bottom of the cavity. This combined with the eddy erosion described above,

resulted in the upper surface of the cavity rising and becoming more at after

about four seconds. This produced a asymmetric ow system within the cavity.

3. After about twelve seconds a shear plane formed up to the surface, usually from

the rear of the cavity where shear deformation of the soil was greatest. This

allowed the enclosed water to break through to the surface after about twenty

seconds, forming a spout.

4. The ow of water through to the surface caused the water pressure witlin the

cavity to reduce. As a result the sand above the cavity would then collapse down

into the large water eddy undercutting it. The increase in cavity length was then

abated.

Characteristics of the ow regime in a cavity after two seconds are shown in Figure

4.16. The proles of the cavities in SS, shown in Figure 4.17, demonstrate the

progression through the above stages. Larger plots of the SS cavities and plots of the FS

cavities are contained in Appendix 4.

The growth rates of the cavities in development stages three and four were so slow that

they have little relevance to the commercial application of this study. Therefore the

analysis focuses on the rst two growth stages where the growth rate is much greater.
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Figure 4.16 Typical asymmetríc flow patterns in standard and fine sand, after two seconds
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The cavity growth characteristics for the coarse sand (CS) differed from those of the SS

and FS in that it only had two distinct stages, being;

1. When the jet was rst initiated a conical cavity extended rapidly from the nozzle,

with the jet pushing sand particles out of the way, causing a slight rise of the soil

above the cavity. The angle of the jet cone was less than in the SS and FS. The

rapid growth of the cavity continued for about 0.75 seconds.

2. Upon reaching a certain size the cavity ceased to expand, having reached a state

of dynamic equilibrium, where the ow lost through perrneation into the cavity

walls equated the jet ow. Above the jet cone there was a region of sand

migrating back to the jet source. Upon reaching the bounday of the jet region the

sand was entrained into the jet ow and deposited on the far wall of the cavity,

from where it was circulated back round to the jet source.

The circulating region of sand could only be detected on video and not i still picture.

For this reason only the central jet region of the cavity could be dened in the analysis

of the CS. The circulating ow characteristics of the cavity are shown in Figure 4.18,

and the measured cavity proles for each experiment in CS are shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.18 Typical dynamic equilibrium ow patterns in the coarse sand
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There were two characteristics common to all the sands. Firstly, a ring of purple dye

was seen to permeate through the soil from the cavity, a shown in Figure 4.20. The

velocity of penneating water was faster in the CS than the SS and FS because of its

higher hydraulic conductivity. The velocity appeared to remain constant over time i the

CS whereas the velocity reduced to near zero i the SS and FS in the latter stages of the

cavity development, a it expanded upwards. Secondly, soil above the cavity heaved

upwards. The continued growth of the cavity in the SS and FS caused signicant soil

heave, whereas the much smaller cavity in the CS caused only slight movement.
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Figure 4.19 Example of typical cavity profile development in coarse sand

Both these characteristics are attibutable to the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the sands.

The sands with lower k values (SS & FS) created greater resistance to the permeating

ow of water from the cavity, reected by the slow advancement of the purple ring

through the sand. As a result a large proportion of the jet water was contained within the
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cavity, thus forcing the soil above the cavity upwards a the net ow into the cavity

increased. However, the CS having a higher k value created little resistance to the

penneation of water from the cavity, seen by the rapid advancement of the pnple dye.

Consequently only a small propotion of jet water remained in the cavity, resulting in

very little soil heave. ~

¬ ~' T. ` "T" "T ~ " ' 7`-tre - `.__-__ _ - - 4 ~1

Figure 4.20 Characteristics common to all the sands .

Two aspects of the experimental technique used in the clay tests were disappointing.

Firstly, the nozzles appeared to partially detach from the Perspex window when the jet

was turned on, this being indicated by purple water being emitted from the sides of the

nozzle. Secondly, the strength of the clay was less than that anticipated, consequently

the jet rapidly created fractures through to the clay surface. However, observations of

the cavity development were still able to be made. The cavity growth characteristics in

the saturated clay were very different to those in the sands in the following ways;

1. The initial action of the jet was to force a thin lm of water between the clay and

the Perspex window, detaching the two. The adhesion force of the clay to the

window was thus less than its cohesion forces.
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2.

3

4

Within a few seconds of the initiation of the jet, fractures were formed up to the

soil surface. The fractures grew slowly with time, and generally once a fracture

ruptured the surface its width ceased to expand. This therefore demonstrates that

the pressure of the jet forces the clay apart creating fractures through lines of

inherent weakness. Upon creation of a fracture the pressure in the cavity can

dissipate, reducing the separation force, thus the fracture width increases no

further. Therefore, after fracture occurs, the further separation of clods becomes

dominated by the ow rate.

Two types of erosion were noted. There was the scour of individual particles,

seen in that the jet water became opaque, and the more dominate erosion of larger

aggregates, seen by clods breaking off into the water ow.

Each test resulted in a different steady state prole being generated. The most

common feature between tests was that often a wedge shaped section of clay

above the nozzle was lifted upwards a the fractures formed, a shown in Figure

4.21, rather like a standard passive failure at 45 - cp/2 to soil surface, where q is

very small and the failure angle is about 40°.

Figure 4.21 Progression of cavity development in clay (100 ml/s jet ow rate)
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B. Length Characteristics

Plots of the cavity length against time for each of the jet ow rates are shown in Figure

4.22 and Figure 4.23 for the SS and FS respectively. Both data sets are similar and show

the following features;

l. The growth of the cavity over the rst half second was very rapid, the length

reaching 30 - 50% of its nal recorded length.

2. At any time, greater ow rates created longer cavities.

3. Each data set takes the form of a power curve with the equation l = Cf' where l
= cavity length, t = time after the initiation of the jet, and C and A are constants

depending on the ow rate.

50°.
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4° - 1 l 375.1O
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Figure 4.22 Plot of cavity length against time for each ow rates in standard sand, showing
power curves ñtted to the data.

A plot of cavity length against time for each ow rate in CS is displayed in Figure 4.24,
which shows the following features;

1. The cavity length increased rapidly for the rst 0.24 seconds, the growth rate

being higher with greater ow rates.

2. After approximately 0.75 seconds the length increases very little, having reached

equilibrium.
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Figure 4.24 Plot of cavity length against time for each of the ow rates in coarse sand
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Higher ow rates created greater lengths, although the equilibrium lengths were

not proportional to ow rates.

O

4.23 Plot of cavity length against time for each ow rates in ne sand
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that soil density had a signicant effect on hydraulic conductivity. Any Variation in soil

density between tests could therefore cause the non propotionality between the lengb

and ow rate in the CS. The 150 ml/s cavity had a similar equilibrium length to the 100
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ml/s most likely because the soil density was less, with a correspondingly greater

hydraulic conductivity, and consequently, a smaller equilibrium cavity.

C. Exponents of Regression Curves

Regression analysis was conducted on the length data for each test in both SS and FS.

Power curves of the form

1 = cf'

4.9

(where 1 = cavity length, C = constant, t = time, A = exponent) t the data very well

having R2 (coefcient of determination) values of between 0.98-0.99. The constant C

and exponent A value for each test in SS and FS was plotted against ow rate as shown

in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 respectively. Data for CS was not included since power

curves did not t well to their data.

Straight lines t well through the plots of the constant C values for both SS and FS data,

illustrating they are a function of ow rate. Both sets of data show comparable values.

1so fº~~~~ --~-_-_--------_--~-~~~--1-~-~-_---~~-º--------~~-~-_-~-M-~«~---~_«~
c= 0.13910 +1o1.sa

1eo - R2 = 0.93
O

"AV 0 , 0 1- A a2 . c = o.o171o +113.s4^ R2 = o.sa94OO

Tís
A FS
-Linear (SS)2° ` -Linearafsi
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Measured Flow Rate (ml/s)

ueC_:ºo
Length Power Curve Constant Va
a 8 š Å¡ÃO

Figure 4.25 Length regression equation constant C values against ow rate for standard sand
& fine sand

Power curves t well through the plots of the exponent A values for both SS and FS

data. Exponent values for ow rates in the range of 150 - 400 ml/s were between 0.3
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and 0.4. This indicates that length is a function of the cavity volune, and thus jet ow

rate, because if;

I3 o V and since V= Q.t

I3 ocQ1

l 3 =
%-I where B = some constant

I:
3V B

= 0%

where C =
3/ªB

For the very low ow rates of 50 ml/s and below the exponent values are lower. The

Then,

4. 1 0

likely cause is that the low ow rates created cavities that initially grew mtil the cavity

began to break upwards, at which point the Velocity of the jet was insuffcient to remove

the excess sand entering its ow, so the cavity length then decreased.
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Figure 4.26 Length regression equation exponent A values against flow rate for standard sand
& fine sand
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D. Length to Depth Ratio

To examine the shape of the cavities for all three sands, the cavity depth was plotted

against the length for each prole, as shown in Figure 4.27. Only proles of the rst

two stages of cavity development were considered, because in growth stage three the

cavity began to break up to the surface causing the depth/length ratio to change

significantly. The depth/length ratio is tenned G.

The plots of depth against length show a number of interesting characteristics about the

growth and shape of the cavities. They are;

f¬

m

..

Cavity Dep h m

1.

2.

3.
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Å¡
_±OO

0 1 T « - t « i .
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For all the sands the G ratio remained approximately constant as the length

increased.

The data of all three sands are grouped very closely giving very similar G ratios.

A linear regression line with a gradient of 0.45 ts well through the data over the

length range of 50 - 250 rn (i.e. G = 0.45), although not quite so good for SS

above a length of 200 mm. However, at lengths exceeding 200mm the cavities

had usually entered the third stage of development, giving non-representative G

ratios. At lengths greater than 250 mm the growth rate was so slow it is of little

commercial application, as mentioned previously.
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Figure 4.27 Plot of cavity depth against length for all three sands
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E. Cavity Shape

The shape of the cavity was dened to enable the prediction of cavity length and depth

for a given sized cavity. It was found that a composite function of a parabolic curve and

straight line produced a curve that t the cavity proles remarkably well. The result was

the following general equation;

y=2«/zr;-bx

4.11

Where
d2

a = _
l

4.12

b=Â¶
vl

4.13

Now since

el
l

4.14

then,
a = G21

4.15

And,

b = 2G

4.16

hence,

y = 2G./1? - zcx

4.11

The form of curve generated by Equation 4.17 is shown in Figure 4.28, the values of the

coefcients of a and b in the Figure are not signicant in this case, other than they give

the correct depth/length ratio of 0.45. The cavity prole is created as the curve is rotated

around the x axis. '
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2

X

Figure 4.28 Form of curve generated by cavity prole equatíon

Figure 4.29 shows the calculated curves t the measured curves very well for the rst

three seconds of the cavity development for the example proles in SS. At four seconds

the upper surface of the cavity becomes more horizontal and the shape deviates from the

calculated curve. However, this is not a signicant problem since only the initial stages

of growth are of interest in this study.

soo --_--_-~_-~--~-º------------------~- Â¬

_.-- ____1 __ø ~_- ° - _ Timezso - ' º ' ~ _ _I
I 1 _ ~__` _ (SSCOHGS)

'~ \š --0.24` ` : -o.4a^ ' , f ' Measured' /Y' cavities 1V \ \ ' ___._2_ ` \_ `~-..._-5;:-'\ ~ _ _ _ _ - - - --4
- - -0.24

Dep h mmNOo

CalculatedCavities ' ' `1
1sof "'2

---4

100 . . . . . .
350 400 450 50 550 600 650

Lengih (mm)

Figure 4.29 Example comparison of calculated cavity shapes and measured cavities
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4.6.2 Uplift Forces

Full results of the uplift force experiment are in Appendix 4. Typical uplift force

characteristics are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.30 for saturated and dy sands

respectively. Note the force scale covers a smaller range in the dry sand graph. The

general characteristics for all tests are that the force initially rose rapidly as the plate

was displaced and then gradually reduced a the plate neared the soil surface.

120«-~ - -- - » Â»

100

B _

Upiß Faroe N
S 3

2° ' 1

o es-~~_- -~ . . ~ -rp

5

Â§

Â§

Ã¤

Ã¤

es

40 _ . ._ _ __ _ _ __ . _ . _ __ _ ___
Disptcemenn)

Figure 4.30 Example of uplift force characteristics in dry standard sand (test was small plate
in dry sand, rep.1)

The mean force values of the three replications of each condition are plotted in Figure

4.31. The standard deviations, which are all small give condence in the results, and are

plotted with each mean. The results show that the difference between the uplift forces in

dy SS and CS are small, whereas in the saturated condition the difference is large. The

saturated force in the SS was in the order of six times greater than the dry force,

whereas for the CS it was only marginally greater, in the order of 1.2 times.

The reason for the results found is a follows. The relatively low hydraulic conductivity

of the SS created large impedance to the ow of pore water upon the dilation of the

sand during shear. This caused a decrease in pore water pressure and thus a increase in

effective stress and consequently a high shear strength and hence a larger uplift force.

For the CS, its high hydraulic conductivity caused little impedance to the ow of pore

water, causing little decrease in pore water pressure and thus a marginal increase in

effective stress, with therefore little increase in shear force and uplift force for the plate.
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Plate Upllft Forces In SS & CS

1400
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Figure 4.31 Mean uplift forces of small and large plates in dry and saturated standard sand

(SS) & coarse sand (CS)

It is also worth noting that for the SS there was a large reduction in the magnitude of the

uplift force between minimum and maximum displacement (being the start of shear and

the plate reaching the soil surface), from 800 N to nearly zero for the small plate.

However, for the CS the force difference was less. Therefore, if water pressure in a

cavity beneath the soil pushed the soil upwards (instead of a plate lifting it as in the

experiments),it is expected that in SS a initially high but decreasing water pressure

would be required as the deformation increased. However, in CS the initial pressure

would be about one quarter of t hat in the SS (shown in Figure 4.31 by the uplift force

in saturated CS being about one quarter of the force in SS), and thus the reduction of

water pressure with increasing deformation would be much less than i the SS. This has

relevance to the modelling of cavity water pressure, in Section 4.7.
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4.7 Development of Cavity Size Prediction Model

4.7.1 .Concept and Development of Model

A mathematical model was developed to simulate the growth of a cavity created by a

single buried water jet in saturated sand. The model, developed from a understanding

gained from the above results, is based on the continuity of ow. This Section rst

considers the basis upon which the model is built, and then details the mathematical

embodiment of it.

The model was based on the concept that the ow of water from the jet is either

contained within the cavity or lost into the surrounding sand through permeation

through the cavity walls. Therefore, the rate of volume increase of the cavity is equal to

the net ow rate into it. The net ow rate (QNET) is the difference between the ow in

(Q1N) and the ow lost through the cavity walls (QLOSS). If the relationship between QNEâ 

and time is known, then the net voltme of the cavity can be determined. Since the shape

of the cavity has already been dened, the dimensions of a cavity can be calculated for a

given volume. Therefore to determine the relationship between cavity size and time, Q1N

and the relationship between QLOSS and time must be known.

Considering the case where there is no permeation ofjet water through the cavity walls,

so QLOSS equals zero, then the following is true;

QNET = Qnv

4.18
r

VNET = Vv = _[QN~dt
o

4.19

VNET = Qvf h

4.20

In this case the volume can easily be calculated since QIN is known and constant.

Now considering the case where jet water permeates through the cavitywalls, such as i

soils with larger hydraulic conductivity, the QLOSS is govemed by the factors in Darcy°s

law of one dimensional ow. They are;
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1. QLOSS is directly proportional to the surface area of the cavity (A). Since the

surface area increases with time, QLOSS also increases with time. _

2. QLOSS is directly proportional to the head difference (Ah) between the water in the

cavity and the water at the soil surface (sea oor).

3. QLOSS is inversely proportional to the length of the ow path (L) between the

cavity and the soil surface. Therefore the deeper the jet is buried under the soil

surface, the less QLOSS will be.

4. QLOSS is directly proportional to the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the soil.

These are represented by Darcys equation;

Ah
Qoss = kA"Lâ

4.21

It is therefore true that;

QNET = Qv - QLOss
4.22

VNET = VIN - VLOSS

4.23

and thus;

V = Q,

1-4.24

To determine the size of the cavity when VNET is known, the relationships between

cavity volume and cavity length and depth must be known. However, to calculate VNET

the surface area of the cavity must be known. These relationships are now derived.

A. Volume of a Cavity

The volume generated by a cuve is;

V = 7r.y2.dx

4.25

Substituting Eq. 4.17 a y into Eq. 4.25 gives;

V = [2 r(2G«/1; - 2Gx)2 .dx

4.26
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And solved over the cavity boundaries of-xl = 0 and xg = l gives the volume of the

cavity as; .

V = -2-rr.G2l3
15

4.27

B. Volume Length and Depth

The length of a cavity can be determined if the volume is known by rearranging Eq.

4.27 for l, giving;

( 15V JÃ
1= -22zr.G

4.28

Since the volume is a function of time, Eq. 4.28 could be abbreviated to l = Ct]/3 where

%
C is a constant incorporating . This is in agreement with the power form of

rr.

regression curves t to the results of length/time data from the static nozzle, in Section

4.6.1.

The depth of the cavity can be calculated by rearranging Eq. 4.14, giving d = Gl , then

substituting Eq. 4.28 a l, giving; _

V
d =

(15.G.V) 327:

4.29

C. Surface area of cavity

It is assumed that jet water ows through the entire surface area of the cavity walls.

According to Darcy's law (Eq. 4.21) the cross sectional area of ow is required to

determine the value of QLOSS. The cross sectional area is assumed to be equal to the

surface area of the cavity.
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The equation of the cavity prole was found to be y = 2G«/I; - 2Gx (Eq. 4.17). The

surface area generated by rotating this prole around the x axis is given by;

2 2
A = 2 . l _ .dx

LSubstitutingEq 4.17 as y then gives;

2 2
A = 2.(2G\/E-zcx) /1 +¶--_-4G* + 4G2 .dx. x J

This integral proved difcult to solve algebraically, so a numerical solution was found

4.30

4.31

using a scientic calculator. The integral was then solved numerically for sixteen cavity

lengths ranging from 10 m to 310 mm, in 10 m intervals, all having a G ratio of

0.45. A power regression curve was then t to the results of surface area against cavity

length. The regression curve was A=1.0369.l2 with a R2 value of l. This can be closely

approximated by;

A = 12

4.32

This approximation underestimates the true theoretical surface area by 3.56%, which is

insignicant since the prole equation is also a approximation of reality. `

If Eq. 4.28 is substituted as l in Eq. 4.32, then the surface area is;

( 15V J%
A= i2n.G

4.33

Further details concerning the nmnerical solution of the surface area are contained in

Appendix 4.
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D. Relationship between Volume and Time

The relationship between cavity volume and time can then be found by replacing Eq.

4.33 as A in Eq. 4.24,

V = Q,.- I/«.A.5LÜ.d (4.24)

giving;
2

Vvßr = Qv
1Ls 2n'.G

4.34

The variable VNET is on both sides of the above equation, giving difculty in solving it

algebraically, nevertheless, a numerical solution was found. This solution was different

for sands with constant Ah (CS) and variable Ah (SS & FS), although the approach is the

same. Since the solution to the constant Ah case is simpler, it is dealt with rst.

4.7.2 Sands with Constant Pressure Head

The experiment measuring uplift forces demonstrated that for CS the water head

difference Ah would remain nearly constant during the growth of the cavity. Therefore

VNET remained the only time dependant variable in Eq. 4.34. The equation was then

solved numerically by a process of iteration.

The solution utilised a numerical process substituting the calculated value of VNET from

the precedent time as the input VNET on the right side of Eq. 4.34. Starting at time I0 = 0

the volume is known to be zero. Then at time t; = to + ôt, VNET is approximately the

same a at to, and can be substituted as the VNET required to calculate VNET at time tl. If

ôt is very small, then the error is small. This process is shown in the following table.

Table 4-4 Numerical solution to VM,-T

Time VNET precedent VNET dependent

I0 Ü 0 V0

I1 Ö, V0 V1

I2 2. Ö, V1 V2

tn rl. Ö; V_1 Vn
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The process was executed in Microsoft Excel. A example of the rst seven iterations is

shown in Table 4-5 for a half jet ow rate of 100 ml/s in CS. The time increments (ôt)

were 0.001 seconds. The cavity length was calculated using a adjustment of Eq. 4.28

using the previous iterations VNET value, being;

1

I: 15VvEr(-1) A
2.G2

4.35

The cavity depth was then calculated by multiplying Eq. 4.35 by G, since d = Gl (from

Eq. 4.14). The blue (central) section of the Table deals with the ow rates in the cavity.

To calculate QLOSS the cavity surface area is required, which was found using Eq. 4.32,

A =12

The QLOSS was then determined using Eq. 4.21,

Ah
Qwss = kA" T

The lavender (right hand) section of the table calculates the resulting volumes. The VW

is,

V12»/(n) = Qv f()

4.36

And VLQSS TS,

VL0ss() = VL0ss(-1) + QL0ss()~ô~t

4.37

The VNET for that time period is then calculated using Eq. 4.23,

VvET(n) = VN(n) _ VL0SS(n)

This process was used to calculate the rst six seconds of cavity development.
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Table 4-5 Example of numerical solution to cavity development model for coarse sand

0

-

Length Depth
Time (s) (mm)

0 0
(mm

0
0.001 0
0.002 1 3.3
0.003 16.6 7.5
0.004 18.9 8.5
0.005 20.6 9.3
0.006 22.1 9.9

The values of the variables at the top of the Table were all measured except Ah. This

value was not measured during the experimental work and attempts to solve it

theoretically were not successful. This creates a limitation in that the model only

calculates the growth characteristics with the use ofempirically determined Ah values.

A curve of simulated length was plotted for each of the ow rates and suitable Ah

values chosen to give best t to the measured data. These curves are shown in Figure

4.32. The measured data of the test with 150 ml/s ow rate was not included because its

length was very similar to that of the 100 ml/s test. The chosen Ah values ranged om

between 2400 to 4500 m of water head. Figure 4.32 shows that the fonn of the

simulated lengths closely represents those of the measured data. The magnitudes are

similar due to the chosen Ah values. The model therefore portrays the correct

characteristics but its use is limited since the Ah values are empirically determined.
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Figure 4.32 Comparison of measured and simulated cavity lengths for CS with constant Ah

4.7.3 Sands with Varying Pressure Head

The experiment measuring uplift forces demonstrated that for SS and FS the water head

difference Ah would reduce during the growth of the cavity. Therefore Ah a well a

VNET were time dependant variables in Eq. 4.34. To solve the equation the relationship

between Ah and time had to be established, as well as VNET and time as in the constant

Ah case. These problems were solved numerically using the same approach as the

constant Ah case with a additional element included to account for the Variation ofAh.

The Variation in Ah was modelled by analysing the two elements that comprise Ah,

being the dynamic and static head. The dynamic head is caused by the jet impinging on

the rear wall of the cavity creating a stagnation pressure. The static head is generated by

the weight of soil above the cavity acting on the water in the cavity. These two

components ofAh, shown in Figure 4.33, are developed below.
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Figure 4.33 Elements constituting the head driving water loss from the cavity

1. Dynamic Head

The water jet inpinging on the far wall of the cavity creates a dynamic velocity head a

water is forced to change momentum. It is assuned that the inpingement of the jet acts

on the fall wall, which is approxinated a a hemisphere. The pressure of the jet

impinging on the far wall is;

P __F`L_Q1N-Pw~UJ" A _ A

4.38

The ow loss, according to Darcy°s law is;

4.39

And substituting Eq. 4.38 a PJ gives;

Q _ kA-Qv -Pw -U1SS. _w Dm
L.A.p .g

Thus;

= k-QIN 'U1
g.L

QL0ss.DYN

4.40
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2. Static Head p

The water in the cavity pushed the soil above it upwards as the cavity expanded. This

required a certain water pressure in the cavity to overcome the shearing forces of the

soil. The soil was assumed to shear vertically around the perimeter of the cavity, a

shown in Figure 4.33. From the work in Chapter 3 it is known that in saturated sands as

the shear rate increases so does the shear force. Therefore the higher the cavity

expansion rate, the higher the shear force per unit area of shear surface. The expansion

rate of the cavity is equivalent to QNET. To model this system, a similar approach was

taken to that of Coyne and Lewis (1999) in their analysis of pore pressure effects on

shear resistance. A detailed description of their approach is presented in Section 3.2.1.

The analysis of this system is then as follows.

The weight of soil above the cavity is;

Ps = ys

4.41

The weight density is increased to a apparent weight density by the pore pressure

effects a the soil shears. The pore pressure gradient was analysed in the following way.

The plan area of the cavity is given as;

A=[2GJE-zexdx

4 0.5 1.5 2 IA=
šG.l x -G.x 0

A=íGß-Gï¬
3l

A=lGï¬
3

4.42

Assuming a uniformly distributed volumetric strain ev, void vohune is generated at the

rate;

Qm = QNET 'ev

4.43
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Therefore the pore water velocity is;

U' A G12

A prole of the Velocity with depth is therefore;

Up = 3.QE2..<: yGl L

Now from Darcys law;

Um
=dy

And since dh = g- , then;
7'w

:ui
rw dy

Therefore the pressure gradient is;

dp = Um'}/w =
3'QNET'8v'ywdyk k.G.l2 ' L

So the average pressure gradient is;

dy G _ k.G12

dP 3 .QNET .e .yw

( dy LVG 2.k.G12

The pore pressure gradient increases the apparent weight density of the soil to;

dP
(ys )EFF = ys

+($jAVG

3,Q .s.;/W
(MW zn J

2756.12

4.44

4.45

4.46

4.47

4.48

4.49
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yw 3.Q ...sv
(7)E=F

=7x-|:1+z-|]

4.50

(7)E=F = 7,-

-NPORE4.51

Then substituting Eq. 4.50 as y, into Eq. 4.41, the soil pressure then becomes;

Ps =

yL{14.52

P = 7.;-L-NPORE

4.53

The ow loss, from Darcys law, through the cavity wall driven by the static head is

therefore;

QL0ss.sTAr

=Andsubstituting Eq. 4.53 a P gives;

Vs
P0115

4.54

The total ow loss from the cavity is then;

Qoss = QLoss.DyN + Qosssmr
4.55

The numerical solution to determine the cavity length and depth was found using the

same process as that used for sands with constant head, detailed in Section 4.7.2.

Equations 4.35 to 4.37 were used, with Eq. 4.55 being substituted for QLOSS in Eq. 4.37.

A example of the rst seven iterations is given in Table 4-6, showing the calculations

of length and depth for a halfjet ow of 375 ml/s in SS.

The variables at the top of the table were measured or calculated values, with the

exception of ev whose value was estimated as 0.2. Greater values caused the NPORE

factor to oscillate signicantly between large positive and small negative nmnbers.
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Table 4-6 Example of numerical solution to cavity development model for standard & fine
sand with variable h

Length
(mm)

k 0.21 mm/s oinz 315.0 ms v1 265250290 mms
mu s 1.60506 <gmm^3 Qin 150 mus Ls 250 mm

G 0.45 m w
Surface

Dph areaTlme s (mm) rnm^2)0 0 0 o
0.001 20.00 9.30 426.16
0.002 22.14 10.2: 516.92
0.003 26.50 11.02 102.22
0.004 20.30 12.11 905.25
0.005 30.60 19.00 940.32
0.000 02.20 145: 1042.43

A comparison of measured and simulated lengths is shown in Figure 4.34 for ve of the

ow rates in the SS, and Figure 4.35 for the FS.

40
x 5 Mesurd
~ zaueasurea *

350 - x 202 Measured
º 324 Measured
4 419 Measured .

300' _5ssamu1ed ^
-120 simuaed
-202 samued

ê 250 ' _324s1mu1aaV -419 samuama ^..

A

H9

+ X

Ã¤
Cavity Le
8

4
XX X_ , 0 í? %â 

° x
100- >

/
5

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Time (seconds)

Figure 4.34
variable Ah

Comparison of measured and simulated cavity lengths for standard sand with

The simulated curves t very well to the measured data for the SS, and slightly less well

for the FS over the time range displayed. The lowest ow rate in the SS ts least well to

the data, especially over the rst two seconds. For the FS the simulated curves of the

high and low ow rates over or underestimate, respectively, the measured lengths for

the rst four seconds
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Figure 4.35 Comparison of measured and simulated cavity lengths for ne sand with variable
Ah

4.7.4 Limitations of the Model

It was encouraging that the developed model correlated well with the static results for

all three sand types, as long as a appropriate ev value was used for the standard sand

and ne sand, and a h value used in the coarse sand. However, the approach of the

ow conservation model and the degree to which it simulates the sands gives rise to the

following comments.

1. The model does not consider the strength of the soil. A weak soil would behave

differently to a strong soil even if the hydraulic conductivity were the same.

2. The model is based on the cavity shape being symmetrical. However, after about

4 seconds the cavity becomes asymmetric. This affects the relationship between

cavity volume and length. Nevertheless, it appears that this does not have a major

effect on the model, since there is no sudden step in the curves of measured

length against time at the point where the cavity becomes asynmetric. This gives

rise to the question a to why the ow continuity model ts the length curves

even though it assumes a constant and symmetrical cavity shape.

3. The length/depth ratio (G) of the cavity in the coarse sand was slightly less than

in the ner sands, i.e. the divergence angle of the jet was less in the coarse sand.
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This was no doubt due to the particle weight of individual grains being greater

for the coarse sand, and thus a higher jet Velocity was required to detach them.

However, the model assumes a unifonn cavity shape regardless of the sand size.

This highlights the fact that the model does not account for the mechanism by

which the soil is eroded from the cavity walls, but assumes the erosion

mechanism causes a xed cavity shape. This is not the case in reality and the

problem remains as to how to simulate the erosion mechanism within the cavity,

having turbulent and complex dynamics.

The model has limitations for the design engineer because it uses empirically

determined values: of le; for the standard and 'ne sands, and h values for the

coarse sand.

The principle of continuity of ow does not apply so readily to the case of a

dynamic nozzle. I the static case the cavity is closed and water can only escape

through the cavity walls. In the dynamic case this does not apply, since water can

also be lost through the open rear neck of the cavity. This affects the hydrostatic

pressure of the water in the cavity a well as the ow regime and volmne

calculations.

It is of interest that other researchers have not used a ow continuity approach in

similar elds and the question aises as to whether the continuity of mass is the

correct hypothesis to use. Other researchers who have looked at the effects of a

extemal (non-buried) impinging jet on sands have taken a dimensional analysis

approach or a semi-theoretical approach in considering some of the properties of

jet Velocity decay with distance from jet source, Velocity required for particle

scour, ratio of soil to water densities and the Froude number (as discussed in

Section 4.2). A difculty with this work is that the highly turbulent and complex

ow within the cavity is very complicated to model. To consider jet velocities at

the cavity boundary would be complex. It is considered therefore that a different

approach, based on momentum, would be more suitable to the modelling of the

cavity created by a dynamic nozzle and this isdeveloped in the next Chapter.
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4.8 Conclusions

1. The effect of soil type (sand or clay) on the cavity development was that;

a) A signicant difference existed between the development characteristics of a

cavity created by a static half nozzle in sands and clay. I sands the development

was characterised by erosion and continuity of ow, whereas in clay it was

characterised by soil fracturing created by the jet pressure.

2. The cavity development in the sands was characterised by the following;

a) Four distinct growth stages were recognised in the development of cavities in
standard and ne sands. The coarse sand, differed in that it was characterised by

only two distinct stages. Understanding of the mechanics of each stage was

gained.

b) Cavities in the larger particle sand (coarse sand) were smaller than those in the

smaller paticle sands (standard and ne sands).

c) Water penreated into the soil from the cavity, the permeation rate being

dependant on the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the soil, which is inuenced by

the sand particles size. The head of water driving the ow loss vaied with

cavi-ty size in the standard and ne sands but remained nearly constant with

cavity size in the coarse sand. âº

d) The prole of the cavity was approximated by the curve;

y=2G«/E-2Gx 4_17

Where;

G = Depth/ Length ratio of cavity

l' = Cavity length

x = Distance from nozzle

3. A mathematical model was developed to simulate the growth of a cavity created by

a static jet nozzle in sands.

a) The following equations summaise the model.

Cavity length (l) is given as;
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%
l = -ilSI/"Ei 4.2827r.G

Cavity depth as;

d = G1 4.14

Where;

%
V = Q,1 - .dr 4.34

b) Numerical solutions were found for the above equations. For the standard sand

and ne sand a variable head '(h)' value was incorporated, and for the coarse sand

a constant head. The model tted the data well when using appropriate values of

sv for the standard and ne sands and of h for the coarse sand.

c) The model has limitations in that true values of ev and h are unknown. The ow

continuity approach upon which the model is based does not transfer to the case

of a buried dynamic nozzle.
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5 Investigation into the Cavity Created a Buried

Dynamic Horizontal Jet

5. 1 Introduction

The two investigations using jetted tines described in Chapter 2 made it clear that the

role of the jets in reducing soil forces was to uidise a section of soil which

effectively eliminated the soil stress on the corresponding section of the tine face. In

order to predict the jet induced force reduction, the section of soil uidised by a

buried jet moving through the soil must be determined, so the associated passive soil

stress of the section may be calculated.

The purpose of this Chapter is to develop a method of determining the extent of the

uidised section created by a buried dynamic jet. This was accomplished in three

stages, outlined in the objectives below.

A review of relevant literature is given in Section 4.3 of the previous Chapter.

5.2 Objectives

The objectives of this Chapter are;

1. To conduct a experiment to enable the examination of the extent of the

uidised soil generated by a single dynamic jet buried in saturated sand, in

order to gain a understanding of the jet scour characteristics and the size of the

uidised cavity when in dynamic equilibrium.

2. To combine knowledge gained from both the dynamic and static nozzle

experiments to develop a mathematical model simulating the extent of the

uidised cavity.

3. To evaluate the model by comparison of measured and simulated values.
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5.3 Methodology and Experimental Design

To full the rst objective, a experiment using a dynamic nozzle was designed.

Experiments were conducted in the standard sand (SS), as used in all the preceding

experiments. The experimental program was designed in which ten nozzle velocities

(U) were examined. The range of velocities was designed to cover a broad range of

the jet centreline Velocity of the cavity boundaries (Ub) calculated from the cavity

length/time data from the static nozzle experiments, in Section 4.6.1. The designed

velocities were from 10mm/s to 100 mm/s increasing in steps of 10 mm/s.

A constant jet ow rate, designed to be 200 ml/s, was maintained throughout the tests.

This value was chosen for two reasons. Firstly it was the mid range of the ow rates

tested in the Static Nozzle Experiment. Secondly, the range of U1, velocities generated

by that ow rate in the Static Nozzle Experiment matched the range of U velocities

achievable with the experimental equipment (shown in Figure 5.7).

Since the purpose of the experiment was to establish the mathematical relationship

between cavity size and nozzle Velocity, the available tests were deployed to

maximise the number of U values used rather than replicating a fewer number of

velocities. The ten velocities were tested in a random order, with only one replication

of each Velocity. The cavity prole was analysed at thirteen nozzle positions for each

'tCSt.

5.4 Equipment and Measurement Technique

5.4.1 Equipment 2

A half nozzle of 3 rn radius, positioned against a glass window, was connected to a

hydraulic ram that drove the nozzle forward through the soil. A diagram showing

details of the nozzle unit is given in Figure 5.1. The hydraulic ram was mounted on a

frame connected to the tank. A steel shaft, mounted through a brass bush in the side of

the tank, connected the nozzle to the ram. The hydraulic ram was driven by a

electrically powered hydraulic motor unit. The sand tank was the same one used in the

Static Nozzle Experiment. It had been modied to receive the steel shaft, and a extra

20 r tlick glass sheet was added to the inside of the glass window to act a a spacer
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between the original window and the nozzle. The refractive index of the thickened

window was determined by measurement of the angles of incidence and refraction of

a laser beam shone through the window, full details being given in Appendix 3. A

video camera was positioned in front of the tn window to record the action of the

jet. A diagram of the equipment setup is given in Figure 5.2.

The plumbing system and equipment were also the same a that used i the Static

Nozzle Experiment, with the exception that the attachment of the hose to the nozzle

was more robust. The water ow rate and pressure were measured in a identical

marmer to that of the Static Nozzle Experiment.

The same instrumentation system was used a in the Static Nozzle Experiment (see

Section 4.4.1), with the addition of a string pot potentiometer to measure the

displacement of the hydraulic ram.

End View
Banjo Bolt Plan View

---.
33m 50 mm

I
70 mm

el" ¬ Hose Conn ction3 mm
Shaft Unit

Nozzle Unit
6mm

L __ ._

TE "

Side View

Figure 5.1 Details of the dynamic noule, the end of the connection shaft and their

plumbing system
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5.4.2 Measurement Technique

The measurement technique was very similar to that of the Static Nozzle Experiment,

and was a follows.

l. The sand was prepared by the same technique a in the previous experiment.

2. The water pump, hydraulic pump and dye were started and the laptop computer

and video were set to record.

3. After a few seconds the LED and nozzle ow were tumed on simultaneously.

4. When the jet was owing freely, the test was conducted, the nozzle being

pushed forward through the soil by the hydraulic ram at the required velocity.

5. Aer the end of the test, the nozzle Velocity was set to that required for the next

test, before the soil was prepared again.

a) Front View

Hose from
water pump

| 1`4 m To hydraulic
Connecting ^ power \

.\,._~º_- t /.º _ ha .:º-...~;._~§<: Bfass S
. es bush Y°'°""° W"*_ ' w t:~`'- . if - ~;¬ "a:'_'¬ :«.;.~=ºa\ Z; . .. ...º«---n-«lmK - _. I,s.- L- ,ue ;._-4,: W-,.º`-Ä _. l .w ;.,.¬~3:.. åášfrflfr»:ef-_:e~... _

il` -
Glass window Nozzle
(45 mm thiok) Sand tank Shafl support

b) side view

Constant Head Overow 0 45 m
<iÄ±

100 mm n 1 v ...........................__
4 ..........................._"' """"

450 mm .---.---.-.--_._._-
`:% ........-~-" 540 mm~~~~~"-~±~> ..........."y _ , ._ ___________._

i 1 170 mm |Not to scale

Figure 5.2 Diagrams of the equipment setup for the dynamic nozzle experiment
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5.4.3 Measurement Analysis

The video of each test was analysed in a manner similar to that for the Static Nozzle

Experiment. The processes are described below, with more detail on the processes

specic to this experiment.

1. The video was captured onto a computer.

2. The video was viewed on VirtualDub software on the computer. Frames were

then extracted from the video at 50 m intervals along the experimental length

at the positions shown in Figure 5.3, giving thirteen frames per test section. The

frames were saved in Bitmap format.

3. The process of assigning a coordinate reference system, performing a optical

correction, digitizing each prole by drawing a polyline around each cavity

prole in Erdas Imagine software, then exporting the prole coordinates into a

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was the same a the earlier experiment.

4. The length and depth of each cavity (as dened in Figure 5.6) were calculated

and the proles for each test were plotted relative to the tip of the nozzle.

5. The mean of the ow rate (Qm), pressure (P) and U was taken over the test

section, using Microsoft Excel software.

Figure 5.3 Test section in sand tank for dynamic nozzle tests
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5.5 Results and Interpretation -

The results of nine of the ten tests are presented and discussed below. One of the

experiments was not analysed because the ow rate was incorrect. Full results of the

experiments are contained in the Appendix 4. '

5.5.1 Cavity Profile Shape

The development of the cavities created by the jets progressed through three or four

stages, depending on the nozzle Velocity. Examples of the typical stages are shown in

Figure 5.4 and are described below;

1. The stage of static imbalance, prior to the start of the test, where the nozzle

remained stationary yet the cavity grew. At the start of the test the nozzle was

stationary until the jet ow was steady, resulting in the formation of a cavity

within the soil.

2. The stage of dynamic imbalance, where the nozzle Velocity was greater than

the cavity boundary Velocity (U > Ub), because the cavity size created during

the rst stage was greater than that sustainable with a dynamic nozzle.

Therefore the dimensions of the cavity boundary reduced.

3. The stage of dynamic equilibrium, where the nozzle Velocity equated to the

boundary Velocity (Un = Ub), so the cavity dimensions remained constant. For

the higher Velocity nozzles the neck of the cavity adjacent to the nozzle,

reduced in size considerably a the displacement of the nozzle, and thus the
ow path of the water, increased. This caused a high Velocity ow of water

through the neck.

4. The cavity of the highest Velocity nozzle (100 mm/s) entered into a fourth

stage, where the cavity neck closed completely and the cavity size reduced,

becoming smaller than its dynamic equilibrium size. This only occurred as the

nozzle neared the end of its run.

The reason for the reduction of the cavity neck with increasing nozzle displacement

for the faster nozzles was likely to be due to two effects either singly or in

combination. Firstly, as the nozzle displacement increased, so too did the ow path

length for water from the jet back to the ruptured soil surface above the initial starting

Chapter 5 º 146 Craig S. Knight
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point of the cavity. The increased ow path length resulted in a increased volume of

sediment transported at any moment in time, thus requiring a greater energy input.

There is, therefore, a stage where the rate of eroded sediment entering the ow path is

greater than can be transpoted by the energy of the jet, causing the neck of the cavity
to close. This occurred rst with the highest Velocity nozzle since it required the

greatest rate of sediment transport. It could also be argued that the shaft immediately

behind the nozzle obstructed the ow, causing energy losses and redirecting the ow

path around it. The results may arise from the combined effect of both of the above

effects. However, the reduction of the cavity neck with increasing nozzle

displacement is not a concem of this study, since in commercial situations the nozzles

are xed to a implement that remains stationay relative to the nozzle, thus the ow

path remains of near constant length.

The analysis was only concemed with the third stage, that of dynamic equilibrium.

Therefore, of the thirteen cavity proles digitized from each test, only between seven

and eleven proles were analysed from each experiment.

Figure 5.4 Progression of cavity profile through stages 2 to 4, for 100 mm/s test

Typical ow characteristics of the jet in the cavity are shown in Figure 5.5. The jet

issuing from the nozzle formed a diverging cone which impinged on the far wall of

the cavity. Upon impingement the jet was strongly deected through at least 90° to
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follow the prole of the cavity, eroding and transporting sand in the process. Upon

leaving the impingement zone the return ow opposed the jet ow creating shear

stresses, and thus energy losses, on the jet cone boundary.

Figure 5.5 Typical ow patterns from a dynamic jet nonle (60 mm/s) in the third stage of

cavity development

The proles of the cavity boundaries from the third stage of development are plotted

in Figure 5.6, relative to the end of the nozzle, for each of the experiments analysed.

Note that the measured rather than the designed nozzle velocities are used, and that

the scale on the slowest test (7.5 mn/s) is smaller than that of the other plots. A larger

version of each plot is given in Appendix 4. The plots show that during dynamic

equilibrium (development stage 3) there was little Variation in the size of the cavity

boundary i 'ont of the nozzle. The results also make it clear that the cavity size

reduced a the nozzle velocity increased. The plots also show the upper and lower

boundaries of the cavity becoming more horizontal a the nozzle velocity increased,

until the cavity neck diameter began to reduce in size, a seen in the velocities of 82.5

mm/s and above. I the plot of the 48.5 mm/s experiment the shape of a simulated

static cavity having the same length a the mean of the dynamic cavities of that test is

also shown. It demonstrates that the cavities are of very similar shape over the

impinging jet region (left side of the cavity).
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5.5.2 Relationship between Nozzle Velocity (Un) and Cavity Length

The mean cavity length of each test is plotted against nozzle velocity (Un) in Figure

5.7. A regression curve of a power form ts the data well, having a R2 value of

0.973. It is true that in the third stage of cavity development, that of dynamic

equilibrium, the nozzle velocity is the same as the cavity boundary Velocity (U = Ub),

and they are thus interchangeable. Therefore it was also possible to plot U1, from the

Static Nozzle Experiment against length on the same pair of axis a the dynamic

results. The U1, curve from the static nozzle test with the equivalent ow rate (200

ml/s) was thus plotted i Figure 5.7, enabling a comparison of the two sets of data.

The static curve was generated from Eq. 5.5 which was derived from the regression

curve through the 200 ml/s data of cavity length against time, a shown below;

Regression equation through the 200 ml/s static nozzle data;

1 =133.261°-3'â

5.1

Rearranged for t (time),

l 3.1407
r = i

(133 26)

Derivative of the length equation (Eq.5.1), giving Ub in terms of t;

5.2

U, = g = 42.43 f°~°*Â
°

5.3

Rearranging Ub in terms of l, by replacing t with Eq. 5.2, and simplifying gives;
-2.1407

U = å =
42.43.(_ilJ

" dr 133.26

5.4

And rearranging for l in tenns of Uf, gives;

1 = 767.44.U'°~'

5.5

The regression curve t through the dynamic nozzle data had the equation;

1 = 7o6.17.U*3

5.6
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Figure 5.7 Results of cavity length against nozzle velocity (U)

Figure 5.7 shows there was no signicant difference between the curve through the

dynamic nozzle data and the static regression curve, since the two curves are virtually

identical. This consequently shows that U1, is a function of the distance from the jet

source, l, since the value of U1, was the same at a given length regardless of the Uâ

value. Thus, the rate of erosion from the cavity wall is a function of its distance from

the jet source. It is also true that the cavity length is a inverse power function of the

nozzle velocity, as the regression equation (Eq. 5.6) demonstrates.

5.5.3 Relationship between Nozzle Velocity (Un) and Cavity Depth

The cavity depth dimensions ra and rb, dened in Figure 5.6, are plotted against U in

Figure 5.8. They show the overall depth of the cavity was smaller at greater nozzle

velocities, and that most of this was due to the reduction in the value of ra, with the

magnitude of rb almost independent of velocity.
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Figure 5.8 Results of cavity depth, r, & rb, against nozzle velocity (U)

The ratios of the dimensions ra and rb to the cavity depth (G.l) are plotted against U in

Figure 5.9, together with linear best t lines through both sets of data. The data from

the slowest velocity test, 7.5 mm/s, had signicantly greater values than the rest of the

data, so it was thought justiable to omit this data in the analysis because its U value

was very small and thus exhibited abnomal characteristics.

Since the intercept of the line through the ra data has a value of almost one and its

gradient is nearly zero, it is reasonable to approximate the ratio r,/(G.l) to unity over

the range of velocities displayed, although it is recognised there is some scatter of data

about the best t line. Likewise, the best t line through the rb/(GJ) data has zero

gradient ard a intercept of -0.64, which can be closely approximated to -2/3.
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Figure 5.9 Ratio of depth dimensions r/(GJ) against nozzle velocity (Un)

5.6 Development of Mathematical Model Simulating the

Extent of the Fluidised Cavity

5.6.1 Fluidised Cavity Geometry

A denition of the geometry of the cavity and jet ow paths was made aer detailed

study of the cavities from the videos of the experiments. A diagram of the geometry is

shown in Figure 5.10.

J

""
___ JetCone

fa

a,= 4/sd d ij
__).-._

Return Flow râ
ø 0§5

Intercept
z J

\--_ ---___

\\\\\\

Where d = G.l I

Figure 5.10 Schematic of the geometry of a dynamic cavity and the flow paths of the jet
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5.6.2 Jet Velocities

Defnitions of the cavity geometry used in the model are;

l = Length of cavity

d = Depth of cavity at the point the jet boundary intercepts the soil

botmdary. It was found, as shown in Figure 5.6, that the intersection was

approximately at the deepest point of the static cavity of the same length, and

therefore from Eq. 4.14.

d = G.l

5.7

Where G = 0.45.

The jet diverges with increasing distance from the nozzle, forming a cone. The

geometry of the cone is calculated on the basis that the depth d occurs at (3/4) l, and

therefore dl = (4/3) d at length l, a shown in Figure 5.10.

If the asstnnption is made that the impingement velocity (U) of the jet on the cavity

boundary is equivalent to the average velocity at the boundary cross section of the jet

cone, then the impingement velocity is derived by;

2 Q,âU..'I C.S.A at dl

5.8

2 2
C.S.A af d, = fl- =

lfí Gj4 4 3

Therefore,

C.S.A = í.G2 12
9

5.9

Then substituting Eq. 5.9 into Eq. 5.8 gives the impingement velocity as;

9.Q
U 2 4..Glg.2

5.10

However, the shear stresses at the boundary between the jet cone and the retuming

ow cause energy loss from the jet cone, reducing its momentum and thus ow rate

and velocity. Thus a energy loss factor (17) is added to account for the losses, giving;
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Uff4.7r.G .l

5.11

Upon impinging on the cavity wall, some of the ow is forced to permeate into the

sand mass. The remaining ow is deected and caused to follow the prole of the

cavity, creating a shear stress on the adjacent sand bomday as it does so. The

velocity of the shear ow is termed shear velocity (Ujs). It is reasonable to assume that

the impingement velocity is maintained a the ow is deected, except it is slightly

reduced by some ow being lost through permeation into the sand mass. The shear

velocity is then determined by;

UA = QNET = 77-QJN _QLOSSJs C.S.A at dl C.S./1. at dl

5.12

According to Darcy°s Law, the ow lost through permeation into the soil is;

k.A.Ah
Q =_ ALoss ~L

l
5.13

Where A is the surface area of the impingement zone, for which a half sphere is a

good approximation, thus;
2

A = 2.7r.r2 =
2.r.(%j

Then substituting d with Eq. 5.7 gives;

A = 1r.G2.l2
2

5.14

Also, h is the velocity head of the impinging jet, being;
2

=2.g

5.15

Then replacing A and h in Eq. 5.13 with Eq. 5.14 and Eq.5.15 gives the ow loss as;

QMS 2 .G2.2.k.U.2
4.g.L

5.16
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The shear Velocity is then determined by substituting Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.16 into Eq.

5.12, giving; -

G2 .12 .k.U -2

77-Qv< 4.g.L

9

.G2.12.k.U.2 9
Uffz "'Q'_

4.g.L ' 4..G2.12

9.Q 9.1Â«
U = `4..GIg.12 _16.g.L'Uf"2

Now since from Eq. 5.11,

9.Q
Uf' 5'1 1

Then,

5.17

5.6.3 Determination of the Loss factor (n)

Shear stress develops at the boundary of the jet cone and the retuming ow, causing

momentum loss from the jet ow. The momentun loss eventually penetrates to the

centreline of the jet, causing its Velocity to reduce. Prior to that point, closer to the jet

source, the jet ow remains constant. These two zones, being the potential core region

(PCR), where Velocity is undiminished, and the established ow region (EFR), where

Velocity diminishes with increasing distance from the jet source, are shown in Figure

4.1.

According to Raj aratnam (1976) the jet core region extends a distance ofß.a§~ from the

jet source, where ß is equal to 5.8. However, Rajaratnam and Beltaos (1977) dene

the potential core region a <5. 5.a} and the established ow region as >8.3.d,~, while

Mih and Kabir (1983) dene the start of the established ow region at 6.2.a§~. It is

therefore reasonable to deduce that , is in the region of 6 to 7.

Since the losses are caused at the jet boundary, the losses at any cross section through

the jet cone are proportional to the ratio of the perimeter to the area of the cross
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section. Therefore the losses at any section through the jet decrease a the distance

from the jet source increases, since the perimeter/area ratio decreases with increasing

section diameter. The geomety of the jet cone and two sections through it, one at the

end of the PCR and the other in the EFR, are displayed in Figure 5.11. On the basis

that the losses are proportional to the perimeter/area ratio, the dimensionless loss

factor (11) of the jet cone section can be detennined, a shown below.

ann-___-
CÃe

GJ/2 (4/6)G.º< PCR
d=G. _.

._._j._._._._._'Ã x\_
%l _`_-

Where d = G.l
Jet Cone Section

I
F

Figure 5.11 Geometry of Jet Cone Section over which the 1 factor was determined

Perimeter of a cross section;

p = 2.7'.r

_ _ 3d _ G1 at x _ (AjÄ±

Then rearranging gives,

and d=(%)G.x

r=(%)G.x

Since,

Thus,

5.1 8

Therefore

p = %)1r.G.x

5.19
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The cross sectional area of a section is;
2

2 2.G.xc.s.a = 7'J' = 7'
â 

4./r.G 2 .xz

9

5.20

Loss, =å|

Loss, =L=ic.s.a G.x

So the perimeter/area ratio at any cross section is therefore;

4
«lg G x

5.21

The total loss over the jet cone is therefore the smn of the losses over the length of the

cone, thus;

.1/4
Loss, = E idxc.s.a

.W 3 3LnQg3%Loss , = f -.dx = '
1010

0

3L@§/)Losstotal

=5.22

However, as was discussed previously, there are no losses on the jet centreline in the

PCR, the losses only effect the centreline velocity i the EFR. Therefore the losses in

the PCR may be neglected, and it is only at the start of the EFR that the losses take

effect. The loss values were therefore normalised with respect to the loss value at the

start of the EFR, which is section C in Figure 5.11.

Normalised dimensionless loss;

Lossotal ,x
Lossnormalised OSStom! ,C

V 5.23

However, the 1 factor must give the fraction remaining, not the fraction lost,

therefore;
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7 _ 1
Lossmrmalised

_ L0ssoaI,C7

_5.24

Losst,a|,c occurs at the end of the PCR, where x = ß. therefore;

3 .L(ß.d1 )
LOSSt =ioral C3 G

5.25

The total loss for any other length is;

= 3.L(3%)Losstotal ,X

5.26

Therefore, substituting Eq. 5.25 and Eq. 5.26 into Eq. 5.24 and simplifying gives the

loss factor 1 as;

, Z Ln(/wi'
Ln 3

The relationship between 1 and cavity length is shown in Figure 5.12. The upper and

5.27

lower boundaries of the possible 1 values are represented by the green and red curves,

based on the range ofß values of 5.5 to 8.3 used by other researchers. The 1 curve for

the ß value used by Mir and Kabir (1983) of 6.2 is plotted as the dashed line. The 1

value is displayed over the equivalent range of cavity lengths measured in the

Dynamic Nozzle Experiment. Cavity lengths less than 50 m correspond to nozzle

velocities in excess of 350 mm/s, and lengths greater than 250 m to velocities less

than lO mm/s.

The 1 value required to make the simulated lengths from this model t the measured

data exactly is also displayed in Figure 5.12, as the blue curve. The curve was

generated by combining the regression equation through the Dynamic Nozzle Data

(Eq. 5.6) and the nozzle Velocity equation (Eq. 5.37, developed later in this model)

and rearranging for 17, giving;
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-b7=
2.aâ

5.28

Where;

2

5.29 (a,b,c,d)
The curve of the required 1 values lies within the range of theoretical 1 values and is

almost the same as the theoretical 1 curve for ß = 6.2. Between cavity lengths of 50 -

250 m the 1 value ranges from 1 to 0.65. A 1 value of 0.8 gives lengths values

within ± 5% of the measured length value, and is thus a good approximation of 1 over

the range of length values measured in the experiment.

14
-Äaaa = as 4`
----º-Beta = s.212_am = 5.5
iEt_a_f"_2'.'laE1

1

-§7

Eta Factor
c o2» 'âº

04

02

0 . . . â
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Cvlty Length (mm)

Figure 5.12 Theoretical and measured relatíonships between 1 and cavity length

5.6.4 Derivation of the Rate of Erosion and Boundary Velocity (Ub)

The shear stress generated at the boundary of a moving uid is given as;

T0 = pw 'Ujs2
'

5.30

(Carson, 1971)
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Shear stress is also dened as;

T _ Force _ dMomentum/ dt0 Area Area

5.31

If considering a unit area of boundary surface, the momentum required to accelerate a

unit volume of sand from the boundary wall, assuming the detachment force is

insignicant, is;

Momentum = Mass Velocity

Mom = ps .Ujs

5.32

The total momentum absorbed per unit time, per unit area ofboundary surface is then;

dMom/dt = V.p_, .Ujs /dt

5.33

Where V= volume of sand eroded

Thus, substituting Eq.5.33 into Eq.5.3l gives the shear stress required to erode this

volume of sand per unit time, per unit area, being;

ro = V.ps .Ujs

5.34

And rearranging for volume eroded per Lmit area, per unit time;

1/:lo
ps'Ujs

Then replacing 1., with Eq. 5.30 gives the eroded volmne as;

pw 'U ` 2
V=i's

ps'Ujs

V = 51.11â
P.

_ _ 5.35

And since this is per unit area, the velocity of the boundary is equivalent to the

volume, thus the boundary velocity is; _
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pw
U; = -.Uâ

ps

5.36

or,

pw 9k
U; =

_.(U. -_-.U/K]ps l6.g.L

5.37

where,

9.Q
U = Ü' 4..Gl§12 5'1 1

This denes the relationship between boundary Velocity on the jet centreline, Ub, and

the cavity length, l.

5.6.5 Derivation of the Relationship between Cavity Length and

Nozzle Velocity

When in the dynamic equilibrium condition, U1, = U, then Eq. 5.37 can be solved to

give the length of a cavity in terms of nozzle Velocity, as shown below;

Now if;

9.Q EU __ = = _J' T 4..G2.12 12

5.38

Where; « '
l *

9.QE = _i7
4.7r.G2

_ . 5.39

Then substituting Eq. 5.38 into Eq. 5.37 gives;

U"
ps 12 16.g.L 12

5.40

And thus;
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U &-â_ 9* Ãb' _ 2 ' 4
pw l 16.g.L l

So,

9.k.E2 1

16.g.L `l"
-1~:.12+U.pS =ol pw

5.41

This is of a quadratic form, therefore;

L _
-b,I2 2.a,

[__ 2.a,
-b, -¬/b,2 -4.a,.c, 3

5.42

Where;
2

_9.k.E , b___E, _U ps

' ' 5.43 (a,b,c)

These equations (Eq. 5.42 & Eq. 5.43) enable the determination of equilibrium cavity

length at a given nozzle Velocity, for a horizontal jet in easily eroded sand. ,

5.6.6 Definition of Cavity Boundary

The typical geometry of a dynamic cavity prole is shown in Figure 5.13. It is

asynmetric, with the lower boundary tending to the horizontal in the return ow

section, a discussed in Section 5.5.3. The experimental results showed that ra = G.l

and rb = 2/3 G.l were both acceptable approximations. This can be supported

theoretically on the basis that the upper boundary is of parabolic fonn, a shown

below;
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Upper boundary is approximately parabolic

Y. \

"~-_ r,=G./

G./2d=G.4"ai'_,í.â

6./

ZI

I
I

Lower boundary is approximately horizontal

Figure 5.13 Typical geometry of dynamic cavity boundary

The form of a parabolic curve is;

yz = 4.a.x thus y = 2.«/ a.x

5.44

and;
2

a=L
4.x

. _ _ . . . . l GJ
The lmtng condtons, shown n Fgure 5.13, are that x =

Z at y =3 , therefore;

4

So the height of the prole at the nozzle (ra), where x = l, is;

2
ra =2.J-G114

ra =GJ

5.45

5.46

This is in agreement with the experimental results. The depth of rb was somewhat less

than G.l and can be defined as;
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rb = Dz.GJ

5.47

Where D, = 2/3 over the range ofnozzle velocities analysed.

5.7 Model Evaluation .

The momentum model was evaluated by comparison of the measured lengths from the

Dynamic Nozzle Experiment to the simulated cavity lengths over the range of nozzle

velocities used in the experiment. The evaluation consists of two aspects, (1) a

comparison of the forms of the relationship between l and U, and (2) a comparison of

the length magnitudes to detennine the accuracy of the model prediction.

Figure 5.14 shows the simulated and measured relationslips between l and U. The

two simulated curves were generated with 1 values of 1 and 0.8, simulating the

condition of no losses and average losses detailed in Section 5.6.3, respectively. It was

shown in Section 5.6.3 that r varies slightly with l and thus U, but to incorporate the

Variation into the model requires a iterative process to determine both l and 1

numerically. For this reason a constant value of 0.8 was used as a close approximation

of 17. The simulated lengths were generated using Eq. 5.42. ,

Figure 5.14 shows very close agreement between the simulated and measured cavity

lengths over the range of U tested. The form of curve generated by the model is very

similar to that of the measured data. However, because a constant 1 value was used,

the model overestimates l very slightly at low U values, but nonetheless, it simulates

the data very well even with a constant 1 value.
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Figure 5.14 Simulated length: nozzle velocity relationship and comparison to measured data

The magnitudes of the measured and simulated lengths are plotted against each other

in Figure 5.15. It shows the error in the magnitude of the simulated length is small

between the measured lengths of 75 - 200 mm. At the largest measured length of 250

m the simulated lengths overestimate by approximately 20%. However, the Uâ

values associated with the very large lengthsm|s), and are thus of

little practical importance. If the data of the 250 m cavity is ignored, the best t line

through the remaining data has a gradient of 1.0, showing the average error between

the measured and simulated lengths is nil. However, the gradient increases to 1.07 if

the large cavity data is included, giving a average error of +7% over the range of U1,

tested.
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of measured and simulated cavity Iengths

The model applies to a easily eroded non cohesive soil where detachment forces are

assumed to be minimal, so the jet shear force has only to mobilise soil particle

acceleration. The model will therefore become less accurate when simulating soils

with signícant detachment forces. The jet shear force has to then overcome particle

detachment forces, leaving only the excess shear to accelerate particles from the

bomdary surface. The excess shear is thus;

re = 1 - rc

5.48

Where;

re = excess shear

rc = critical shear, required for particle detachment

1 = jet shear

The model is consequently not appropriate for cohesive soils.

The model was evaluated against data from tests in one soil type (standard sand) using
one ow rate (200 ml/s). Data from the Static Nozzle Experiment indicated the value

of the G ratio may differ somewhat between soils, its value being slightly lower than

0.45 in coarse sand. The model could be improved by the development of a means of

determining the value of G theoretically rather than empirically.
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2.

5.8 Conclusions

1. A uidised cavity created by a dynamic buried nozzle in saturated sand had the

following characteristics;

a) The cavity prole was approximately of parabolic form.

b) The relationship between cavity boundary velocity, Ub, and cavity length, l,

from the static nozzle experiment was the same as that between nozzle

velocity, U, and cavity length, l, in the dynamic nozzle experiment.

c) The velocity of the cavity boundary U1, is a function of the cavity length l. This

is true for both dynamic and static nozzle cases.

d) The cavity length l is a inverse power function of the nozzle velocity Uâ

when the cavity is i dynamic equilibrium.

generated by a dynamic nozzle, based on the conservation of momentum, dened

the following;

a) The axial impingement velocity of the jet on the cavity boundary was;

9.Q
U1 2 7" 4.101512

b) The shear velocity on the cavity boundary was dened as;

c) The dimensionless loss factor;

_
Lº«(ß.a7Å

¡`
3.1Ln A

5.27

d) The cavity boundary velocity;

PW

UPs

e) The resulting cavity length as;

_ 2 a,

1-b, -¬/b,2 -4.a,.c,

Where;

The mathematical model developed to simulate the extent of the uidised cavity

5.11

5.17

5.36

5.42
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2
a, = gli, b, = -E, C, = U.& 5.43 (a,b,c)

16.g.L pâ

And,

9.QE= .iv 5.397
4.7r.G2

f The cavity height and depth at the nozzle tip as;

za = GJ 5.46

zb = DZ.G1 5.47

Where D, was found to be 2/3.

Evaluation of the model showed;

There was a very good t between the measured and simulated cavity length,

the simulated overestimating by a average of 7% over the range of nozzle

velocities tested (7.5 to 100 mm/s), when using a loss factor 1 of 0.8. 4
The simulated cavity lengths overestimated the measured lengths by a

average of 7% when including the slowest U data (7.5 mm/s). This error

reduced to zero when the slowest U data was excluded.

The application of the model is limited to easily eroded non cohesive sands.

The model could be developed further by deriving a means of accounting for
soil particle detachment forces.

The model would be improved if G could be determined theoretically rather

than empirically.
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6 Final Evaluation

Mathematical models have been developed to predict the two key elements of jetting

tool force reduction. The rst element is a model predicting the size of the uidised

area created on the tool face by a single horizontal jet, and was developed in Chapter

5. This requires knowledge of the jet ow rate, nozzle diameter, tool speed, soil

hydraulic conductivity and depth ofnozzle below the soil surface. The second element

is the model predicting tool force reduction created by the uidised areas, and was

developed in Chapter 2. This requires knowledge of the number and position of

uidised areas and the passive tool force. The purpose of this Chapter is to evaluate

the combined models by comparison of the predicted to the measured values from the

nozzle distribution and the rake angle experiments which had horizontal jets.

6. 1 Method of Calculating Predicted Values

To calculate the rst element, being the size of the uidised areas, predicted values of

the cavity length (l) were generated using Equations 5.38, 5.41 and 5.42(a,b,c). The

resulting depth of the FA was then calculated using Equations 5.45 for za and 5.46 for

zb. Depth faction (DZ) values of 2/3 (from analysis of the dynamic nozzle experiments)

and 1 were used, creating two sets of predicted values. A loss factor (11) of 0.8 was

used throughout.

To calculate the second element, being the force reduction created by the uidised

areas, the predicted values were generated using Equations 2.l9(a,b) for 2 and zb

values, 2.18 for force loss and 2.20 for the net force. In the case of the non vertical

tines in the rake angle experiments, Equations 2.27 and 2.28 were used to calculate

the ra and rb values respectively. These also required the use of Equations 2.22, 2.23

and 2.26(a,b,c) for the forward raked tines and Equations 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26(a,b,c)

for the backward raked tines. All predicted values were generated using Microsoft

Excel.
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6.2 Measured verses Predicted Forces

Measured verses the predicted values for the nozzle distribution experiments are

shown in Figure 6.1, and for the forward and backward raked tines with horizontal

jets in the rake angle experiments, in Figure 6.2.

Force kN
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Figure 6.1 Comparison of measured to predicted forces for the nozzle distribution

experiments and the horizontal jets on the vertical tine in the rake angle experiments

The data for the vertical tines in Figure 6.1 shows three distinct characteristics, being;

1

2

3

The predicted values over estimate the tool force, with the error tending to

increase a the ow rate increased, and were propotionally greater for

experiments with lower measured forces. All the predicted values calculated

using a DZ value of 2/3 over estimated the force by more than 20%.

Predicted values calculated using a DZ value of l gave lower forces and smaller

errors than those calculated using a D, value of 2/3, since the larger DZ value

generated a larger FA, and thus a greater force reduction.

The gradient of each data set is too low, indicating the predicted force is

insufciently responsive to changes in the ow rate. The gradients of the data

for the tines with one or three nozzles varied between 0.2 and 0.3, being less

than the desired value of unity.
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The data for the forward and backward raked tines i Figure 6.2 shows similar

characteristics, being;

l. The error in the predicted force was less than with the vertical tines, with the

predicted values of the lower ow rates being within ± 20% of the measured

value.

2. The DZ value has a greater effect on the backward raked than the forward raked

tine. This is due to the prole of the base of the cavity of the backward rake

angle intercepting the tine at a greater distance from the 'ont of the cavity than

with the forward rake angle. The rb value therefore has a greater inuence on

the force with the backward rake angle, hence the greater sensitivity to DZ.

3. Generally the gradient of each data set is too low, although the data at the

higher ow rates of the forward raked tines assmnes a gradient closer to unity.
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of measured to predicted forces for the forward and backward
raked tines with horizontal jets

6.3 Causes for the Discrepancies

There are considered to be two aspects of the discrepancy between the measured and

predicted forces, being that causing the model to over predict the force, creating the

vertical offset, and that causing the predicted force to be insufciently responsive to
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changes in the ow rate, creating the gradient error. Causes for these two aspects are

discussed below.

6.3.1

l.

Figure

2.

3.

Causes for the Force Offset

The tine interferes with the jet ow path causing its deection at the interface

with the tine. This may cause the ow to be deected vertically on the tine

face, a shown in Figure 6.3, creating a larger FA and thus a lower force. Also

the tine reduces the cross section area of the cavity, causing the velocity of the

ow in the remaining area around the sides of the tine to increase.

Consequently it has a greater ability to transport sediment from the cavity, so

increasing the rb and possibly ra values.

FA with tine
interference

FA wihoutine
__ nterference

i :'_*'2~.- as

å6.3Possible effect of tine interference on depth of FA

Interaction between adjacent jets causing soil between cavities to erode more

readily. Consequently adjacent cavities join together at ow rates lower than

expected, resulting in a larger proportion of the tine being covered by the FA.

However, for the tine with only one nozzle there was no interaction between

jets, yet the predicted forces were still signicantly greater ta the measured,

indicating that interaction between jets was not the principal cause.

The jetted cavities enable the surrounding soil to fail more easily, so that the

soil pressure exerted on the tine by the soil surrounding the cavities is reduced,

being less than that predicted by the force model of Chapter 2. The force model

assumes the soil stress is only reduced in the FAs, as shown by the soil stress

diagram in Figure 2.21. The undisturbed soil is assumed to retain it original

*passive* pressure. However, i reality this is unlikely since the soil adjoining
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the cavity is able to fail vertically, moving into the cavity volune, rather than

just laterally around the sides of the tine. It is reasonable to assume that the

extent to which the cavity effects soil failure is a fmction of the length of the

cavity a illustrated in Figure 6.4(a,b). However, there is no experimental data

showing the Variation of soil pressure on the tine face about a uidised cavity,

hence the pressure prole in Figure 6.4 remains speculative. The pressure value

is assumed to increase linearly between the cavity boundary, point A, and the

original passive stress prole, point B. However, in reality this is likely to be

the form of a more complex curve. The extent of the region where the cavity

causes a reduction in soil stress is also unknown.

. Ã
.. _ Zone where soil fails

_ _ _ more easily due to
____`^ S0 fofce ellmlated presenceoffromtine face

Fluidised Cavity

VW

\

T.
, Soil pressure increases

_ ii.. 3..,..,__ .º. _

fü ä'~ºr¬ffromzero at A to
'passive' value at B

Passve sol
/ pressure prole4 _ ..........._............................""'"" « «rr i4:_««;..Vm ' ¬ºº i.

.a)Small cavities - small sphere of O
inuence on soil foroe reduction

Zones inuenoed by the" ~,_ cavities overlap, so soil
pressure does not attain
'passive' value

` fi ¶`!` fa

2 .â

_ .......,..................._..._.......` _ ii __ .
§¬.'º.y§....š;.............:.;......a.;g...¬....._ _Y. (j j,l_ ' i K . ,

jllffb)Large oavities - large sphere of Â°
inuence on soil foroe reduction

Figure 6.4 Possible soil pressure reductions caused by uidised cavities

To examine this argument, the force model of Chapter 2 was modied by assuming a

soil stress reduction in the regions about the cavities. The force characteristics in the

previous paragraph were considered too ambiguous to put values to. Consequently the

model is modied by the simple assunption that the cavity depth values ra and rb are

extended by a certain percentage. This simulates the zone over which the cavity has

the effect of reducing soil pressure by increasing the size of the FA in the model.

Consequently the predicted force values are reduced, as shown in Figure 6.5.

To give as much validity to this modication a possible, the value of the percentage

increase was engineered to give minimal error for the predicted force of the nozzle
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distribution experiments having the most similar parameters to the dynamic nozzle

experiments, being a nozzle dianeter of 6 nn and a ow rate of 200 ml/s

respectively. The reason being that the cavities in those tests are likely to bear closest

resemblance to those of the cavities in the dynamic nozzle experiments, from which

part of this model was developed. The tests with the closest resemblance were those

of the tine having three 6 m diameter nozzles with a ow rate of 320 ml/s, being

highlighted i Figure 6.5. A percentage increase of 30% was required to achieve

approximate unity between the measured and predicted force values when using a Dz

value of one for both ra and rb.

The modied force model was applied to the data of the nozzle distribution

experiments, and modied predicted force values generated, a shown in Figure 6.5.

They show that a slight modication to the proposed soil stress prole can have a

signicant effect on the predicted force, since the predicted force values show closer

agreement to the measured values than those of the original force model. It is

therefore reasonable to conclude that the soil stress prole about a cavity is more

complex than that assumed in the original force model, and is the likely cause of the

vertical offset of the predicted to measured force values, shown in Figure 6.1 and

Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.5 Result of modifyíng the force model by increasing the r, and rb values by 30%
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6.3.2 Cause for the Gradient Error

The likely cause for the gradient error is the model assuming a constant cavity depth

fraction value (DZ) regardless of the jet ow rate and energy. However, the dynamic

nozzle experiments showed that the depth of the cavity at the nozzle reduced when

sand was deposited from the ow. Larger quantities of sand were deposited when the

ow had insufcient energy to transport it from the cavity at the required rate. It

therefore follows that the rate of transportation of sand from the cavity is a function of

the energy of the ow. This is in agreement with Raudikivi (1990, p477) who stated,

regarding the transportation of sediment in pipelines, the maximum amount of solids

is transported per unit energy input. Thus, the hypothesis is generated that the depth

of the cavity, and thus the value of DZ, are a function of the energy of the ow.

To test this hypothesis, the D, value required to equalise the predicted to the measured

force was determined for each of the nozzle distribution experiments. The resulting DZ

values were plotted against the corresponding energy value of the jet at its source (the

energy value at the interface with the tine is unknown, thus the energy of the source

was used), which is shown in Figure 6.6. The data shows a clear relationship between

the energy of the jet and the DZ value, with a logarithmic regression curve t to the

data having a goodness oft coefcient value (R2) of 0.7319.
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Figure 6.6 Modied cavity depth fraction against the energy of the jet at its source for the
nozzle distribution experiments
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Therefore the above indicates that the value of D, increases with increasing ow rate,

and since the size of the uidised' area increases with increasing DZ, the resulting force

reduces with increasing DZ. Incorporating the function between DZ and ow rate in the

model would increase the sensitivity between ow rate and tool force, and thus

increase the gradient in Figure 6.1.

6.4 Conclusion

It is concluded that the force model developed in Chapter 2 embraces the appropriate

mechanisms of force reduction on jet assisted tools acting in saturated sands, yet the

soil stress prole about a cavity is more complex than that assumed by the model.

Also, the cavity depth model developed in Chapter 5 incorporates appropriate

mechanisms to simulate cavity development, yet does not account for the relationship

between the jet energy level and DZ.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations t

7. 1 Conclusions

This Chapter contains the macro conclusions to the project. Detailed conclusions

relating to each aspect of the study are contained at the end of each Chapter. This

research project has signicantly extended the knowledge and understanding of the

mechanics ofjet assisted ploughs in the subsea burial of cables in the following areas;

1) Investigations into the cavity created by a single horizontal jet intemal to the soil

found;

a) The Velocity of the cavity boundary to be a function of the cavity length.

b) The cavity length is a inverse power mction of the nozzle Velocity when in

dynamic equilibimn.

c) A mathematical model was developed simulating the extent of the uidised

cavity created by a dynamic water jet in easily eroded saturated sands. Based

on the conservation of jet momentum the cavity length and depth are

determined from the tool velocity, soil hydraulic conductivity, soil and water

densities and depth of nozzle below soil surface. The model gave very good t

to measured data, the average predicted length being 7% greater over the range

of ow rates tested.

2) Investigations into the forces acting on jet assisted tines lead to the development

of a mathematical model simulating tool force reduction generated by jetting, and

the resulting draught force. Force reduction is detennined from the size and

positionof the uidised areas created by the jets, and the resulting draught force is

determined by subtracting this from the passive (non-jetted) draught force.

3) Combíning the above two models resulted in the predicted forces tending to be

greater than the measured by more than twenty percent. The reasons are the soil

pressure prole around a cavity is more complex than that adopted in the force

reduction model, and the cavity depth fraction (DZ) being a function of the jet

energy, which is not accounted for in the cavity model.

4) Study of force reduction on jet assisted tines found;
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a) Water jets reduced soil force on the tool by creating uidised areas in which

the soil pressure was reduced.

b) The total soil pressure on the tool was reduced by;

i) Increasing the uidised area by increasing the jet momentm ux. Tool
force reduced to negligible when the uidised area fully covered the tool

face.

ii) Arrangement of the uidised areas giving maximum tool face coverage,

optimising their benet.

iii) Targeting the position of the uidised areas on the tool face to the areas

where the soil pressure is larger, by positioning the jets at greater depths

on the tine face or by having downward angled jets. However, jet angles

approaching vertical downward had a reduced uidised area, due to the

increased cross ow component of the soil on the jet ow path.

c) The combined effect of jet angle, rake angle and momentum ux on force

reduction was complex, however, forward raked tines tended to generate

greater forces than the vertical ard backward raked tines.

d) Rake angle had no signicant effect on soil forces for passive tools.

5) Studies of the soil pressure prole on the tool face found:

a) Soil pressure acting on the tool face was found to increase approximately

linearly with depth.

b) To develop a passive tool force prediction model for saturated sands the

approach of the pore pressure analysis of Coyne and Lewis was applied to the

Godwin and Spoor narrow tine lateral soil failure model to incorporate a speed

element. Futher study is required to relate pore pressure changes to °apparentÂ
°

soil cohesion and internal friction angle to fully develop the model.

6) Study of the cavity created by a single static horizontal jet internal to the soil

found:

a) The cavity development differed considerably between sand and clay soils,

being characterised by shear erosion in sands and pressure fractming in clay.

b) Larger cavities developed in ne sands with low hydraulic conductivity than

in coarse sands. Mathematical models, based on the continuity of ow, were

developed to simulate cavity development for coarse and ne sands.
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7.2 Recommendations *

This research program has made signicant steps forward in the understanding of the

mechanics of jet assisted cable burial tools. However, a longer term research program

is required to gain a complete understanding of these mechanics. Three areas of

futher research coming out of this study are highlighted below.

l) Study of the soil stress prole on the tool.

a) To develop a model predicting soil forces on tools in saturated sands by

building on the analysis in Chapter 3 to establish the effect of pore pressure on

the soil properties of apparent cohesion and intemal friction angle.

b) To determine the effect of a jetted cavity on the surrounding soil pressure

prole, and to modify the force model of Chapter 2 accordingly.

2) Study of the erosion of a cavity by a jet intemal to the soil.

a) Incorporation of soil particle detachment forces into the cavity model, to

accommodate soils with some particle cohesion.

b) Relate the divergence angle of the jet to soil properties, in order to determine

the depth to length ratio (G) theoretically. C

c) Determination of the effect of jet energy on cavity depth at the tool interface

by examination of the cavities created by a single dynamic jet at a range of

ow rates.

d) Investigation into the effect of jet angle on cavity shape is required to

understand the effect ofjet angle on tool forces.

3) Study of a jet assisted tool ' ^

a) Investigation of the interference of the tool on the jet ow path and the

resulting effect on the cavity depth at the tool. V

b) Investigation of the interaction occurring between adjacent cavities, with

particular attention on the soil section separating cavities and the force it

exerts on the tool.

Many of the investigations in points 2 and 3 could be examined using a glass sided

tank, as in the experiments of Chapters 4 and 5.
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Appendix 1

The Development of an Improved Soil Preparation

Method for the Wet Soil Bin
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A1 The Development of an Improved Soil Preparation

Method for theWet Soil Bin e

A1.1 Introduction _

Knight (2002) had in previous work conducted similar experiments, at Craneld

University at Silsoe, in which tines were pulled through sand in the wet soil bin. He

adopted a method similar to one that had previously been used at the University, after

his initial trials with another method had failed to reproduce consistent soil conditions.

Details of those methods are summarised below.

A1 .1.1 Concrete Vibrator Probe Method

The initial preparation method consisted of pushing a concrete vibrator probe into the

saturated soil to a depth of about 0.4m and held there for about 20 seconds. This was

repeated at 0.3m intervals along the length of the soil bin. It was hoped that the

vibrations would consolidate the low density soil, in the trench created by the tine,

producing a uniform soil density and strength for the whole bin.

This method was found to be effective in creating a uniform soil level across the whole

of the soil bin. However, it was found that each repetition of the method consolidated

the soil further, so much so that after ten repetitions the soil was so dense a tine was

bent when being pulled through it. A fonn of soil loosening was evidently required. The

method consequently proved to be inadequate and was not employed.

A1.1.2Rodding Method

The alternative method developed worked on the basis of mixing the low density soil in

the trench with the adjacent denser soil. It consisted of manually pushing a rod, of 20

m dianeter, to a depth of 0.35 - 0.4 m into the soil alongside the trench. The rod was

then forced forwards, then to the right and left in a gure of eight shape. This was

repeated at 0.3 m intervals along each side of the trench. A levelling tool was then

pulled along the length of the tank to ensure a consistent soil depth between tests.
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Tests were conducted to determine the ability of the method to produce consistent soil

conditions between tests. The force exerted on a passive tine pulled through the soil was

used to give a indication of the soil strength. Analysis of the results showed no trend of

a increase in the soil strength with subsequent repetitions.

However, despite the method showing continuity between tests, if failed to produce a

uniform soil strength along the length of the tank. Figure 3.1 shows a oscillatory form

to the force exerted on the tine. The amplitude of the oscillations was greater in tests

with higher forces. It was noticed that the typical number of oscillations in a test was

approximately 10, the wavelength being similar for all tests, about 0.3 m. It was

suspected therefore that the variation in force was caused by the rodding in the

preparation method. This was confirmed by a couple of tests, the rst having only two

prods with the rod and the second having about 25. After pulling a passive tine through

the soil in each case, the rst test showed a steady force except for two force peaks

where the rod had been inserted, and the second test showed many peaks. This

conrmed that the insertion of the rod caused a localised compacting of the soil. Still,

Knight used the preparation method since he considered the variation to be consistent

throughout his experiments.

Graph showing variation in force along the length of the tank

1.4 ~

- 1,

J J

o.2

Horlzont Force kN
.°0.a

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
Poion Along Tank (m)

Figure A1.1 Example of variation in draught force in the wet soil bin using the Knight (2002)
soil preparation method.
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The. example in the above Figure has a mean force value of 0.89 kN, a standard

deviation of 0.25 k giving a coefcient of Variation of 28.3 %, which in some tests

was up to 125 %. It was therefore thought desirable at the outset of this study to develop

a preparation method that created consistent soil conditions within and between tests.

A1.1.30bjectives of soil Preparation Method

The objectives of a new soil preparation method are;

1. To create repeatable and consistent soil conditions.

2. To create a uniform soil condition throughout the tank.

3. To consolidate soil uidised by the previous jetting tine, while loosering

dense and compacted soil.

4. To produce a soil strength similar to that used i the previous work of

Knight (2002).

5. To prepare the soil down to a depth of at least 0.4 m.

6. Minimmn time endurance for preparation completion.

A1 Review of Design Techniques

A variety of potential solutions were considered, but generally consisted of two types.

Firstly there was the type that used implements to mechanically move the soil, while the

second used water to prepare the soil. Some of the concepts were developed somewhat

and tested, and are discussed in section 3.5 - 3.8, but the remainder are presented below.

Three types of potential solutions are considered, some were developed and tested to

evaluate their performance. The three types are;

a) Mechanical Techniques

b) Jetting Techniques

c) Fluidisation

A1.2.1 Mechanical Techniques

a) Rotating Tines

A horizontal shaft with curved tines attached would be dragged over the surface of the

soil, the soil force on the tines causing the shaft to rotate, mixing the soil as it did so.
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However, to penetrate to the required depth the implement would need a diameter of

nearly 0.9 m (2 x 0.45 m) and would thus prove impractical.

í I

Figure Al.2 Diagram of rotating tínes concept

b) Rotating Harrows

Two pairs of counter-rotating vertical harrows mix soil laterally a they move through

the soil. The harrows would be rotated mechanically or driven by their movement

through the soil. However, the power to drive them and the horizontal force would be

considerable.

c) Rotating Drum

A horizontal drum, rotating about its longitudinal axis, shiing soil either over or under

it as it travels the length of the tank. However, the required diameter of the du would

b large in order to reach the required working depth, making it cumbersome. A

diagram of the concept is shown in Figure A1.3.
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Figure Al.3 Diagram of rotating drum concept

d) Horizontal Subsurface Blade

A horizontal blade inclined at a shallow angle would be pulled through the soil just

below the working depth of the tines. The idea was to lift the soil, the movement

causing sand particles to consolidate i the uidised region, while loosening particles i

compacted zones.

e) Vibrating Tine

A vibrating tine, able to prepare the soil through two mechanisms. Firstly, by creating a

zone of soil disturbance a it passes through the soil, loosening compacted regions, a in

agricultural practices. Secondly, the Vibration element is to consolidate the soil,

increasing the density of uidised areas. The additional purpose of the tine was to

transmit the vibration to depth within the soil. The combined action of the two elements

was aimed to create a homogeneous soil condition.

A1 .2.2Jetting Techniques

Previous work by Knight (2002) in the wet soil bin had observed the effects of water jet

assisted tines on the sandy soil. He noted that at high jet pressure (6 bar), or slow tine

velocity, the jets created a large uidised cavity. This jetting action could be used to

uidise the whole tank, creating a uniform soil condition throughout. A vibrating tine

could then be used to consolidate the soil.

Two methods of uidising the soil were considered and are outlined below.

a) Jetting from Buried Pipes
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Water jets originating from two pipes buried along both sides of the tn would uidise

the soil a shown in Figure Al.4. The jets would undercut the sand forming a cavity,

into which the above sands falls. Within a short time two eddy currents would form

creating soil mixing.

Figure Al.4 Diagram showing cross section through soil bin with two jetting pipes

b) Jetted Tines

Two jetted tines passing along either side of the tn, each with forward facing jets to

create a passage for the tine to pass through, and inward facing jets t mix the sand

between the tines. The tines require a greater working depth than that of the implements.

It was anticipated this method would guarantee a miforrn soil treatment along the whole

length of the tn, whereas t buried pipes method may have experienced differences

due to pressure loss along the pipe lengths. For this reason the jetted tires method was

chosen to develop further. Figure Al .5 shows a diagram of the jetted tines.

Figure A1.5 Cross section through tank showing two jetting tines
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The jetting method would also require two further stages, being; âº

i. Levelling the sand surface, using a blade, to create a constant working depth.

ii. Reconsolidating of the soil using a vibrating tine.

A1 .2.3Fluidisation

Sand lters in the water treatment industry are puried by a upwashing of water

through the sand pores, uidising the bed. This process is developed to form a

preparation method.

According to Davidson & Harrison (1971), Letterman (1999) and Amirtharajah (1978)

uidisation describes the upward ow of uid through a granular bed at a sufcient

velocity to suspend the grains in the uid. If a uid ows up through a bed of solid

particles the pressure drop of the uid will initially rise linearly a the velocity

increases, the relationship being described by the Carman-Kozeny equation, for ne

particles. As the uid velocity is increased further a stage is reached where the pressure

drop equalises the buoyant weight of the solid particles, and is the maximum pressure

drop achievable across the bed. The particles will then begin to separate and go into

suspension, which is the point of incipient uidisation. Ircreasing the uid velocity

further will cause the particles separation to increase rther creating a volume

expansion of the bed, although the pressure loss will remain relatively constant. The

uid velocity at the point of incipient uidisation is terrned the uidisation velocityâ

and can be calculated by the equation derived by Wen and Yu (1966) as: '

_ 33. 7Î¼
Vmf =T(33.72 +0.0408 Ga)°5 -Tp eq p eq

Al.1

where Ga is the dimensionless Galileo number:

GaA1.2

The theoretical uidising velocity for the soil in the wet soil bin was calculated as

0.000321 m/s (1.154 m/h) giving a total ow rate of 1.92 l/s (or 2.5 l/s with a extra

30% margin as recommended).
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Figure Al.6 shows a ideal pressure drop - velocity curve, and the uidisation velocity

marked a the point where the xed bed region intercepts the uidised region.

A

Fixed bed
Pressure region
Loss

Figure Al.6 Pressure drop - velocity curve for a uidised bed. (Davidson & Harrison, 1971)

<- Fluidised region ---âº
_,.....Ã

' P
VmÄ±

Velocity

The uidisation velocity is partly dependent on the particle size, the smaller particles

becoming uidised at a lower velocity than larger particles. I the case of a bed

containing a range of particle sizes, there is a gradual change from the xed bed to the

uidised stage, shown by the curve between the two regions in Figure Al.6. Therefore

when calculating the uidisation velocity the larger particle size must be used, usually

the D90 value, to ensure complete uidisation (Letterman 1999).

Fluidising can stratify the particles by size, smaller particles with lower bulk density

and uidising velocity shift to the top, while the larger denser particles with a higher

uidising velocity settle to the bottom. However, this process is often partially

compensated by nonuniform' upow of the uid creating localised regions of above

average velocity, terrned sand boils or gulf streaming. This creates eddy currents in

which larger particles are transpoted readily to the surface while in adjacent regions the

downward movement forces ner particles towards the base. Higher upwashing

velocities often create the more turbulent ow pattems, so stratication occurs more

readily at velocities barely exceeding the uidisation velocity. However, if the velocity

in the sand boil regions becomes excessive they forn channels in the bed, with a large
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proportion of upow uid passing through them, resulting in the remainder of the bed

being unuidised. Once a channel has fomed, it will increase i size as the ow rate

through it increases, and are therefore undesirable features in a uidised bed.

The upow uid is usually delivered to the base of the bed through a series of nozzles

or porous medium. To avoid the formation of channels, the uid should 'be tumed on

gradually over a period of 30 seconds, to allow the particles to uidised gradually. If the

uid is tumed on suddenly it begins to lift the whole bed until a weakness allows the

formation of a channel.

The uid distributor at the base of the bed can also have a significant effect on the

fomation of channels. To prevent channel fonnation the distributor should be a porous

structure with ne texture to allow a even distribution of the uid. A coarse distributor

gives high injection rates at specic points increasing the likelihood of channel

fonnation. With large beds a porous structure may have poor mechanical strength, and

therefore a coarser distributor is often necessary, yet may create channelling problems.

The water treatment industry uses sand a the bed medium and has water distributors

(Lmderdrains) at the base of the bed. A range of types of underdrains are used, the

simplest and most appropriate to the wet soil bin being the manifold-lateral system, in

which perforated laterals are positioned regularly along the base of the bed. Perforations

in the laterals are 6 - 13 m in diameter and located at 80 - 300 m spacing. Other

types are more complex, using false oors with nozzles protruding through at between

130 - 300 m spacing, with openings of about 6 m diameter or in some cases very ne

operings that retain the lter medimn.

The approach adopted to develop a uidising preparation method consisted of three

stages, being;

1. Pilot tests to establish the feasibility of the upwashíng concept for a

preparation method, and to detennine a realistic design for the lateral system.

These are detailed in Section A1.3.3.

2. The second consisted of four investigations into the effects of upwash ow

rate combined with mechanical aids, with the purpose of optimising soil

uniformity,
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3. Uniformity tests were conducted on the developed preparation method to

examine its fullment of the objectives

The second and third stages are detailed in Section Al .4.3.

A1.3 Equipment Design

A1 .3.1 Mechanical Techniques

a) Horizontal Subsurface Blade

A trial blade was fabricated and a number of tests conducted to investigate the idea.

Details of the design are shown in Figure Al.7.

Tigi .-gégím
\320mm

tif' 1

100 mm i 20 mm .

_

:ibfla&'3Y`.'í'ºf:.W.i'11à_<r.!~1>I§?~`35'»'¦3'x?!lL5.šf3š9fº\'!'§mlI4º!º""f.íl4*`513¦íl!33 ~

fx400mm =í

i500 mm I 1

Figure A1.7 Design of horizontal subsurface blade equipment

b) Vibrating Tine

A trial tine was fabricated and a number of trials were conducted. Details of the design

are shown in Figure Al.8.
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Side View

32° mm Concrete Vbrator

Plan View

250 mm 3

| 600 mm

Figure A1.8 Design of vibrating tine apparatus

A1 .3.2Jetting Techniques

Pilot trials were conducted to prove the concept and optimise the design, particularly the

nozzle positions and diameter of the nozzles. Initial trials used four inward and two

forward facing jets. The diameters of the all the jet nozzles were 4 rmn. Initially the

penetration of the inward facing jets were insufcient to reach the centre of the tank,

thus to compensate the tines were positioned closer to the centreline. Two jets were

added on the outward side of each tine. However, the increased number of jets reduced

the performance of the inward facing jets, in due to the reduced pressure drop across the

nozzles and decreased jet penetration. A solution without outward facing jets was thus

desirable.

Therefore to increase the penetration of the inward facing jets the nozzle diameters were

increased to 7 m and the forward velocity of the tines was halved. At the maximum

possible jet pressure (6 bar) the jets uidised the full width of the tn except the central

200 m section. However, shortly after the tines passed, the ow of water eroded some

of that section, and it was thought that the action of the vibrating tine would disintegrate

the remainder of it.
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Two passes of the vibrating tine produced a moderate soil density, creating 450 kPa

penetration resistance when using a standard penetration cone. Equipment for full trials

was built according to the design in Figure Al.l0.

The equipment comprised of a trolley onto which two tines and levelling blade were

mounted. The tines and the blade were hinged so they could b lifted out of work when

not required. The trolley was mounted onto the top of the soil bin tank. The vibrating

tine (vibroskid) consisted of a separate unit having two very narrow forward raked tines

mounted onto the base of a sheet of metal spanning nearly the full width of the tank. A

concrete vibrator probe was mounted onto the upper surface of the sheet. The sheet had

two spurs spanning from the concrete Vibrator to the positions of the tines to transmit

Vibration to the tines. The tines were positioned 200 m either side of the centreline of

the tank, not where the experimental implements would pass. A winch was also

mounted on the end of the tank, to which the trolley or vibrating tines were connected.

Figure A1.9 Jetted trolley a) during operation, b) after jetting
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Figure A1.10 Design ofjettíng trolley

A1 .3.3Fluidisation

Pilot tests were conducted to detemine a suitable design for the upwashing system by

developing the method initially on a small-scale to ensure its suitability before building

a full-scale system for the tank. Pilot tests were conducted on a number of distributor

types and the results used to develop a satisfactory system.

1. Pilot test No. 1

A initial test was conducted to establish suitability of the upwashing concept. It

consisted ofa irrigation hose buried at a depth of 0.4 m below the surface of the soil in

the wet soil bin. Water was supplied to the hose at pressures up to 2.5 bar, creating ne

jets emerging from small perforations along the length of the hose. The jets created

small vertical channels of uidised sand rising to the surface, producing a shallow cone

shape at the surface where the sand was deposited. The jets, and hence channels, were

originally at approximately 150 :n intervals, leaving areas of harder soil between the

charmels. To reduce the spacing, perforations were put in the hose at 30 m intervals,

creating ahnost overlapping channels. The whole mass of soil i the vicinity above the

hose was either uidised, a in the channels, or semi uidised, between the channels. It

was then found that gentle vibration of the soil after the water jets were turned off

created a more homogeneous soil condition, demonstrating the potential suitability of

the upwashing technique as a preparation method.
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2. Pilot test No. 2

A upwasher distribution system similar to the design of the manifold-lateral system

used in commercial sand lters was examined. The system consists ofa array of lateral

pipes, each with a series of small holes along each side. The purpose of the tests was to

detennine suitable lateral spacing and the hole spacing.

The tests were conducted in a small tn measuring 0.9 x 0.65 m lled with sand to a

depth of 0.4 m. Water was drained from the tank via a vertical drainage pipe in one

corner. A distribution system was built from waste water pipe and placed in the bottom

of the tank, with a hose connected to the inlet of the pipe system. The system consisted

of three laterals, 0.6 m long, initially with a spacing of 0.3 m, but later reduced to 0.2 m.

All laterals had holes along each side, at a spacing of 0.04 m on altemate sides. The

diameter of the holes was minimised to restrict the ow of soil into them when there

was no jet pressure, yet to prevent them from blocking were larger than the largest sand

particles, having a diameter of 1 mm. Figure Al.l1 shows a diagram of the apparatus.

0 9 m| ' âº

_- ° ' ' F FInlet

. _

/ateraI\

i 0-6 m 0.65 m
0.04 m

d
<è-¬ 1

L

Figure Al.11 Plan view of pilot test apparatus

Methodology ofpilot tests

Initially tests were conducted with a larger lateral spacing (0.3 m), then were reduced to

0.2 m to compare the performance. The spacing was based on that of commercial

systems.

The individual pilot tests were conducted using the following methodology.
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i. The surface of the sand in the pilot tn was levelled with the aim of creating a

Lmiform soil condition.

ii. The water pump was initiated and the water pressure to the laterals was slowly

increased to the desired setting over a period of about 15 seconds. The

upwashing was timed from the moment the control valve was opened.

iii. During the upwashing process the behaviour of the sand and water movement

was observed.

iv. On completion the surface water was drained and the sand boils pattems

studied.

v. Soil penetration readings were taken on two of the tests, using a standard soil

penetrometer to give a indication of the uniformity of the soil condition.

For each lateral spacing, tests were conducted at a number of upwasher ow rates and

duration times to study the ability of the technique to uniformly uidise the sand and its

condition at the end of the process.

3. Results and Discussion ofPilot Tests

Figure Al.l2 to Figure Al.l4 show the progressive stages of the upwashing process.

Figure Al.l2 shows the compact and uniform sand surface before upwashing. Figure

A1.13 shows the rst sand boil rupturing the surface after one minute operating at 0.8

bar (<0.2 l/s). Previously water seeped up through the sand surface creating a little

movement of sand particles. After the initial sand boil formed, numerous others

fomed, with their ow paths tending to shift with time. Figure Al .14 shows the drained

sand surface after 4.5 minutes of upwashing at 1 bar (0.22 l/s). The three horizontal

darker sand patches reect the positions of the three laterals, with boil points i the

interlaying areas. The water jets exited the laterals horizontally, thus explaining this

pattem. Similar patterns were created by all the ow rates, only the greater ow rates

produced larger and generally more even sand boils.

The smaller lateral spacing of 0.2 m resulted in reduced areas between sand boils.

Despite the presence of sand boils there was little variation in the strength of the sand

when the operator pulled their hand through it. At the end of each test the whole sand

mass was in a semi uidised state, requiring mechanical input to consolidate it.
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Figure Al.l3 First 'sand boil' appearing after one minute
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Figure A1.l4 Soil surface after upwashing at 0.22 I/s

Thus, the pilot test showed;

vi. The lateral pipe upwashing system was capable of partially uidising the sand.

vii. Sand boils were easily created, but at the end of the process there was little

spatial Variation i sand strength.

viii. Lateral spacing of 0.3 m was adequate, but 0.2 m was had a improved

perfonnance.

After conducting the pilot tests, the design shown i Error! Reference source not

found. was developed for the ll scale upwashing lateral system. A detailed drawing is

in Figure Al.15. Key design features of the system were;

i. Laterals were spaced at 0.25 m, being mid way between the two values in the

pilot tests. The 0.2 m spaced laterals perfonned very well, the 0.3 m spaced

laterals had perfonned adequately and required less of them, thus the 0.25 m was

chosen for the ll scale design.

ii. Water nozzles were spaced at 0.08 m intervals along both sides of the laterals.

The nozzles on each side of a lateral were offset by 0.04 m to the other side,

creating a even distribution ofupwash water.

iii. Nozzle diameter was 1 mm, the same a in the pilot tests.

v. Water was introduced midway down the lateral supply pipes, to minimise the

maximum pressure difference between laterals.
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Figure A1.15 Design of upwash lateral system
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A1.4 Experimentation

A1 .4.1 Mechanical Techniques

a) Horizontal Subsurface Blade

To test the equipment a winch was attached to the hitch point and then pulled the blade

along the length of the soil bin. I initial tests the blade was allowed to penetrate under

its own weight, in secondary tests a mass of 40 kg was added to the frame.

b) Vibrating Tine

The tine unit was attached to a winch and pulled the length of the wet soil bin. Tests

were conducted with and without tine Vibration.

A1 .4.2Jetting Techniques

Unifonnity tests were conducted to examine whether the jetted tines preparation method

satised its objectives. The draught force of a passive time (measuring 280 m deep by

30 m wide) was used as a indicator of soil strength. the jetted tines preparation

method was used between each test. The following methodology was used;

i. The levelling blade and jetting tines were put into their working positions with

the trolley at the far end of the tank. Two narrow holes were dug in the sand to

enable the tines to be rotated to their vertical working position.

ii. The jets were operated at 6 bar, with initially 10 m of headwater on the sand

surface. V A

iii. The winch pulled the trolley along the length of the tn at 40 mm/s.

iv. Upon the trolley reaching the end of the tn the water pump was switched off

and the surplus water drained from the tn

v. The vibrating tine skid was pulled the length of the tn by the winch, and while

vibrating.

vi. The passive tine was comected to the EORT force transducer and pulled

through the soil at 500 mfh. The force was converted using a Flyde data

acquisition module and recorded onto computer using DasyLab v7.0.

v. The passive tine was then removed from the soil.

viii. Steps i. to vii. were then repeated a total of seven times.
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The acquired data was then analysed on Microsoft Excel.

A1 .4.3F|uidisation

Investigation into the Effect of Upwasher Flow Rate - Total Flow being

Constant .

A key factor in operating the upwashing system is the upwash ow rate. As stated in

Section A1 .2.3 the theoretical upwashing ow rate for the wet soil bin was 2.5 1/s with

the recommended 30% extra margin. Part of the requirements of the upwashing system

were to use minimal time and water. However the relationship for the system between

ow rate, total ow and time were unknown. Therefore the objective of this

investigation was to determine the effect of differing upwash ow rate on soil

condition, given a constant total ow.

To conduct experiments using three ow rates and a constant total cumulative ow.

Each ow rate was replicated three times in a block design. The draught force on a

passive tine pulled through the soil was to give indication of the condition of the sand

after the upwash process. _ , _

Details of the ow rates and upwash endurance times are shown in Table A1-1

Preliminary tests were used to determine appropriate ow rates. V

Table A1-1 Flow rates and upwash endurance times

Flow Rate Duration Time Cumulative Flow

(1/s) (minutes) (l) _

1 4 . 240

1.3 3 = 240

1.5 2.5 2 240

The experimental procedure was a follows. _

i. The upwash was operated for the time duration corresponding to the ow rate

for each test.
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ii. Aer two minutes of upwashing, the concrete Vibrator probe was pulled through

the sand along the length of the tank, taking approximately thirty seconds. This

consolidated the sand.

iii. After the completion of the upwashing process the concrete Vibrator probe wasI

again pulled through the sand along the length of the tank.

iv. The draught force on a passive tine were measured and recorded in the same

manner as described in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2.

v. The tine was removed from the soil bin.

v. Steps i.- v. were repeated for each test.

Investigation into the Effect of Vibration

The aim of this investigation was to gain a understanding of the effect of the speed of

the concrete vibration probe on the soil condition.

The objectives were;

i. To detennine the effect of the vibrating probe on the soil strength prole.

ii. To determine the effect of vibrating probe speed on the soil strength.

The methodology was to conduct four simple tests, each having a different vibrating

probe forward speed. The horizontal force exerted on a passive tine pulled through the

soil gave a indication of the soil condition.

The four vibration probe treatments were;

i. No vibration except at one point midway along the length of the tank.

ii. Slow vibration probe forward speed, 0.05 m/s.

iii. Fast vibration probe speed, 0.167 n/s.

iv. Altemating between the slow and fast forward speeds in 0.5 m intervals.

The experimental procedure was the same as used in the investigation into the effect of

upow ow rate, above, except the vibration was not done during the upwashing period

as described i step (ii.) of the procedure, and the vibration in step (iii.) was tailored for

each test, a detailed above.

The passive tine forces were measured and used a a indicator of soil strength.
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Investigating Alternative Vibration Methods . 1

The results of the previous two investigations considerable Variation in soil condition

within the bin. The previous investigation showed the vibrating probe was not the cause

of the variation and neither had the ability to reduce it. Sand boils and spatial

differences in the upow rate were thought to cause the Variation. Therefore for the

upwash system to be suitable a altemative method of vibrating or moving the sand

mass was required, and it was the aim of this investigation to nd one.

The objective of the investigation was to conduct tests using a range of differing

methods to reduce the sand strength Variation, and to compare the results in order to

select the most effective method to develop further.

This was achieved by conducting a number of tests, each utilizing a different method to

move and consolidate the semi uidized sand. Details of each method are contained in

Table A1-2. Details of the upwash method are not mentioned in the table unless it

differs from being operated at 1.5 1/s for 3 minutes. The víbration probe was not used

unless stated.

Table A1-2 Details of methodology used in the alternative víbration investigation

Test Description ofMethod

Number

1 + 2 The operator pushed the palms of their hands, at shoulder width, up and

down on the surface of the sand along the centreline of the tank.

3 A at sheet of wood (0.4 m X 0.15 m) pushed on the surface of the sand

along the length of the soil bin, in a similar way to the palms of the hands in

tests 1. The greater surface area of the wood prevented sirkage into the soil.

4 A 12 m diameter steel rod pushed into the soilto a depth of 0.4 m at

numerous random positions in the soil bin.

5 A steel rod pushed into the soil to a depth of 0.4 m, then and pushed from

side to side in a gure of eight shape, about 0.3 m wide, in the same pattem

as was used by Knight. (Knight, 2002)

6 A steel rod pushed into the soil to a depth of 0.4 m and stirred around.

Repeated in random positions in the soil bin.
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7 A steel rod pushed into the soil to a depth of 0.4 m and pulled along the

centreline of the tank, pushing it back and forth towards the sides of the

tank.

8 Upwash operated at 2.85 1/s (3 bar) for three minutes. No mechanical

vibration or mixing was used. The purpose was to eliminate any mechanical

vibration to determine if higher upow rates created more unifonn soil

conditions.

9 Upwash operated at 2.4 l/s (2.5 bar) for three minutes. No mechanical

vibration or mixing was used. The purpose for this was the same as that of

test 8.

Data was measured and recorded in the same manner a the previous investigations.

Effect of Low Upwash Flow Rate Combined with the Rodding

Technique

The conclusions om the previous investigation showed that a reduced upwash ow

rate was required and that a rodding technique for vibrating the soil created more

unifonn conditions than the previously used concrete vibration probe. The am of this

investigation was to determine the effect of lower upwash ow rates combined with

rodding the soil on the strength characteristics created.

Previous studies Knight (2002) used a preparation method which included inserting a

steel rod to .a depth of 0.4 m then skewing it in a gure of eight shape. He repeated this

at 0.3 m intervals along the length of the tank. It resulted in a sinusoidal force

uctuation along the soil bin, the wavelength being about 0.3 m. Thus the force

Variations were caused by the rodding technique. _

The combined effect of the two elements of upwashing and rodding were to create a

uniform soil in the following way. The upwashing was to create a partially uidized

state allowing mobilization of the soil. The rodding utilized the semi-mobilized state of

the soil to create soil mixing and movement, producing reduced strength Variation than

the method previously used by Knight (2002) in which the upwashing element was

absent.
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The objectives were;

i.

ii.

To determine the optimum ow rate by conducting a series of tests using a range

of low upwash ow rates combined with a rodding technique.

To rene the rodding method by conducting a series of tests using a range of

rodding techniques combined with low upwash ow rates.

Table Al-3 describes the tests conducted detailing the methodology used.

Table A1-3 Details of methodology used in the low upwash/rodding investigation.

Test NO. Detail of Test Methodology

1 Upwash ow rate - 0.5 l/s.

Rodding - same as Knight (2002). 0.02 m diameter steel rod used. Inserted

to depth of 0.4 m, then skewed in gure of eight shape, repeated every 0.3

m along tank.

The purpose of using the same rodding technique as Knights previous

work was to create a reference enabling a comparison of the soil condition

to Knight°s previous work.

2,3,4,5 Upwash ow rate - 0.5 l/s.

Rodding - 0.012 m diameter rod inserted to 0.4 m depth, at 0.075 m the

operatoris side of the soil bin centreline, then pushed toward the centreline,

then towards the bin side. Repeated every 0.15 m (30 repetitions per

length) on both sides of the tank.

6,7,8 Upwash ow rate - 0.5 l/s.

Rodding - same as test 2 except all the rodding was from just one side of

the soil bin for practical simplicity.

9,10,1l ,12 Upwash ow rate - 0.75 l/s. lncreased upwash ow rate was to indicate

whether it produced a lower soil strength.

Roding - same as Test 6. º -

13 Upwash ow rate - 1.0 l/s. lncreased upwash ow rate was to indicate

whether it produced a lower soil strength.

Rodding - same as Test 6.

Data was recorded and analyzed by the same method as in the previous investigation.
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Initial Uniformity Tests

The aim of the uniformity tests was to ensure the repeatability of soil conditions

produced by the method of soil preparation selected by the previous investigation.

The objective was to conduct a series of tests to determine; '

i. The uniformity of the soil condition created within a preparation, using the

coefcient of variation of the horizontal force acting on a passive tine as a

indication ofuniformity.

ii. The repeatability of the soil condition created, using the mean horizontal force
- on a passive tine as a indication of the soil condition.

A series of fourteen replications were conducted in the following manner.

i. The tine from the previous replication was removed from the soil while the

upwash system was operating with a ow rate of 0.75 1/s. The tine was then

gently pushed into the soil at the other end of the bin and comected to the

carriage.

ii. Standing against the side of the soil bin tank, and starting at the far end, the

operator pushed the steel rod into the sand, to a depth of 0.4 m, at 0.075 m on

the operator's side of the tank centreline, going into the denser sand at the edge

of the trench from the previous test. The rod was then pushed and rotated

forward to the vertical, then pulled and rotated back to about forty ve degrees

and removed from the soil. This was repeated thiny times along the length of the

tank. (0.15 m intervals) Upon teaching the end of the tank the operator worked

back to the 'opposite end of the tank, repeating the same procedure, except

entering the rod into the far side of the previously created trench. On completion

the upwash system was stopped. ~

. The duration of the upwashing period was timed and kept to approximately 2

minutes 50 seconds. (1 min. for tine, 1 min. 50 seconds for rodding.)

v. The draught force of the tine pulled through the soil was recorded using the

instrumentation system described in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2. The head water

during at the start of a test was 0.1 m. t

v. Stages (i.)-(viii.) were repeated for each test.
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Final Uniformity Tests ~

A soil levelling process was added to the soil preparation method after the results from

the initial unifonnity tests highlighted its need. In addition, rodding was started at

alternate ends of the tank for consecutive preparations, since starting the rodding

process from the same end may have caused differing soil treatments at each end of the

bin. The aim of these unifomity tests is to ensure the unifomity and repeatability of

soil conditions produced by the rened method of preparation. The objectives were the

same a in the initial uniformity tests.

Twelve tests were conducted using the same soil preparation method as that in the

initial uniformity tests, with two alterations. Firstly, after stage (iii.) the soil surface was

levelled by pulling a xed depth blade along the length of the tank levelling the surface.

Secondly, the rodding process between was started at altemating ends of the soil bin.

A 1.5 Results

A1 .5.1 Mechanical Techniques

Horizontal Subsurface Blade

In initial trails the blade was placed on the surface and allowed to penetrate under its

own action a it passed over the soil. The leading edge of the frame under the hitch

point penetrated into the soil, resulting in a high rake angle of the blade and very poor

penetration. To reduce this, a skid shaped sheet of metal was added onto the front third

of the frame. This kept the .frame from digging into the soil, but blade penetration was

still poor. Lowering the hitch point to reduce the moment causing the blade to rise

showed little improvement in penetration. The addition of a 40 kg mass onto the rear of

the frame increased the penetration to 200 mm, but was still less than the desired 320

mm. A concrete Vibrator was then attached to the frame, but caused little increase in

penetration.

Nevertheless, the blade caused a slight lifting of the soil and the formation of cracks a

it arched over the blade but caused very little lateral mixing of the soil. The blade also

generated a high draught force.
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Vibrating Tine

Without vibration the tine penetrated poorly, but with Vibration penetration met the

objectives and the draught force was very low. It was very effective at consolidating

uidised sand, but ineffective at loosening dense areas, since the Vibration tended to

compact them further.

A1.5.2Jetting Techniques

Figure Al.l6 shows a example of the force results obtained from the uniformity tests

on the jetted tines preparation method. The mean and standard deviation of the force

values were calculated. The complete length of the rn was 4.5 m but the mean force

was calculated over a length of 3 m (1800 data). The rst 1 m (600 data) and last 0.5 m

(300 data) of rn were excluded from the calculation due to large end effects. Results of

the mean force and standard deviation are shown in Figure Al.17.

Originally a series of 15 tests were to be conducted, giving a expected power level of

90% to the uniformity experiment. However, aer the seventh test it was apparent that

there was considerable Variation in horizontal force, thus the remainder of the

experiment was aborted.

Results of the Third Uniformlty Test

6 ,
Full length of test

g /
s - ' \

Range over which mean
force calculated

4

Â¦
2 J .

1 _

1 501 1001 1501 2001 2501 3001 3501 4001 4501
Data Sample No. (recorded at 107 Hz)

Force kN
(

f
`f

Figure Al.16 An example of the force exerted on the passive tine in one of the uniformity tests
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Figure Al.l7 A plot of the mean force and standard deviation values for each of the uniformity
tests

A1 .5.3FIuidisation

Investigation into the Effect of Upwash Flow Rate - Total Flow being

Constant

The data from each test was analysed by the method described in Section Al.5.2. The

results of a typical test are shown i Figure Al.l8. The mean force, standard deviation

and coefcient of Variation are shown i Table A1-4.
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Horizontal Tine Force Reecting Sand Strength after Upwashing at 1.3
Ils for 3 Minutes.
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Figure Al.l8 Typical result from the variable ow rate, constant total ow investigation

Table Al-4 Results from the variable ow rate, constant total ow investigation

Horizontal Force (kN)
Treatment
1|/s, 4min

B1 B2 §3 ean
3.04 3.54 3.18 3.25

1.3 I/s, 3mins
1.5 lls, 2.5mins

2.62 3.24 2.97 2.94
2.43 2.82 2.74 2.66

standard Devaon (KN) '
'1/s, 4min 0.38 0.63 0.53 0.51'
1.3 lls, 3mins 0.34 0.49 0.77 0.53
1.5 Ils, 2.5mins 0.30 0.48 0.66 0.48

Coefcient-Öf Variation (%)
'1/s, 4min 12.46 17.80 16.51 15.59
1.3 I/s, 3mins 12.83 15.15 25.79 17.92
1.5|/s,2.5mins l 12.47 17.06 23.97 17.83

Investigation into the Effect of Vibration

The data for each test is displayed graphically Figure A1.19. The mean force values

were calculated using the data of the full length of the tn (the section denoted by the

orange line in Figure Al.l9). These values are shown in Table A1-5 together with the

standard deviation and coefcient of variation of each test.
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Figure A1.19 Force profiles of tests in the Vibration investigation

Table A1-5 Results from the vibration probe speed tests.

Vibratiøn at Midpoint
Horizontal Force (KN) lstandard Deviaon (kN) |% c.v.

1.49 0.74 49.5
Slow Speed (0.05 m/s) 2.66 0.93 34.8
Fast Speed (0.167 m/S) 2.28 0.62 27.1
SlowIFast Alternating 2.24 0.51 23.0

Investigating Alternative Vibration Methods

Typical results are shown in Figure A1.2O, which also shows areas of high and low

draught force comnon to all the tests. Results of the mean force and standard deviation

for each of the nine tests are shown graphically in Figure A1.21.
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Force Prole of Test 1
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Figure A1.20 The force profile of Test 1 - Pushing with hands (coloured areas strong and weak
areas common to all tests)
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Figure A1.2l Results of the alternative víbration methods investigation
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Effect of Low Upwash Flow Rate Combined with the Rodding

Technique

The results of the thirteen tests, showing the mean horizontal force and standard

deviation, are presented in Figure A1.22.

3
1 6 7 8 10 1 1 12 1 32-5 1 2 3 94 5

A 2 _

1 _

0.5 -'

o
Q E Q 5 N $ Kèy \ ôe

°.,s'°@ 55 3'389 «P 3 6 «P «° «P Ö «P «P Ã
¨

Horizonta Foroe kN

Z_

,' Q?- Q9 Q? 09 eo ,\e ,öe gl '.\ °'.\ °'.\ ,;~/Ö 4 /3 »Ö 4' 4' '\' /3 49 Q" §9' /\f`

Figure Al.22 Results of the low upwash/rodding investigation

Initial Uniformity Tests

The results were analysed according to that shown in Figure Al.23 to exclude end

effects. The mean force was calculated using data in Zone B. The mean force and

standard deviation data for each replication is displayed i Figure A1.24.
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Figure Al.24 Force and Standard Devíatio Results for the Initial Uníformity Tests.
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Final Uniformity Tests

A typical force prole of the nal unifonnity tests is shown in Figure Al.25, also

showing the section over which the mean force was calculated (being the same a the

initial uniformity tests). Results of the mean force and standard deviation of the force in

the mean section are displayed in Figure Al .26.

5
-Foroe data

4 _Data used for mean force

3

Horizonta Force (kN)

_ 2

1

0 . . . . .
1 2 3 4 5

-1
Position in Soil Bin (m)

Figure A1.25 Typical force profile of nal uniformity tests showing section over which mean
value was taken
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Figure Al.26 Force and Standard Deviation Data for the Final Uniformity Tests
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A1.6 Discussion

A1 .6.1 Mechanical Techniques

a) Horizontal Subsurface Blade

The problem of poor penetration could have been improved by modifying the frame and

blade design. However, it was not wothwhile to pursue the option given the difculties

already encountered.

b) Vibrating Tine

The vibratingtine by itself was not sufcient to prepare the soil adequately, but requires

additional loosening of the soil before its use.

A1.6.2Jetting Techniques

The unifonnity tests showed two distinct features about the preparation method. Firstly,

there was considerable variation in the mean force values between tests. The third test

had the lowest mean force of 1.81 kN, while the fourth test had the highest, being 2.9

kN, being 60% greater. Secondly, there was considerable variation in the force

magnitude within each test, as shown in Figure A1.l6. In most cases the standard

deviation of the force was large, it being 33.6% of the mean force in the second test.

Moreover, there was considerable variation in the standard deviations between tests,

ranging from 33.6% to 11.8% of the mean force.

The jetted tine preparation method as it was did not satisfy the objectives. Therefore the

results were studied further in order to gain a greater understanding of the causes of

variation in soil conditions with the purpose of rening the method by reducing the

causes of variation. Futher studies of the results showed four distinct characteristics

common to the force profiles of all the tests, and have been highlighted in Figure Al.l7.

The characteristics of each zone are attributed to aspects of the preparation method, the

likely causes are discussed below. The zones have been considered in descending order,

since both the trolley and the vibroskid commenced their rn at the far end of the soil

bin, the opposite end to the passive tine.
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All the results exhibit high force values in zone D°. Likely cause being the two jetted

tines were unable to start their n at the very end of the tank, because of obstruction

from the vibroskid stored at the end. Additionally, when the vibroskid was used, the

Vibration was turned on while the skid was at the very end of the tank, enabling the tines

to penetrate to their full working depth by the time they had reached the start of the

uidised soil. Therefore the soil at the far end was not jetted yet received vibration

treatment, causing it to have a high density.

Zone C had a general increase in force over its length. The likely cause is the

movement of the jetted soil. When the water jets on the tines were turned on the water

initially rose vertically to the surface of the soil. However, as the trolley progressed

along the length of the tank the line of least resistance for the jetted water was no longer

vertically, but horizontally backwards into the cavity already created by the jets. The

turbulent ow of water carried sand particles towards the end of the tn where they

were then deposited. This process continued as the trolley advanced along the tank,

depositing soil up to 2 m rearvvard of where it was eroded. This effect created a soil

surface inclined upward towards the rear of the tank, where the jetted trolley started and

the passive tine nished its nm. The levelling blade was unable to fully level the soil

surface since some of the soil had been shifted to the very rear of the tank, around the

vibroskid, beyond the reach of the blade. As a result the working depth of the passive

tine increased by about 50 m along the length of its rtm, reected by a increase in the

force magnitude. Figure Al.27 shows the observed pattern of soil movement and

uidisation caused by the two jetting tines.
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Figure A1.27 Cross sections through the tank showing the observed jetting pattern created by
the jetting tines

Figure A1.27(a), displaying a section across the tank, shows that a the tines passed

through the soil, the water jets initially eroded the soil immediately adjacent to them,

shown 'as section 1. Sections 2 - 5 show the propagation of the eroded/uidised zone a

the distance rearward from the tines increased. Region 6 eventually collapsed irto the

cavity beneath, the- sand particles then being carried with the water movement towards

the rear of the tn where they were then deposited, a shown in Figure Al .27(b).
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Zone *B* had a force plateau having a higher force than the surrounding area. It was the

region of the tank where the vibroskid reached the end of its run. Upon completing a

nm, the vibroskid was lifted out of work and moved to the rear of the tank again while

still vibrating to overcome suction and frictional forces. Zone B° therefore had a longer

period of vibration than the rest of the tank, resulting in a more consolidated soil with

consequently higher forces.

Zone *A* shows a initially very high peak i the force followed by a sudden drop. A

dense zone of sand immediately surrounding the passive tine at the start of its rn is the

likely cause of the peak. The action of levering the tine to and fro when pushing it into

the soil caused a localised Consolidation in the area. Also, the absence of a trench

behind the tine and the consequently restricted ow paths quite likely increased the

initial suction forces considerably. Upon formation of the trench water ow down from

the surface was enabled, alleviating the suction force on the tine, resulting in the sudden

decrease in force.

Further tests were conducted to improve the method. Little could be done to alter zones

A and D due to practical operating restrictions. The force plateau in zone B was reduced

by minimising Vibration time when extracting the vibroskid from the soil. Attempts to

reduce the force increase within zone C were aimed at providing either a vertical

passage of escape for the water from the jets or to deect the water from travelling

rearwards. The attempts are described below.

a) The inward facing jets were angled slightly forwards, to reduce the rearward ow of

water, and upwards to enable the jets to erode the soil up to the surface, creating a

passage for the water to escape. However, this modication was did not improve the

perfonnance. '

b) Upon initiating the water jets the tines remained stationary until the sand was eroded

across the full width of the tank, allowing the jetted water to ow vertically to the

surface and to remain so a the tines progress along the tank, thus reducing the

reaward ow of water. However, it was found that a soon a the tines progressed

forwards, the soil erosion pattem reverted back to that shown in Figure Al .27.

c) Attempts to deect the water ow sideward or upwards by placing a metal sheet in

the rearward ow at a xed distance behind the tines were ineffective.
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A1 .6.3F|uidisati0n

Investigation into the Effect of Upwash Flow Rate - Total Flow being

Constant

The investigation demonstrated that greater upwash ow rates produced a weaker sand,

shown by the lower mean draught forces for the higher ow rates. This is true despite

the lowest ow rate having the longest upwasling duration. The strength of the soil

therefore depended upon the upow ow rate rather than the duration of the upow

period. This is in agreement with uidizing velocity theory, that the upow velocity

determines the extent of uidization that occurs.

The mean coefcients of Variation (%CV) for the three ow rates were similar.

However, there was considerable Variation in the CV values between individual tests.

The large CV values, especially in the third block, show considerable Variation in

draught force, and thus soil condition, in the tank.

It was noted during the tests that sand boils only occurred i the rst 1.5 m and the very

end section of the tank. This is a likely explanation for the signicantly lower and more

uctuating force in that section of the tank. It was also noted that upow water

percolated through the soil along the tn centreline, where the tine had passed, more

readily than through sand either side.

The investigation showed;

i. The soil condition created by the upowing water was largely a function of the

ow rate and not the endurance.. `

ii. There was a large Variation in sand strength within the soil bin, created by the

preparation method.

Investigation into the Effect of Vibration

The results, shown in Figure A1.19 and Table Al-5, show the speed of the vibrating

probe did influence the strength of the sand. The slower speed (0.05 m/s) consolidated

the sand to a greater extent than the faster speed, so that the mean force was 15%
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greater. The forward speed of the probe can therefore be used to inuence the strength

of the sand.

The force characteristics of the test using the slow/fast altemating speed was Very

similar to that created by the fast probe speed, indicating the strength of the sand was

not responsive to the speed of the Vibration probe.

The shape of the force prole was similar for all the tests. The test which inserted the

probe only at the midpoint of the tank did not create a uncharacteristically large force

at that point, compared to the proles of the other tests. This indicated the Variation in

sand strength in the soil bin was not created by the action of the Vibrating probe, but by

the upwash system itself.

Thus,

i. Variation in the use of the Vibrating probe did not have a signicant effect on the

force proles

ii. Duration of the Vibrating probe in the tank inuenced the mean force

iii. The upwash system created a underlying Variation of soili condition in the bin.

Investigating Alternative Vibration Methods

The results of the investigation into altemative Vibration methods, displayed in Figure

Al.2l, show the method of Vibrating the sand had a signicant effect on the horizontal

force created on the passive tines. The forces and standard deviations of the rst five

tests were Very similar, despite the Vibration methods of being different. The coefcient

of Variation was lower than those in the previous investigations using upwashing. Tests

4 to 7 all used a Variation of the rodding technique, yet the latter two had a considerably

different force and coefcients of Variation, demonstrating the method of rodding

signicantly inuenced the sand condition created.

The force Variation was not eliminated by any of the Vibration methods. Figure Al.20

highlights hard and soft areas of sand common to all the tests. These underlying

Variations were therefore not a product of the Vibration methods, but were caused by the

upwashing process. Consequently the only means of reducing the underlying Variation

was to reduce the upwash ow rate.
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Thus, the investigation showed; -_ _ _ _ V W _ ~

i. A number of the Vibration techniques produced similar soil conditions.

However, the . rodding method gave the greatest scope to control the sand

conditions and was therefore selected to rene further. _

ii. None of the Vibration methods eliminated the underlying sand strength Variation.

iii. A reduced upwash ow rate is required to reduce underlying Variation in sand

strength. _

Effect of Low Upwash Flow Rate Combined with the Rodding

Technique

The rst test, which was the same as that used by Knight (2002) had the largest force

Variation, there being signicantly higher forces where the rod had been used. Tests 2-5,

which used the rod in a forwards and backwards motion both sides of the soil bin at

close intevals, created much less force Variation than test 1. The standard deviations of

those tests were similar, although the mean force reduced somewhat with subsequent

repetitions. Tests 6-8, using the rod on one side only, had higher mean forces than the

previous tests, but force Variation increased with subsequent repetitions. Tests 9-12,

having a greater upwash ow rate than tests 6-8, had small force Variations, and similar

mean forces. Test 13, having the greatest ow rate, had a larger force Variation.

Therefore, the upwash ow rate and rodding technique used in tests 9-12 were selected

a a appropriate preparation method, due to the low force variability witlin the bin and

the indication of repeatable soil conditions.

Initial Uniformity Tests 1

The results of the initial uniformity tests in Figure A1.24 show there was no difference

between the mean forces of the replications. The standard deviation of the initial

replications was small, showing uniformity of soil condition within each replication.

However, the standard deviation values gradually increased with increasing repetition,

havingan initial coefcient of Variation of 5.2 % in.test 1 to 12.1 % in test 14. The
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method therefore required further renement to maintain the initially low coefcient of

variation.

The increase in standard deviation values with increasing repetition is evidenced in

Figure Al .23 by the force prole of Test 14 having a steeper gradient than that of Test

1, yet the mean force remains similar. The reason for the gradient change was a gradual

altering of the soil depth by each repetition of the tests. The movement of the tine along

the soil bin caused a shifting of sand in the direction of the tine movement, so over the

course of the tests the soil depth at the start of the bin reduced and increased at the

other. After the tests were completed the difference in the level of the soil surface ,was
measure to be 0.08 m. Consequently the soil surface requires levelling as part of the

preparation method.

Thus, the initial unifonnity tests demonstrated the preparation method created good soil

unifornity within the bin, although it decreased gradually with subsequent repetition.

Final Uniformity Tests

The results of the nal uniformity tests displayed in Figure Al.26 show a signicant

difference in mean force between tests with the rodding process starting at the left or

right hand end of the bin, the mean being 2.74 k and 2.47 k respectively.

The standard deviation and coefcient of uniformity was small for all the tests, the

mean CU being 6.6% and 5.3% for the left and right hand tests respectively. The

preparation method created adequately uniform soil conditions within the bin.

The mean force for the right hand tests was very consistent with replication, and for the

left hand tests the Variation was small but greater than the right hand tests. A

preparation method as described in the methodology of the initial uniformity tests with

the addition of the soil levelling process and rodding starting at the right hand end of the

bin creates soil conditions satisfying the requirements of Section Al.1.3.

A1.7 Conclusions

1. Mechanical Methods

a) The horizontal subsurface blade did not penetrate into the soil, making it

unviable as a preparation method.
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b) The vibrating tine skid proved to be inadequate at creating a uniform soil

condition i the soil bin, so was not suitable.

2. Jetting Methods

The jetting methods examined did not satisfy the objectives of a soil preparation

method. Further developments of jetting methods were abandoned due to time

constraints.

3. Fluidising Methods' '

a) Fluidisation of the soil by upwashing was insufcient by itself to create a

uniform soil condition.

b) A satisfactoy method using partial uidisation of the soil combined with a

mechanical disturbance of the soil was development from the investigations, and

is detailed i Section Al .4.3 under the initial uniformity tests..

c) The uniformity tests on the nal preparation method showed a average force

coefcient of uniformity of about 5 % within tests, when starting the rodding

process from the right hand end of the soil bin, showing it produced adequately

Lmiform soil conditions within the bin.

a) The soil conditions created by the nal method were repeatable, the uniformity

tests showing the mean soil forces having a coefcient of uniformity of 6 %

between tests.
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A2 Soil Properties and Experimental Technique
\ .

A2. 1 Soil Properties-

A2.1.1 Soil Particle Size Distribution
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Figure A2.] Particle size distribution of the standard sand (SS) from Cainhoe Quarry
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Figure A2.2 Particle size distribution of ñne and coarse sand
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Table A2-1 Hydraulíc conductivity of soils

Soil Type Particle Size (D50, mm) Hydraulíc Conductivity
(mm/s) [m/day]

Standard Sand (SS) 0.2 0.27 [2328]
Fine Sand (FS) 0.15 0.24 [20.40]
Coarse Sand (CS) 0.7 4.4 [383.85]

A2.1.2 Soil Cohesion and Internal Friction Angle for Standard

Sand

The soil cohesion and internal friction angle of the standard sand were measured using

the annular grouser plate (bevameter) method. In situ properties of the sand in dry,

damp and saturated conditions were measured. The nonnal stress is plot against the

applied shear stress in Figure A2.3, from which the cohesion and friction angle values

were determined, which are shown in Table A2-2.

45
+ Dy -mii = 0.7625 + 12.993 X40 ' X Darrp y X
X Saturated

35 _ - Linear (Dry) > +
^ _Linear (Danp) "

-Linear (Saturated) V = °'729X + 8'1548

X
~ 20 ~ x

X X

10 * X _y - 0.3934X + 2.9655

Shear S ress kN/m^2
- N (0O U O

5,.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Nomal Stress (kN/m^2)

Figure A2.3 Results of bevameter tests on standard sand
Table A2-2 Values of *c* and qº' for standard sand in different moisture conditions

Soil Condition Cohesion (kN.m`2) Intemal Friction Angle (Degrees)
Dry 8.15 36.1
Damp 12.99 37.3
Saturated 2.69 21.5
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A2.2 Order of Experiments

Both the nozzle distribution and rake angle experiments of Chapter 2 were conducted

in a randomised block design. The exact order of each are recorded n Table A2-3

below.

Table A2-3 Design of Nozzle Number and Rake Angle Experiment

3C 12b 1d

ozze s ru on xp. Rike Ängle Experment
oc = oc = oc oc oc

Gb Gc 12b
43 6a

3b 1C 6b
VP 2b

12c 3b 6c
7c 8a

6d 3d 12d
6b 3c

3d Ga 9c
6a 8c

9b Passive 33
3b 3a

1c 1d 1C
8b 5a

12b 9d 1b
4b 56

9d 6c 9d
1b 1c
4d 7d

12a
Ga

12d
9b

Gd
9b

8d 3d

6c 13 6d
1d 5b

1d 9c 12a
13 9d

12d Gd Passive
96 3b

Gd 12c 3d
7b 6b

3a Gb 3c
9b 1d

6b 9a 9a
7d 23

9c 6d 13
3d 1a

Passive 6a 12c
1c 4C

6a 12a Ge
AP 9b

Gc 3c 63
4c FP

13 6b Gb
6d 1b

93 1b 3b
FP 2d

1b 3a Ga
8c 4d

Additions

2b 2C
6c 5d

Se 3f 19
5a 8b

1f
2a 93

39
39
1f

5d 7c

3f 66
8a 7b

19

19
39
1f
6e 3f

5b VP

Number indictes tine number
Letter indicates jet pressure (bar)

a
b

(D-«(00.11

1.0
1.5
2.0
2,5
0.5
3.0
3.5

5c 6c
3a 4a
9d 9c
2d 8d
9a AP
7a 7a
3c 6d
2c 4b

Number indictes tine number
Letter indicates jet pressure (bar)

a 1.0
b 1.5

0.0

2.25
3.0
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A2.3 Design of Uplift Plates

The size and shape of the uplift plates used in the uplift force experiments of Chapter

4 were designed to replicate those of the cavities in the static nozzle experiments. The

prole of the plates therefore followed the curve generated by the equation

y = 2G«/Ü - 2Gx where G = 0.45, l = the length of the plate and x was the distance

from the end of the plate.

Two plate sizes were used, the larger (250 mm) being twice the length of the smaller

(125 rnn), so as to simulate different stages in the growth of the jetted cavities. The

shaft lifting each plate was xed to the plate°s centre of area. The shaft was hollow so

to allow water to pass down through it to the underside of the plate, alleviating suction

forces as the plate was lied through the soil. The plates, made from mild steel, were

reinforced on the underside.

Plan View

Centre of Area

._._._._._._._._._._l_._._._._._._._._._._._._._.._. _

48 mm\96 mm

56 mm\112 mm

125 mm \ 250 mm

Figure A2.4 Dimensions and the prole of the two uplift plates used in Chapter 4
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A2.4 Concentration of Potassium Permanganate Dye

The required concentration of potassium pennanganate dye was calculated in order to

ensure the jet ow was visible on the video of the single half nozzle experiments of

Chapters 4 and 5. Figure 4.9 shows the arrangement ofuid system used.

Trials were conducted in which it was found that 0.2 grams of potassium

permanganate crystals per litre of water were required to give the water jet sufcient

colour to distinguish it on video.

Endurance of 19 litre capacity dye resevoir tank, assuming a output ow of 1 l/m, is

19 minutes. Assuning a average water jet ow rate through the nozzle is 0.3 l/s (18

l/min), then total volume of ow through nozzle in 19 minutes is 342 litres. Mass of

potassiun permanganate dye crystals required in the dye tn is thus 0.2 * 342 = 68.4

grams.
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A3 Appendix 2

A3.1 Calibration of Transducers used in -Jet Assisted Tine

Experiments

A3.1.1 Calibration of Extended Octagonal Ring Transducer

Experiments

The horizontal force (Fx), vertical force (Fz) and moment measured by the Extended

Octagonal Ring Transducer (EORT) was calibrated in situ. The horizontal and vertical

forces were calibrated in separate tests, measurements from both tests were used to

calibrate the moment.

A diagram of the apparatus used for calibrating the horizontal force is shown in

Figure A3.1 (a). Force from weights was applied to the EORT through a cable on a

pulley system. Due to friction in the pulley bearings the force applied to the EORT

was less than the value of the weights. Therefore a calibrated force cell was attached

to the EORT, through which the force from the cable acted, giving a direct

measurement and readout of the applied force at the EORT. The signal from the

EORT was measured and amplied using the Flyde data acquisition module and

DasyLab software described in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2.

Weights were loaded and unloaded in eight 196 N (20 kg) increments, from zero to

1570 N and repeated four times. In separate tests, a 4905 N load was applied, also

repeated three times.

A diagram of the apparatus used for calibrating the vertical force is shown in Figure

A3.1 (b). The results for the horizontal, vertical and moment are shown in Figure

A3.2.

The calibration constants were;

Fx = 0.7832 x Voltage

Fz = 0.7818 X Voltage

Moment = 0.1064 x Voltage
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Flyde Data

Ã

Carriage

a) Fx Calibration of EORT

Acquisition Module

EORT

Ã

011m

Laptop Computer

Force reading Whee|' from load oell

b) Fz caibraion of EORT °-28 m

EORT mounted
on carriage _Eåi

Weights

_ Soil Bin

Figure A3.l Equipment and method of EORT calibration
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c) Callbratlon of Moment EORT
,-- ---~ - ¬ ~--es --------W ---~~ ~~~ --~-------~~ I

0.5
Momem = o.1oe4v - 0.0043

0 4 R2 = 0.9993
03 l1 iÄ±02

ent kNm

~Ä±1" o1

. AW T f' Q -----º ~ T ^- T - ----l-3 -2 1 1 2 3 4 5
0 1

Mom

02
-o.a  |4

i ___
Voltg (V)

Figure A3.2 Calíbration results of Fx, Fz and moment for the EORT

A3.1.2 Calíbration of Flow Sensor

The ow transducer was a Danfoss Mago® Flowmeter, Type MAG 5000. The

supply voltage was 12V and the magnitude of the output Voltage corresponded

directly to the units of ow selected on the ow sensor.

A3.1.3 Calíbration of Pressure Sensor

The calibration details supplied by the manufacturer for the pressure transducer, type

Applied Measurements, P805C9-20Bar, are;

Pressure rating = 10 barg

Zero output = 0.037mV @ 24V DC

Full scale output = 4.997V DC

Calíbration constant = 2.oo12V-7.4*1o'5

A3.1.4 Calíbration of Carriage Velocity

The Velocity of the carriage was measured using a proximity sensor positioned next to

a drive sprocket for the carriage system.

Chain pitch = 25.4 rn

Carriage Velocity (m/s) = frequency*0.0254
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A3.1.5 Calibration of Ceramic Pressure

The ceramic pressure sensors (type Applied Measurements Limited PT18-50barg)

were calibrated according to the method described in Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 3. The

results of the calibrations for each sensor are shown in Figure A3.3 and Figure A3.4,

where Pl is the uppermost sensor on the tine and P5 the lowest.

Callbrallon of P
8
7 P = sezsv « usersR = ausm
6
5

V 4

Pressure b

3
2.
1.

-001101 1% 0.000\ 0.0002 0.0003 0,0004 0.0%305
VSigna1NSup;iy

Calibratiøn o P2
3..
7
s P = 1s2eov - o.oa92R = 0.99113
s

Pressure b

4
3
2

x1.
. . |0 0001

,JU 0 0001 0.W02 0 0003 0.0004 0.0105
vsignawsuppy

Calibraüon of P3
8
7
6 P = 1s2sov - o.oas2R* = aesaa
5

ra ba

_ 4

Pressu

3
2
1.
Ø . .-00'001
itll 0 0001 0.0002 0 0003 0.0004 0 0005

VSignaWSuppry

Figure A3.3 Calibration results for ceramic pressure sensors P1 to P3
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Figure A3.4 Calíbration results for ceramic pressure sensors P4 and P5
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A3.2 Calibration of Transducers used in Uplift Force

Experiments

A3.2.1 Calibration of Extended Octagonal Ring Transducer

The Extended Octagonal Ring Transducer (EORT) used in the upli force

experiments of Chapter 4 was calibrated in situ. The output signal of the EORT was

amplied and recorded using the Flyde data acquisition module and DasyLab

software while loads were applied in the Fx axis. The test was replicated three times.

Results are shown in Figure A3.5. The calibration constant is;

Fx = 189.13 x Voltage

300

zso y= 1a9.1sx-1.119
R2=1

200

Force N
_OO

100

50

0 .
0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1 1 2 1 4 1 6

Voltage (V)

Figure A3.5 Calibration results of EORT used in uplíft force experiments

A3.2.2 Calibration of Stringpot Potentiometer

The stringpot potentiometer, which measured the vertical displacement of the uplíft

plate, was calibrated by incrementally changing the displacement while recording the

voltage output. This was repeated three times. Results of the calibration are in Figure

A3.6, and the calibration was measure as;

Displacement = -265.47 x V = 243.19
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String Pot Calibration for Uplift Forces Experiment

300 -

250 âº
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0 . . . . . . . . .
J 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 '\

-so
Voltage (V)

Figure A3.6 Calíbration results for the stringpot potentiometer used in the uplift

experiments
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A3.3 Refractive Index of Glass Windows used in Single

Nozzle Experiments

A3.3.1 Refractive Index of Glass Window in Static Nozzle

Experiments

The refractive index of the glass window used in the static nozzle expeiment was

determined by measurement of the angles of incidence and refraction of a laser beam

shone at the window, as shown in Figure A3.7. The results shown in Table A3-l are

plot a sin91 against sin92 in Figure A3.8, the gradient of 1.54 being the refractive

index of the glass (nz).

25 mm
I-I

1.Sine1 = 2.$lne2

ez = ±an"(d/25)
91 _ _-~-~ ~---~ -~ ~-~ n2=sn91/sn92

I d

Figure A3.7 Determination of refractíve index

Table A3-1 Measurements of refractive index for window in static nozzle experiments
Ö 1 d (mm) 92 Sin 92
0 0 0 0.00

20 6 13.5 0.23
30 8 17.7 0.50 0.30
40 11 23.7 0.64 0.40
50 13.5 28 .4 0.77 0.48
60 17.5 35.0 0.87 0.57
68 20 38.7

Sin à 1
0.00
0.34

0.93 0.62
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Figure A3.8 Refractive index determined as gradient of sin6, against sin 02

A3.3.2 Refractive Index of Glass Window in Dynamic Nozzle

Experiments

The refractive index of the glass window used in the dynamic nozzle experiments of

Chapter 5 differed to the static nozzle experiments due to the use of extra sheets of

glass (giving a thickness of 44.15 mm) and a layer of oil between them. The refractive

index was determined in the same way, the results are shown in Table A3-2 and

Figure A3.9 shows the refractive index to be 1.47.

Table A3-2 Measurements of refractive index for window in dynamic nozzle experiments
91 < (mm) 92 sin 9, sin 92
0 0 0 0.00 0.00
10 5 6.5 0.17 0.11
20 11 14.0 0.34 0.24
30 16 19.9 0.50 0.34
40 22 26.5 0.64 0.45
50 26.5 31.0 0.77 0.51
55 29 33.3 0.82 0.55
60 31 35.1 0.87 0.57
65 35 38.4 0.91 0.62
69 38 40.7 0.93 0.65
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Figure A3.9 Refractive index of thick window determined as gradient of sin01 against sin 02
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E.3161
E2885
E3152
E3751
E.31'8

F 3675
0.3554
0.3251
0.2540
0.2926
0.295/~

3 4101
3.2560
3.3106
3.2582
3.3022
3.299

lI _'-181151
0 3225
0 3082
0 2891
0 3233
0 3023

1 FFI11
1.0802
1.0707
1,12840
2.0324
1.6141

' 11317
' .0882
' IB19
' .E815' .5145' .5536

1 l1FII1I
1 .0814
1 .0810
1 .0822
1 .6214
1 .5225

1 11610
1.0833
1.0779
1.0826
1.7127
1.563419

3a
3b
3c
3d
3

2.12459
1 ._4424
'I .'I674
0.E263
0.C234
0.4625

2.5933
1 .4550
1 .2032
0.7938
0.6254
0.3857

3.131 1
2.3254
'I .'I 539
0.3901
0.7570
0.3054

2.85%
1.6468
~ :ws
0.7103
0.0352
0.4845

[.24 ' 1
[.1 235
E.'l 002
E0543
00579
E0460

0.2293
0. ' 1 86
0.0931
0.0673
0.0475
0.0338

3.2%5
3.1Ü5
3.051
3.0702
3.0610
3.0111

0 2523
0 13%
0 0964
0 0639
0 05?
0 0403

1.[B31
0.8183
0.6676
0.$35
0.2059
0.2544

' .W69
0.8246
0.6788
0.4569
0.34913
0.212

1 .0842
1 .0505
0 6568
0.5067
0 .4326
0.3409

1 .0847
0.8978
0.6677
0 .4424
0.3626
0.275539

6a
_ ab

6|:
6d

0.E413
0.1413
0.12992
0.12757

1 .6433
0.2090
0.0720
0.0822

1 5953
0.21 B0
0.3743
0.3837

1.3953
0.1894
0.0819
0.08%

C0508
E0052
00034
00054

0. ' 1 46
0.0220
0.0101
0.0095

3.1186
3.0238
3.0031
3.0070

00947
00170
00065
00073

0. 4675
0.11308
0.%43
0.0424

0.9304
0.1219
0.0408
0.0462

0.9379
0.1 299
0 .041 7
0 .0474

0.7786
0.1 109
0.0456
0.0453

6e
9a
96
9c
9d

3.2600
1.E172
2.E684
1.4118
0.12559

3.0633
2.5430
3.1 159
0.0635
0.0631

3.131 2
1 .7086
1 .3302
0.4551
0.3565

3.1535
1.7579
2.2715
0.6455
0.0575

E3135
E0560
C2178
E.1124
E0091

0.2507
0. ' 726
0.2544
0.01 10
0.0061

3.2~'-80
3.1121
3.0789
3.0352
3.0052

0 2707
0 12%
0 1837
0 0529
0 0083

1.7614
0.5822
0.9098
0.8158
0.0287

' .E75
C1368
' .E05
0.0361
0.0282

1 .7138
1 .0041
0.5936
0 2494
0.0286

1.7242
0.8877
0.8613
0.3671
0.0285

12a
'|2b
12.'
12d

0.5640
0.12862
2.E851
0.E651

2.8524
0.'I 'I 50
0.0739
0.071 2

1 .3304
0.2 'I 94
0.3884
0.3733

1.4823
0.1402
0.75%
0.0550

12.0249
C0073
C.1 609
-0.001 1

0. ' 932
0.0058
0.0075
0.0051

3.0639
3.02130
3.0015
3.0031

00933
00'110
005%
00015

0.3204
0.047'I
1.0309
0.11351

' .CB-'19
0.6633
0.0432
0.0401

0.6109
0.1 'I 56
0.0510
0.0410

0.6721
0.0753
0.3650
0. 0387

ga
gb
gc
gd

2.E585
1.E614
1.1147
0.5612

2.4076
2.081 2
1.1939-
0.8057

2.7856
2.1735
1 .S404
0.5799

2.7133
2.0387
1.3153
0.8158

C2301
[.1 479
C0895
C0826

0.2098
0. ' 739
0.0989
0.0776

3.2342
3.1757
3.1273
3.0662

0 2247
0 1659
0 1052
0 0755

1.$70
1.CQ66
0.6329
0.5605

' .EB17
' .C597
0.@02
0.4700

1 .0807
1 .0695
0.9208
0.3935

1 .0765
1 .0553
0. 7.146
0.4747
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A4.3 Results of the Soil Pressure Profile Experiments

Table A4-5 Tabulated results of the soil pressure profle experiments of Chapter 3
Measured by EORT Measured by ceramic pressure sensors
Horizontal Vertical
Force (kN) Force (kN)

Moment
(kN.m)

Start Zero End Zeno Dynamic Net Pressure Net Pressure
Sensor (bar) (bar) (bar) Start (bar) End (bar)

Test 0
Zero
Dynamic
Difference
S.Deviation

0.176
5.659
5.483
0.392

0.019
0.646
0.627
0.030

0.005
2.639
2.634
0.000

P1 0.000
P2 -1.193
P3 ~0.246
P4 0.909
P5 0.037

-0.014
-0.623
-3.812
0.072
-0.090

0.027
1.671
2.751
13.027
14.403

0.027
2.864
2.998
12.118
14.366

0.041
2.294
6.564
12.955
14.493

Test 1
Zero
Dynamic
Difference
S.Deviation

0.153
5.493
5.340
0.426

0.016
0.631
0.616
0.026

0.004
2.623
2.619
0.043

P1 0.000
P2 -0.895
P3 0.983
P4 0.821
P5 -0.004

-0.007
-0.317
-3.575
-0.368
-0.01 1

0.041
1.765
2.608
11.639
13.739

0.041
2.660
1.624

10.817
13.743

0.048
2.081
6.183
12.006
13.750

Test 2
Zero
Dynamic
Difference
S.Deviation

0.149
5.627
5.478
0.332

0.021
0.637
0.616
0.031

0.006
2.639
2.633
0.001

P1 -0.021
P2 -0.235
P3 -0.162
P4 1.123
P5 ~0.037

-0.051
-0.501
-4.189
0.583
-0.070

0.036
1.880
1.962

13.060
14.398

0.057
2.115
2.124
11.937
14.435

0.087
2.381
6.151
12.477
14.467

'Test 3
Zero
Dynamic
Ditference
S.Deviation

0.130
6.547
6.417
0.584

0.022
0.686
0.664
0.036

0.006
2.639
2.633
0.000

P1 -0.007
P2 -0.243
P3 0.314
P4 1.501
P5 ~0.008

º0.034
-0.138
-4.578
0.223
-0. 147

0.090
2.707
2.611
14.350
16.374

0.097
2.950
2.297
12.849
16.382

0.124
2.845
7.189
14.127
16.521

Test 4
Zero
Dynamic
Difference
S.Deviation

0.175
6.799
6.624
0.471

0.038
0.735
0.697
0.043

0.010
2.639
2.629
0.000

P1 -0.007
P2 0.116
P3 2.005
P4 0.192
P5 -0.068

-0.031
0.005
-1.352
0.004
-0.133

0.148
2.827
6.006
13.748
17.282

0.155
2.711
4.000
13.556
17.350

0.179
2.822
7.358
13.745
17.415

'Test 5
Zero
Dynam ic
Dierence
S.Deviation

0.149
5.537
5.388
0.275

0.017
0.644
0.627
0.030

0.005
2.638
2.634
0.004

P1 -0.009
P2 0.359
P3 2.470
P4 0.910
P5 -0.112

0.337
-0.434
-1.488
4.448
-0.636

0.091
2.758
5.630
11.791
14.650

0.100
2.399
3.160
10.881
14.762

-0.247
3.192
7.118
7.343
15.286

Test 6
Zero
Dynamic
Diñerence
S.Deviation

0.174
5.483
5.309
0.407

0.015
0.656
0.641
0.033

0.004
2.624
2.620
0.045

P1 0.000
P2 0.394
P3 2.250
P4 1.763
P5 -0.018

-0.025
0.345
0.891
0.670
-0.170

0.089
2.733
6.867
11.609
13.211

0.089
2.340
4.617
9.847
13.229

0.114
2.389
5.976
10.939
13.381

Test 5 gave erroneous measurements at the end o test.
Test 6 P3 data is questionable because of odd characteristics as the tine
reached the end o its mn.
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Table A4-8 Tabulated results of cavity length and depth from static nozzle experiments in ne
sand

FINE SAND

147.9

Flow rate (ml/s) [DesigFTMeasured]
50 100 1 50 250

| I me Zsecs I 50.1 99.5 247.7
400

376.9
Lenth 0.24 78.4

97.4
86.8
105.0

77.2
104.3

75.5
103.1

a2.Z
103.1

2

o.4s |
1 116.9

136.5
126.1
151.4

126.0
157.4

132.0
168.2

143.8
187.9

4
6

155.5
168.9

183.4
202.9

184.2
211.1

216.4
252.7

246.8
292.4

8
10

174.9
180.4

218.1
229.9

235.4
253.6

280.5
302.0

323.9
354.0

12
16 |

185.1
191.5

24078
252.3

268.0
293.2

320.5
349.1

373.0
404.9

22
20

I
194.1 260.5 305.5 369.4

378.4
24
26 205.7

314.1

28 269.7

0.48

I I
Depth 0.24 31.1

39.6
35.1
40.1

35.8
39.3

31.3
41.4

35.1
45.7

1
2

43.5
51.8

51.6
57.7

50.0
66.0

51.2
66.2

60.1
82.2

4
6

63.6
72.7

76.1
88.9

80.4
99.3

97.7
129.6

118.5
151.5

8
10

83.5
90.3

104.9
121.9

119.4
142.3

158.0
182.7

184.2
220.0

12
16

102.1
122.2

133.7
168.9

149.7
180.8

207.2
244.7

246.2
321.2

20
22

163.9 197.2 205.9 273.5
293.8

24
26 234.8

238.8

zßÄ± 266.9

development, breaking upwards towards the soil surface
Red font indicates cavities that had entered the third stage of cavity

Table A4-9 Tabulated results of cavity length and depth from static nozzle experiments in
coarse sand

COARSE SAND

lme ISGCSI I

Flow rate (ml/s) [Design/Measured]
50 100 150

53.1 98.9 146.5
250

245.9
400

398.2
Length 0.24

0.48
23.0
30.1

47.3
48.8

48.1
50.1

97.2
106.4

99.4
112.4

0.72
1.0

36.9
35.3

48.7
48.7

51.3
50.2

103.3
104.0

115.5
117.2

1.48
2.0

36.3
37.0

48.4
49.0

50.6
50.3

108.1
107.4

122.3
125.0

4.0
8.0

38.6
41.5

50.2 51.1 109.4

18.0 131.1I0.24
0.48

Depth I 14.6
18.8

18.2
18.5

18.7
21.7

28.9
29.9

34.3
32.3

0.72
1.0

19.2
18.8

17.7
17.0

20.9
19.3

31.2
27.4

33.6
39.6

1.48
2.0

18.5
17.4

16.4
17.6

18.9
16.6

30.0
29.2

31.8
35.9

4.0
8.0

19.8
19.6

21.2 16.8 29.5

| 18.0 | 36.8

Appendix 4 259 Craig S. Knight
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A4.4.3 Calculation of the Surface Area of a Cavity

In Chapter 4 the cavity created by a static nozzle intemal to the sand was found to take

the approximate form y = 2G«/Ü - 2G.x [Eq 4.l5]. The surface area is thus given by

2 4 2 l
the integral A= [Bq. 4.291. 11 was

x x

not possible to solve this integral algebraically, so a numerical solution was found using

a scientic calculator, as detailed in Section 4.7.1 G of Chapter 4. Numerically

determined surface areas, assuming a G value of 0.45, are shown against the

corresponding cavity length values in Table A4-10 below. Figure A4.l shows that the

surface area can be closely approximated a the length squared (I2).

Table A4-10 Results of calculated surface area corresponding to cavity length
LengfrÃ¥
(mm^2)

0

avitengf
l Suaoe Ärea(mm) (mm^2)

0 0
10 103.7 100
30 933.2 900
50 2592.3
70 50809
90 8399.1

1 1 0 125468
130 17524.1
150 233308
170 29967.2

2500
4900
8100
12100
16900
22500
28900
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Figure A4.1 Comparison of numerically determined surface area against cavity length and

approximating curve of lengthz
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A4.4.4 Plots of Cavities Proles created by Static Nozzles
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Figure A4.2 Prole of cavities created in standard sand by the thirteen flow rates in the static
nonle experiments
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A4 5 Results of Uplift Force Experiments

The results of the uplft force experiments of Chapter 4 are contaned n Table A4-11

Table A4-ll Tabulated results of the uplift force experiments

experments

Experment Sand I Sand | Plate Size' Velocty Uplft Force

A4 6 Dynamic Nozzle Experimental Results

Table A4 12 Tabulated results of the jet ow rate and pressure for the dynamc nozzle

7.5
18.9
33.1
34.5
48.5
57.0
82.5
89.8
101.5

(m/s)
211.5
213.4
213.7
211.4
214.0
214.0
211.9
211.1
214.3

Mean 212.9

Speed Flow rate Pressure
(mm/s) (bar)

2.499
2.514
2.550
2.523
2.517
2.534
2.539
2.518
2.535
2.526
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A4.6.1 Dimensions of Cavities created by Dynamic Nozzles

Table A4-13 Tabulated results of the dynamic nozzle cavity lengths
cAv'rY LENGTH (mm)
Nozzle Speed (mmls) [DesignlMeasured]

100
101.5

256.5
2 249.8

247.4
254.2
258.2
268.2
275.0
268.8

9 276.6
10 282.0
11 238.0
12 189.8
13
14

Mean 263.7

®`lO§U1-BQ)

207.2
201.0
201.6
196.0
200.5
196.6
198.2
203.3
202.2
197.1
194.3
189.3
161.3

198.9

192.1
188.2
179.2
169.1
161.8
163.0
152.3
149.0
152.3
152.3
146.2
149.0
138.9

151.6

208.0
191.5
167.0
164.5
150.0
156.0
145.5
148.0
145.0
151.0
142.0
148.0
139.0

147.2

189.3
164.1
146.7
129.4
129.4
121.5
117.6
118.7
127.1
126.6
120.4
125.4
124.9
122.1
123.9

171.9
162.4
140.6
124.9
118.7
117.6
113.7
118.7
115.9
115.4
114.8
116.5
115.4
115.4
116.2

10 20 30 40 50 60 80 90
'Frame N0. I 7.5 18.9 33.1 34.5 48.5 57.0 82.5 89.8

1 144.0
128.0
126.0
98.5
99.0
97.0
99.5
99.5
92.5
97.5
96.0
86.0
88.0
85.5
94.5

175.8
141.1
127.7
109.8
90.2
89.6
91.3
88.5
90.2
87.4
84.6
87.9
81.2
75.0
87.9

163.5
128.5
113.7
97.4
86.8
84.6
86.2
87.4
79.0
80.0
67.0
64.0
57.8
59.0
85.9

Red numbers denote cavities nol in dynamic equilibrium and were thus not used in further analysis

Table A4-14 Tabulated results of the dynamic nozzle cavity depth, r, and rb
cAvTY DEPTH r (mm)

20
18.9

Nozzle Speed (mmls) [Design/Measured]
30

33.1
40

34.5
50

48.5
60

57.0
80

82.5
90

89.8
100

101.5
207.4
219.1

10
Frame No. I 7.5

1
2

@`|O>U1~ß(º)

172.1
169.7
175.3
177.9

9 182.1
10 180.8
11
12
13
14

97.6
95.4
109.2
107.1
101.2
95.5
94.3
88.9
92.3
97.8
98.7
97.1

98.0
82.3
78.8
70.9
68.4
61.8
61.6
59.4
69.9

84.5
79.0
67.7
64.9
67.3
63.0
65.6
60.2
59.5

84.6
65.8
53.7
52.7
48.8
45.4
47.3
47.5
50.9
50.2
49.9

65.9
49.7
45.5
44.1
44.3
46.4
44.2
44.9
44.7
45.9

48.2
45.8
43.7
41.3
39.3
37.1
36.0
32.8
34.6
35.0
38.5

53.1
43.6
39.5
34.8
31.4
29.4
34.8
37.1
35.0

65.3
41.0
40.1
34.3
34.5
30.0
34.2

Mean 176.3 97.9 69.1 64.0 49.6 45.5 39.3 35.7 35.7
cAv Y DEPTH r (mm)

(D`|07Ul-ß<.J|\)-I

-11.9
-23.5
-30.7
-33.6
-32.0
-25.6
-27.4
-28.7

9 -24.9
10 -23.1
11
12
13
14

-46.2
-53.4
-43.2
-44.1
-50.8
-50.4
-53.3
-50.4
~49.7
-51 .5
-50.6
-49.4

-36.1
-44.1
-43.0
-43.7
-46.1
-45.4
-42.9
-46.3
-44.7

-39.2
-42.0
-42.7
-42.8
-44.8
-43.8
-41.8
-41.1
-42.2

-40.3
-43.1
-42.1
-43.1
-38.5
-41.6
-37.6
-39.8
-39.6
-38.5
-42.6

-35.9
-38.5
-40.1
-39.4
-38.6
-35.8
-39.6
-35.7
-36.3
-37.8

-33.5
-31.0
-31.5
-30.7
-28.9
-30.2
-28.5
-20.8
-23.1
-15.7
-27.2

-29.5
-32.7
-30.2
-28.6
-30.6
-21.9
-e.e
-5.9
-es

-33.2
-32.7
-32.2
-28.1
-30.1
º6.9
-6.5

Mean -26.2 -49.4 -43.6 -42.3 -40.6 -37.8 -27.4 -21.6 -31.2
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A4.6.2 Plots of Cavities Proles created by Dynamic Nozzles
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